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Fame.
That's right. F-A-M-E.
Because if the game you design
is good enough, we'll make it
and put your name on every one
we sell.
And remember. you don't have
to be a computer programmer to
come up with a great ·g ame. You
just have to have a great imagination, and give us a short description
of your idea.

IF FAME ISN'T ENOUGH,
HOW ABOUT A FORTUNE?
$25,000 to be exact. That's how
much the game contract will
bring you . Guaranteed. What's
more, we're giving away a whole
list of prizes for the other great
game ideas we get.
• Four First Prize AMC Jeeps~
• 400 Second Prize Texas Instruments 99/ 4A'" Home Computers.
• 4000 free Fox Video Games.

EVERYBODY WINS.
Because the new M-A-S-H
game comes packaged with a
smashing M -A -S -H T-shirt .
Absolutely free .

HOW DO YOU GET STARTED?
Just buy the original M-A-S-H
game. The contest rules and entry
blanks are in every package.
And if you win, you might say
the rewards are monumental.

Games of the Century

FFAlURES
New Command control devices for
video and computer games are the
latest rage. Find out about the very
latest sticks, button boxes, paddles
and tracballs in.

CONTROLLER
UPDATE: PART II
A whole library of 2600-compatible
software is iust a phone call away
with GameLine. Read all about it
here, and find out how you can
become a pioneering charter member.
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Strap on your sword, polish up your
magic shield and prepare to venture
into realms of wonder with.

THE PLAYERS
GUIDE
TO FANTASY
GAMES
For every Pac-Man, there are several
coin-op games that don't make it.
Failure is not always deserved . So
here they are,
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IF YOU OWN A COMMODORE COMPUTER,
YOU KNOW IT CAN DO ALL THIS.

BUSINESS

EDUCATION

PROGRAMMING

GAMES

BUT DID YOU KNOW FOR ABOUT S100,
YOU CAN ALSO GET IT TO DO ALL THIS?
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INFORMATION

The screens at the top of the
page show a few examples of
how versatile the VIC 20 'M or
Commodore 64 'M can be with the
addition of Commodore software .
The screens below them give
you a few examples of how much

COMMODORE
INFO. NETWORK

more versatile they can be w ith
the addition of a Commodore
VICMODEM .
For around $100. the
Commodore VICMODEM
will turn your VIC 20 or
Commodore 64 computer
into a telecomputer .
To make matters even better.
Commodore includes a few little
extras (such as a free hour's time
on the two most popular telecomputing services) that add up to a
value of $197.50* A nice return on

USA -po Box 500. Conshohocken. PA 194 28. C anada ~ 3370Pharmacy Avenue. Aglncour!. Ontario. Canada M1W2K4 • Cenamoffers subJec l toChange
CompuServe IS a trademark 01 CompuServe. Inc and H & A Block Co Dow Jones NewS/Retr ieval Service IS a registered trademark ot
Dow Jones & Co. Inc The Source IS a serVice mark Source Telecompullng Corporation. a Subsldla l v at Reader's Digest Corporation, Inc

0'

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

an investment of about $100.
Most computer companies
think it's reasonable to ask as
much as $500 for a modem that'll
give you telecomputing capabilities such as ours .
However. with a VICMODEM
priced at around $100. we think
we're being a lot more reasonable . Don 't you agree?

( :: commodore
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Author! Author!

I

don't say this intending
to dampen anybody's
enjoyment of electronic
gaming, but I tend to think
there's something the matter with a number of today's
new videogame cartridges.
Granted, their graphics are
the greatest, their playmechanics are marvelous,
and their themes couldn't be
more diverse or original. Yet
something important's definitely missing.
My quarrel isn't with the
games themselves at all .
Rather, it's with the way the
manufacturers are presenting them to the American
public. The missing ingredient, to which I have now
referred a couple of times is
the name of the author - or
the translator - of the program.
In this era of lawsuits regarding the ownership of
copyrights for the leading
commercial as well as home
arcade titles, it is strange to
find that all the electronic
artists who brainstorm gaming ideas and turn them into
reality are often the forgotten men and women at the
very companies which are
fighting hardest to prevent
other such publishers from
infringing upon their legal
rights to these works.
6 Electronic Games

Graphic Consultants
Creative Concepts

All designers of electronic can find out who designed
games are just as much any given cartridge - and
creative artists as painters probably get the inventor's
and novelists. A good game home telephone number,
can take up to a year - six too. The way to reduce the
months is an average - for a impact of designers jumping
programmer to design. Why from manufacturer to manshouldn't the creator of such ufacturer is to develop a
a work of art be entitled to sound standard agreement
put his or her name on it to for the gaming industry that
reap the praise and brickbats protects both company and
of gaming consumers?
artist, not make the designThe idea of the program- ers toil in anonymity.
The other reason boils
mer as an artist is almost
universally accepted with- down to a desire to put the
in the computer software corporate name forward at
community, but there are the expense of credit for any
still numerous producers of individual. That is undervideogame cartridges who standable, but it is certainly
haven't seen the light. En- at variance with the way
countering this type of a things are handled in other
videogame that includes mass culture fields . Can you
credit for its inventor is imagine buying a new rock
almost as rare as finding a record that didn't tell you
computer disk that doesn't the name of the band, or a
novel that didn't mention
do so.
Companies generally give the name of its author on the
one of two reasons for not cover?
It is time to give credit
recognizing game creators.
One is the fear that printing where credit is due and put
their names will attract the the names of the programinterest of rival publishers mers on the cartridges they
who may try to spirit them design . Providing all this
away. Sure, that's a danger. information is a definite
But the plain fact is that the consumer service, since it
names of the designers are gives videogame-Iovers a
hardly a dark secret within chance to zero in on their
the electronic gaming indus- favorite designers .
try, Almost any company
Let's not cheat the deexecutive worth a paycheck signers of their due.
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Sadly. many personal computers will become tamarraw's
junk in the oN/c . The SV·3181s one that will not. 8ecause os
you get beNer, it gets beNer. It does so because of Its
capability and expandabillty-both tor beyond those at
any other aNordable computer.
CAPABILITY. The SV·318 isn 't Just more c apable. /l's much
more capable . No other computer at even twice the price
combines all these extraordinary features : 32K ROM
expandable to 96K; 32K RAM expandable to 144K;
Extended MicrosoN BaSic (the Industry standard): even
Standard CP/M 80·column capability so you can
immediately utilize over 10,000 existing soNware
progroms. The SV·31B also has a unique bull/-injoystlckJ
cursor control-on immeasurably us e tul feature when it
comes to playing your lovorite video game_
EXPANDABILITY. As you become more and more skilllul
with computers, you 'll love how the SV-318 " stretches " to
meet your demands (and actually leads you in lascinatlng.
new directions). For one thing. all ele ven 01 our Important
peripherals are available immedia/ely. Wilh mosl olher
models. you have to wait monlhs. For anolher, Ihe SV·318 is
beautitully designed to interlace with new options as they
become available.
AFFORDABILITY. The SV·318 is not only eminently offord·
obte, it's the I/rst true bargain 01 the c omputer age! Besides
home budgeting, business applications, word processing.
programming and sell·teachlng, the SV-318 is the best
enterlainment value In town. Not only can you use it with
your TV to ploy hundreds 01 d iffer ent video gomes, you
can also use your SV·318 with a TV as a drawing tablet or
music synthesizer. In ploy, a s In work. the SV-318 will
con tinually expand to meet your poten tial_

Whether you 're just weNing yo ur toes in c ompulers, or
lully asoil on the waters. Ihe SV· 318 is a computer Ihot will
serve you lor many, many years . You see, we believe Ihat
even in Ihe campuler age, you don 'I become on object 01
real value unless yo u 're around lor a while .

Look what
for your VIC 20.
ast action. Complex strategies.
Interesting characters. Superior sound effects. Multiple levels
of play.
These are the things you want
from YOLJr VIC 20!M
They're al)3o the things you get
from Tronix. From the people who
brought you Swarm I, Sidewihder
and Galactic Blitz. ,
-f
And now, there's more.
Now Tronix brings you the same I
By
rewarding rapid-fire excitement in
I
Jimmy Huey.
I
111 a prepatory world
three brand-new game cartridges. 1of killer worms, dragons, stalkEach o~e is something dif.
ers, pods and fly traps, the scorferent. Something new. Bu~ they all
pion prowls the maze in search
have one thing in common. /
of sustenance. Frogs and their
They're all designed to bring
eggs mean survival to the scorpion.
out the best in your VIC 20.
But they 'can also mean instant
You shouldn't settle for anydeath! (Suggested retail $39.95)
thing less.

F

I

I

,

I

we have in store

By

By

Thomas Kim .

Corey Ostman .

Your helicopter gunship hovers over the enemy's
military bases and missile emplacements. Your mission is to destroy
them . But as the sky fills with smart
bombs and anti-aircraft fire, there's
less and less room for a wrong
move! (Suggested retail $39.95)

Deep in the earth, a
fortune awaits. But the dark
passageways are filled with peril as
well as profit. Runaway boxcars.
Crashing boulders. A claim jumper
with murder in his eyes. Be careful.
But be quick- oxygen is in short
supply! (Suggested retail $39.95)
TM

8295 South La Cienega Blvd ., Inglewood, CA 90301
Look for Tronix games in your nearest store. If you can't find them there, write to us.
VIC 20 '" IS a trademark 01 Commodore EleclronlCS lid

COLECO UNVEILS
"'ROLLER-CONTROLLER"
The" Roller Controller" is a
control device that features a
free-rolling tracball. Designed
by Coleco fOr'the ColecoVision system, players just snap
two regular ColecoVision
controllers into the console for
ready access to fire buttons
and joysticks, and then spin
the tracball to move.
Coleco's latest creation,
Slither, is included with the
controller, and some additional games, which utilize the

Here's Donkey Kong Jr. as a mini-arcade.

new device, are almost ready
for release.
Speaking of new devices,
how about the "Super Action
Controller"? It incorporates a
pistol-grip design with four
control triggers to direct game
play, and an eight-directional
joystick that has a keypad
mounted on top of the handle
grip. Challenge Baseball is the
game that comes packaged
with a pair of these controllers.

MORE MINI- ARCADES A COMIN'

The "tracball" comes to ColecoVision.

GOOD GRIEF!
IT'S PEANUTS!
Atari has just arranged for a
new licensing agreement with
United Features Syndicate
10 Electronic Cames

and "Peanuts" creator,
Charles Schulz, to design
videogame software based
upon the famous "Peanuts"
gang.

Coleco's expanding its line
of self-contained tabletop
arcade games, successfully
introduced in 1982. The first
four titles - PaC-Man, Galaxian, Donkey Kong, and
Frogger - sold approximately three million units, so it's no
surprise that more are on the
way .
New releases for 1983 include Ms. PaC-Man, incor-

Schulz says, "I'm delighted
to be working with Atari's
talented design and marketing groups on the development of these games." Up till

porating eight increasingly
more difficult mazes; Donkey
Kong Jun ior, wherein that
antagonistic ape 's son tries
to rescue his dad from a cage
in which Mario has him con tained, and Zaxxon, the everpopular arcade space game.
Its playfield comb ines two
vacuum flourescent displays
to produce multi -colored 3-D
fun!

now, Snoopy hasn't ·said anything, but we'll let you know
as soon as he 's ready to come
down off the roof of his doghouse and make a statement.

Tutan
game were you race th rough a pyramid to find Tut's treasure.
The game where you're attacked by the fiendish guardians of the tomb.And you fight
back with your laser guns. You capture the keys to the treasure room and then the
treasure isyours.All the action of the hit arcade game is com ing to your Atari®or Sears®
home video system. From Parker Brothers, of course.

®~PARKER BROTHERS THE ONES TO BEAT

TUTANKHAM game grap hlCs ~ 1982 Konami Industry Co .. ltd.1UTANKHAM isa trademark of Kona m, Industry Co.. ltd.
ls a trademark of Atari Inc and Sears lsa trademark of Sears Roebuck and Co.
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so m e quick- closing w alls;
Eggomania, which exhibits a
circus bear catching eggs and
pitching them back, and Picnic, w hich makes yo u the
bea rer of a much- needed flyswatter tha t'll save you from a
swarm of bu ggers. Also on
han d will be Bakery, w hich
requires a deft-handed ch ef to
drop cakes onto a conveyor
belt, Raft Rider where gamers
are forced to maneuver a raft
down treac hero us w at ers ,
an d Entombed, a cartri dge
that lets you explore an ancient tomb .
And , that 's right folks, not a
one is a shoot-'em- up!

PROMOTES
FAMILY
ARCADING

u.s. Games is releasing a
new serie s o f games t hat
embraces fa mily fun as its
main theme , w hile dow nplaying the space and l o r
shoot-'em-u p action.
Some of the new breed of
games will inclu de: Gopher,
which lets gamers play the
part of " M r. Green Jeans",
force d to battle maraudi ng
rodents in a carrot patch ;
Squeeze Box in which a jail bird shoots his way through
GOPHER

Atari has upgraded its service effort.

ATARI OFFERS HOME REPAIR
Atari wants consumers to
get even greater value for
their money, so the company ' s bestowing , free of
charge, " Accessory Test Consoles " to qualifying dealers.
Now, gamers will be able to
take their ailing equipment to
the nearest Test Consoles, located at their favorite electronic game stores, and find
out what happened to their
systems.
This should prove in ,'alu-

able to arcaders, in saving
lots of time and trouble when
videogame-related entanglements arise .
Atari has also recognized
potential joystick problems by
introducing the "Atari Joystick Repair Kit" . Contained
within are all the necessary
replacement parts arid easy
instructions, allowing gamers
smooth-sailing repair procedures instead of having to buy
new joysticks.

IMAGIC GAMES GO INTELLIVISION
Intellivision fans can now
look forward to playing even
more new games on their
favorite system - this time,
courtesy of Imagic.
Among the forthcoming
selections are all types of
games from shoot-outs to adventures .
Ice Trek summons adventurous arcaders across frozen
wasteland, while attempting
to avoid charging caribou . At
the same time , gamers are required to build an ice bridge
and attack the Frost Giant's
fortress . Dragonfire pits the
gamer against fire-breathing
serpents, while Swords and
Serpents employs the buddy
system in the form of a wizard
and a knight who must team
together to battle the beast
and win over his treasure.

Dracula casts you in the role
of that blood-thirsty Count,
forced to eat and run - back
to his crypt, that is - before
day breaks. Tropical Troubles
takes place on a desert island,
allowing gamers the opportunity of finding out just exactly what kind of Robinson
Crusoe they'd make. Adventure and peril also abound in
White Water, a jungle rivertype thriller. Safecracker is a
graphically outstanding cops
and robbers shoot-out for all
the law-abiding gamers, while
Truckin' pits the videogamer
against another trucker in a
race between the two rigs,
requiring strategic choices
concerning what cargo is to
be left behind and what's to
be collected across the countryside.

Better find out. Here comes Centipede from Atari.
rM

Look out. Centipede's escaping from the arcade. Grabbing every great arcade feature it
can. And it's only from Atari, for use with the
ATARI ®2600 ,IM Sears Video Arcade t systems ,
and the ATARI 5200 lM SuperSystem .
There's the same relentless attack of centipedes, scorpions, fleas , and spiders . A mushroom garden. Changing screen colors with
each new centipede. And each new one gets
faster. So poin ts get tougher.

ATARI~

Il

And if it's points you want , you can get 10
times more by shooting for the head. Like the
player on the right. He's about tOj it
the head for 100 points. But the
player on the left is about to hit a
body segment for a measly 10
points . A cheap shot.
.
So don't let Centipede get
away. That wouldn't be using
ftlft
your head.
A Warner Communica tions Company.

ATARI·

PINK PANTHER
TO PLAY

u.s. Games has just inked an agreement to create expanded memory
games, featuring the delightful Pink
Panther and his ever-present arch enemy, Inspector Clouseau.
Trail of the Pink Panther is ready to
hit the shelves any moment now that is, if nobody bungles things up.
Kato, that means you!
SPECIAL
VIDEOL YMPICS
The Special Olympics, a longstanding series of events in which the
handicapped compete in a series of
sporting events, is adding videogames
this year!

INTELLIVISION
DEBUTS
HOT HARDWARE
Mattei is set to release, among
other products, the Intellivision II (a
revam ped , more economical version
of the original), a keyboard module for
the Intellivision I and II, the Aquarius
computer, and plenty of software for
its own and other companies' systems.
The big news, however, concerns
the Intellivision III, expected to reach
market with an initial selection of six
to eight games, and a price tag of
slightly under $300. That isn't cheap,
but there are lots of marvelous features, which more than justify the
cost.
The system will be software-compatible with the original Intellivision
an d the Aquari us, and will have a
built-in voice synthesizer (with special
mod ule) . This allows it to play Mattei
voice cartridges without an adapter.
The Intellivision III also sports remote
control command devices that incorporate the com pany's version of
the traditional joystick.
W ith approximately 12K of ROM
and 10K of RAM , Intellivision Ill 's
graphics are just sensational. Resolution's 320x190 pixels, and the system
displays an infinite amou nt of different colors on-screen, as well as being
able to ma nipu late 64 objects onscreen simultaneously.
Possible game releases include Air
Ace, throwing gamers into the cockpit
of a fighter plane, assigned to patrol a
full-screen landscape seen from threequarter perspective. Other projected
titles lean toward multi-screen adventure games, incorporating a first-person view of the action .
14 Electronic Games

Most Popular Videogame Cartridges
Position
This
Last
Month
Month Game
1
2
Donkey Kong
2
4
Zaxxon
3
3
Lady Bug
4
Advanced Dungeons
& Dragons
5
Venture
6
Pitfall
6
1
7
5
River Raid
8
Turbo
9
9
Defender
10
Frogger
11
Tron Deadly Disc
12
13
Vanguard
Demon Attack
13
14
15
Megamania
15
Berzerk

System
ColecoVision
ColecoVision
ColecoVision
Intellivision

Manufadurer
Coleco
Coleco
Coleco
Mattei

ColecoVision
Atari 2600
Atari 2600
ColecoVision
Atari 2600
Atari 2600
Intellivision
Atari 2600
Atari 2600
Atari 2600
Atari 2600

Coleco
Activision
Activision
Coleco
Atari
Parker Brothers
Mattei
Atari
Imagic
Activision
Atari

Most Popular Computer Games
Position
This
Last
Month
Month Game
1
1
Star Raiders
2
2
Pac-Man
3
3
Centipede
4
4
Castle Wolfenstein
Preppie
5
Miner 204ger
6
7
10
Wizardry
8
Caverns of Mars
9
Choplifter
10
6
Omega Race

System(s)
Atari 400-800-1200
Atari 400-800-1200
A tari 400-800-1200
Apple, Atari
Atari 400-800-1200
Atari, Apple, IBM
Apple
Atari 400-800-1200
Apple, Atari
VIC-20

Manufadurer
Atari
Atari
Atari
Muse
Adventure , Int.
Assorted
Sir- Tech
Atari
Broderbund
Commodore

Most Popular Coin-Op Videogames
Position
This
Month
1
2

Last
Month
1
6

3

7

4
5

3
5

6

4

7

8
9
10

9

Game
Donkey Kong
Tron
Donkey Kong Jr.
Zaxxon
Ms. Pac-Man
Dig-Dug
Q*Bert
Centipede
Tempest
Tutankham

Manufadurer
Nintendo
Midway
Nintendo
Sega/Gremlin
Midway
Atari
Gottlieb
Atari
Atari
Stern

Since mere quantity of play doesn't necessarily equal actual popularity ,
Electronic Games bases its standings on the votes of its readers . These
lists of most popular games are based upon more than 1000 Reader Polls.
We update the "picked hits" lists in every issue of Electronic Games.
So send in your votes!

BUG-OFF CONTEST
YOUR HIGH SCORE
COULD WIN YOU: An ATARI5200™SuperSystem or - An ATARI
5200 TRAK-BALL TM
Controller and two
5200 game cartridges -

---

- A trip to San Francisco to compete in the
U_S_ CENTIPEDE
Championship PlayOffs - A grand prize of
an ATARI MILLIPEDE™
arcade game -

--

- A trip to Munich, Germany to represent the
United States in the
ATARI World Video
Championship Competition HOW TO ENTER: - 1. Purchase a CENTIPEDE game
cartridge for your ATARI2600'" or 5200'" game system.
(You may compete in either the 2600 or 5200 game
division, but not both'> - 2. Practice zapping the crawly
creature until you reach your top score~ - 3 . Snap a
picture (black-and-white or color) of the CENTIPEDE
game screen showing your best score, making sure
that the score is clearly visible, and send it to us along
with a completed entry blank or 3" x 5" card with your
complete name and address, and the proof-of-purchase seal from the back corner of your game manual.
- 4, In the lower left-hand corner of your envelope,
write your game score and the ATARI
game system (2600 or 5200) you played
on. Your entry must be received by
June 30, 1983.
© 1983 ATARI, Inc. All right s reserved.

HOW TO WIN: To find out who 's really
buggy about CENTIPEDE, we've divided
the country into 20 geographical areas.
To win an ATARI5200 SuperSystem ,
be the top scorer in your area in the
2600 game division . (THE 2600 CARTRIDGE TEDDY BEAR LEVEL IS NOT
ELIGIBLE FOR ENTRY IN THIS COMPETITIONJ

To win a TRAK-BALL Controller and
your choice of two 5200 game cartridges, be the top scorer in your area
in the 5200 game division .
HOW TO WIN MORE: If you're buggy
enough to be oneof the five top-scoring
winners in either division, you'll receive
an expense-paid trip for two to San
Franc isco for the U.S. CENTIPEDE
Championship Play-Oils this summer
where you'lI have a chance to compete
in a timed CENTIPEDE play-oil for a
grand prize of an ATARI MILLIPEDE
coi n-op arcade game, awarded to the
top scorer in each game division .
THE Ua:rIMATE BUG-oFF: Here's your
chance to prove you've got what it takes

to tell everyone to bug oH : the two grand
prize winners will compete in a final
play-all on both game systems and the
player with the highest combined score
from both games will win an expensepaid trip for two to Munich, Germany to
represent the U.S. in the ATARI World
Video Championship Competition in
mid-September.
If all these prizes are getting you even
buggier, there's only one thing to do:
get a complete list 01 official rules from
any participating deafer or by sending
a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
ATARI CENTIPEDE BUG-OFF CONTEST
OFFICIAL RULES , PO. Box 10890,
Long Island City, NY 11101. Read and
follow them carefully And then get busy
sharpening your playing skill s with
CENTIPEDE, the ATARI arcade hit that's
driving everyone buggy.
'Note: When a CENTIPEDE score reaches
999,999 on the 2600 or 99,999,999 on
the 5200, the score display will revert to
zero. Therefore, scores closest to but not
exceeding the above amounts will win,

Photo Tips : For best results . take the picture after dark with room lights
011. II you use an instant or instamatic camera . tape opaque paper over
the flash compartment or insert a dead bulb to force the lens open. DO
NOT USE A FLASH! (We suggest you try a few pract ice shots. just to
be safe.J
Contest open only to U,S. residents . Employees and families of
employees of Warner Communications. Inc. alliliates. subsidiaries and
production agenCies and Marden-Kane. Inc. are not eligible to enter.
Ollicial rules and entry blanks available at partiCipating dealers.
Void in Florida and Vermont and wherever prohibited or restricted by
law. All federal. state and local laws and regulations apply.

Send this entry blank. a clear photograph of your highest CENTIPEDE score and the proof-of-purchase seal clipped from the back
of your game manual to : THE ATARI CENTIPEDE BUG-OFF CONTEST. P.O . Box 10425. Long Island City. NY 11101 ,
Please check one: 0 2600 '" game division
o 5200 '" SuperSystem division
Name _________________________________
Street Address _ _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ __
State _ _ Zip _ _ _ Phone ( __ ) _ __ __
All entries must be received by June 30. 1983. Remem- ATA DI
ber to write your score and game divi sion on the lower "lftN
left-hand corner of the envelope.
A Warner CommunicalionsCompany

THE NATIONAL VANITY BOARD
Toda,'s Top Coin-op Scores

Electronic Games is proud to announce the creation of
the National Vanity Board to identify and honor the
nation's arcade aces. Just as the Electronic Games'
National Home Arcade salutes the achievements of the
lords and ladies of living room gaming, the National
Vanity Board will monitor the triumphs ot the kings and
queens of the coin-op videogaming world.
EG will update the listings each month based upon
information provided by game manufacturers, arcade
operators and, most importantly, our hundreds of
thousands of readers. If you or one of your buddies
rewrites the record book for the most popular commercial
arcade machines, getting the proper recognition for the
new champ is as easy as following these three steps:
1. Set the record.
2. Show the arcade manager on duty your record score
and have him (or her) sign the proper portion of the
report form - copies or facsimiles are fine.
J. Mail your score report to: Electronic Games, 460
West 34th Street, 20th Floor, New York, NY 10001 .

Score Report Form
Name of Player (Please Print)

Player's Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name of Game _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Score _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Arcade _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Arcade Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Arcade Operator's Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Here Are the Arcaders to Beat!
Missile Command (Atari)
Joe Fernandes
Artesia, CA
Record: 52,246,260

Galasa (Midway)
Jack Pardo
lansing, MI
Record: 9,635,070

Burgertime (Midway)
Brian Taylor
Virginia Beach, VA
Record: 550,050

Mouse Trap (Exidy)
Dwight love
Alberta, Canada
Record : 35,069,980

Centipede (Atari)
Darren Olson
Calgary, Canada
Record : 15,207,353

Stargale (Williams)
Mike McCrary
Albuquerque, NM
Record: 64,830,268

Megattack (Centuri)
Jay Rector
Crawfordsville, IN
Record: 1,007,416

Lady Bug (Universal)
Rich Calhoun
los Angeles , CA
Record : 244,330

Donke, Kong Ir. (Nintendo)
Joel Ferrer
Corvallis, OR
Record: 763,500

Robotron (Williams)
Ken Vance
las Vegas, NV
Record: 200,257,350

Kick·Man (Midway)
Randy laskowitz
Sullivan, MO
Record: 5,507,225

Tron (Midway)
Dave libby
Hampton, VA
Record: 5,999,522

Ms. Pac-Man (Midway)
Mike (XYZ) Schneider
los Angeles, CA
Record: 326,970

Tempest (Atarj)
Ken Vance
las Vegas, NV
Record: 4,999,993

Solar .. ox (Midway)
Greg Bray
Rockvale, CO
Record: 4,030,490

Super Pac-Man (Midway)
Mike (XYZ) Schneider
los Angeles, CA
Record: 1,233,410

Vanguard (Centuri)
Guillermo Toro
Caba Rojo, PR
Record: 2,238,220

Thief (Pacific Novelty)
Brian Wathen
Owensboro, KY
Record: 6,130,930

Dig-Dug (Atari)
Mike Strain
San Angelo, TX
Record: 6,269,720

Wizard of Wor (Midway)
Andy Jaworski
Ventura, CA
Record: 461,200

Space Dungeon (Taito)
Shannon Sharp
Aurora, CO
Record: 2,251,455

Donke, Kong (Nintendo)
Bill Schenley
Ocean Grove, NJ
Record: 11,800,300

Zaxxon (Sega/Gremlin)
Tim W illiams
Climax, NC
Record: 2,136,200

Kangaroo (Atari)
Terry Rowley
Philadelphia, PA
Record: 473,500

..renay (Stern)
Randy Gordon
Everett, WA
Record: 1,143,743

Eyes (Rock-Ola)
Craig Seitz
Cuba, MO
Record: 4,663,820

Looping (Venture line)
Ed leech
Frankfort, Il
Record: 1 ,256,810

..rogg... (SegaiGremlin)
Dave Marsden
Santo, TX
Record : 2,400,050

Tutankham (Stern)
Steve Pearson
Cold Springs, MN
Record: 141,160

loust (Williams)
Mike Krulewitch
Indianapolis, IN
Record: 21,559,500
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Kids Protest Maze Games
companies - Sierra On-Line, Inc.
COARSEGOLD, Calif.Carrying placards and shouting and Tigervision - responded with
slogans, kids acroSS the United the new Jawbreaker.
"The entire screen moves - the
States took to the streets today to
protest tedious and outdated com- happy faces, the set of chompers,
even the walls," said Kaid.
puter maze games.
"No maze creates as much exNo injuries were reported, and
damage was limited to games citement as our Jawbreaker," he
said, and added, "The colors are
based on stale mazes.
"The turn-out doesn't amaze brighter, the figures bigger, the
me," said R. Kaid, chairman of action faster."
While maze makers waited for
"M .A.D . - Mazes Are Dumb."
"Kids are tired of moving in someone to buy their games, kids
and other M.A.D. members goband around walls," he said.
News of the demands struck to bled up the NEW versions of
the heart of the arcade game inJawbreaker.
dustry. The most innovative of

APPLE, ATARI,eOM 64 AND
I BM VERSIONS BY

~R.ISION
.Sierra On·Line, Inc
Sierra On·Line Buildi~
Coarsegold, CA 9361i
(209) 683·6858

ves VERSION
BY

fICiI!\!!!!!!i
Tiger Electronic Toys
909 Orchard
Mundelein, IL 60060
(312) 949·8100

_ ______=
~
A~
P~
PL~E~~A~T~A~.~~COM ..

YCS
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*THE NATIONAL *

ARCADE SCOREBOARD
THE BEST SCORES FOR POPULAR VIDEOGAMES

Photos of readers' best scores are really pouring into the
offices of Electronic Games. and the competition among
the land 's arcade aces is even keener than expected. There
are plenty of top players out there , and the rankings listed
here show that they're hitting the joystick hot and heavy in
a bid for national recognition .
The scores tabulated here reflect the first group of games
wh ich the editors of EG selected to kick off this continuing
compilation of home videogaming records. We'll be adding
more games and updating their scores each month, a few
at a time, until we're covering most of what's hot.
To have your gaming achievements recognized in the
National Arcade Scoreboard, all you 've got to do is follow a
few simple rules:
1. Every score must be accompanied by a photograph of
the TV screen showing the score. These photos do not
have to be of publishable quality, just readable by our
judges.
2. All photographs received become the property of Electronic Games and none can be returned.
3. Be sure to include your complete name and address. (We
will print only the name and city in the magazine, but we
may want to contact high scorers for helpful gaming
hints.)
Games currently eligible for
the National Arcade Scoreboard are :

* Asteroids (Atari) - Game #6
* Defender (Atari) - Game #1
* Grand Prix (Activision) - Course #4
* (auto-fire,
Space Hawk (Mattei) - Game #1
if desired)
* Spacechase (Apollo) - Game #1
* Tron Deadly Disc (Mattei) - Game #1

* UFO

(O dyssey) -

Game #1

* USAC Auto Racing (MatteI) -
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DEFENDER

Course #1

THE HONOR ROLL
Asteroids/ Atari/ Atari VCS/Game # 6
1. 579,660 2. ::198,100 3. 199,990 -

Lance Simon, Carmichael, CA
Jim Franz, Germantown, WI
Ed Semrad, Waukesha, WI

Defender/Atari/ Atari VCS/Game # 1
1. 9,068,400 2. 7,500,150 3. 6,171,800 -

Gene Fruit, Maroa, IL
Wade Zimmerman, Ithaca, MI
Vic Beard, Ithaca, M I

Grand Prix/Activision/ Atari VCS/Course # 4
1. 1:i4:9i 2. 1:i5:41 3. 1:i5:54 -

Perry Brenkman, Florence, AZ
M ike Ratledge, Charleston, SC
Dave Gonelli, Leominster, MA

Space Hawk/Mattel/lntellivision/ Game # 1
1. 11,::I01,OiO 2. 10,i05,::I::10 -

3. 10,14::1,040 -

Nikk Salata, S. Berwick, MA
John Malley, Aurora, IL
Luc LaBelle, Manitoba, Canada

Spacechase/ Apollo/ Atari VCS/Game # 1
1. 185,075 2. 175,400 3. 9i,iOO -

Tom Garcia, Whittier, CA
Rich Bryan, Taylorville, IL
Ed Semrad, W aukesha, WI

Tron Deadly Disc/Mattel/lntellivision
1. 5,400,900 2. 1,505,i50 -

Ed Cason, APO, New York, NY
Jeff Wallace, Edison, NJ

UFO/Odyssey/Odyssey 3/Game # 1
1. 6,16i 2. 1,87::1 3. 1,858 -

Dave Jacksch, Raf Bentwaters, UK
Bill Simsalek, Cleveland, OH
Thomas Reed, Chandler, AZ

USAC Auto RacingiMattel/lntellivision
Course # 1
1. ::1:49 2. ::1:5::1 -

John Malley, Aurora, IL
Ken Barley, Canby, OR

TRON DEADLY DISC

A uMATCH" FOR EG?
As an American living in Germany, I
was delighted to see a new magazine
on my local newsstand called, Match.
According to the cover and interior
copy, it's being produced with EG.
However, I noticed that not all the
material matches the corresponding
issues of EG that American friends are
kind enough to send over. What's the
deal - is this the German version of
your magazine or what?
Darren Klinger
West Berlin, Germany
Ed : " Match" is, indeed, the liLemed Gelmanic version of EG . The
editors, however, reserve the right to
produce their own art and even their
own original material. After all, what
might be pertinent to a U.S. gamer
might be totally meaningless to a
German compatriot.

In fact, EG is turning up all over the
world I " Tilt! " is the title of our French
edition, there are also Scandanavian
versions, as well as several other
countries bidding for the rights to the
first and foremost electronic gaming
title on this planet.
We wouldn 't even be surprised to
hear from Darth Vader of the Empire,
requesting his own special rights to
the title!

TO INTEL THE TRUTH
Enclosed is a copy of a letter that
appeared in the January 1983 issue of
Electronic Games. The writer, when
discussing the IntelliVoice refers to the
system as "Intel" . As you are aware,
" Intel " is a registered trademark of our
company, Intel Corporation.
Since I am sure Mattei is just as
anxious as Intel to prevent any possible
confusion that might arise as the result
of such usage, please inform your
distributors regarding the proper use
of trademarks.
Ella S. Gaetz
Legal Assistant
Ed: First off, we wish to apologize
for the unintentional reprinting of the
abbreviated version of "Intellivision"
in EG. When that Readers Replay was
typed, the editor had never heard of
" Intel", and therefore had no idea
trademarks were being so shabbily
treated. You're absolutely correct, and
we're printing this here so all of
our readers will become aware of the
situation.
LOSING CONTROL
As an enthusiastic ColecoVision
owner, I have greatly appreciated the
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attention that your magazine gives to
this fine new product. Most of the
articles mention the inadequacy of the
stock controllers provided with the
unit. My four complaints regarding the
controller are as follows :

1. It's too difficult to operate so
many buttons and a joystick
on a hand-held control especially games utilizing
both buttons .
2. The bubble card keypad gives
poor response that can only
be worsened by an overlay.
Bubble cards are known to
wear out quickly .
3. The joystick is stubby and
ineffective (especially in
games using eight-point control), and the contact buttons
are due to wear out quickly.
4. The controller cord is just too
short.
There is a "Y" cord (a double cord
that will hold one ColecoVision stick
and another, compatible controller),
but this seems like a clumsy way to

TEE

E!

MIDWESTERN YOUTH TELLS
HOW INFOCOM DEPROGRAMMING
BROUGHT HIM lACK
FROM A LIVING DEATH.

"IT GOT SO I COULDN'T LET GO," confesses John Carlson of Hickory Falls, Iowa. "My
hands were welded to my joystick twenty-four
hours a day. Blisters covered both my thlUl1bs,
my 'A Tists ached, my eyes throbbed ... I'd given
UlJ eating and sleeping." It had started as a mindless hobby for yOlUlg
Jolmny. But now, it
was turning his mind
to green jelly.
Finally, a concerned
relative decided it
was time to take action. Johnny relllelllben,;: "I'd lJdssed out
after 63,000,000
poinLs- I forgel
which game. When
1Lame to, there was this personal comlJuler in
fronl of 1I1e, with an Infocom game in the disk
drive. I just sat there, nwnb, staring al the words
on the screen."
Then, the exlraordinalY happened. "It was
like thett was this voice in the cowpuLer, talking
to tlly imagiltJ.lion. Suddenly, I was inside the
story. It wa sOlnething I'd never eXlJel ienced
before -challet Iging puzzles, people 1could
almost touch, dangers I could really feel. Kind of
like lnfocom had plugged right into my mind,
and shot me into a whole new dimension."
"Sure, I still play video games. But the lnfocom
eX!Jet iellce opened my eyes. I know now there's
more to life than joysticks."
Johnny's folks agree. "We've got our boy back,"
says Mrs. Carlson, "thanks to ll1focom."
We can't save all the Johnnies out there. But
hope still remains for countless thousands in the
remarkable prose of the WRK®Trilogy, DEADLlNE;f\1 STARCROSS ;' ~ I and SUSPENDED:r~1
So please-before its too late-rush today to
YOllr local computer store. Step up to lnfocom
games. All words. No pichrres. The secret
reaches of your mind are beckoning. A whole
new dimension is in there waiting for you.

InFOCOIft
The next dimension.

IniocOll1, Ille.. 55 Wheeler St.. Camblicige, ;vIA 02138
For your: Apple II. Alari. Commodore Ii I. C P/ ~ 1 8: DEC Rainbow.
DEC RT-Il. IBM. \ EC APe. \EC PC-SOOO. Osborne I. TI Professional.
TRS-SO \Iodd 1. TR S·SO\Iode! fll.

play games that use the keypad. It
also, of course, is useless on games
using both action buttons, as all other
Atari-compatible sticks have only one
button .
Knowing what I really wanted from
a controller, I set out to customize the
perfect controller for the ColecoVision
unit. This controller is not just an
eye-catcher - it really delivers! All of
the components that I have used are
known t o most, if not all, video fanatics as being top-notch, with regards to
performance and durability.

I chose a touch-tone telephone cas ing because I feel that with a table-top
model , your hands are free to activate
all facets of the controller. The WICO
joystick assembly (15-9454-01), is the
exact leaf-switch type controller that is
used in the arcades . Each individual
leaf switch is a snap-in replaceable
unit. The keypad is taken directly from
a touch-tone phone and modified to
work with the ColecoVision. When
was the last time you heard of a
telephone keypad wearing out? The
fire buttons are a pair of Realistic
soft-touch buttons, mounted one inch
apart, below the keypad . This makes a
game like Cosmic Avenger a real joy to
play. On Zaxxon, you can peel off a
volley of missiles so quickly they seem
to be connected .
For games requiring an overlay, the
Multi Flex Corp. has filled the bill. They
have made a clear, pliable, "viziflex
seal" that fits over all the keys . I placed
one overlay face down, then put small
squares of paper with symbols, colors
or words, face down in the appropriate

cups. Finally, I put one more overlay
inside facing down, to hold them in
place and layed it over the keys. Multi
Flex is currently working on an easier
overlay technique.
It cost me about $80.00 to build this
controller but a company, such as
Coleco, could produce them for a
whole lot less.
Ken Springsteen
Davenport, IA
Ed: Ken, you definitely win this
month's "Dedication Above and
Beyond the Call of Gaming" award.
You're right - I've never heard of a
telephone keypad wearing out, and
certainly no other type of input device
is so frequently used. Your sturdy,
obviously play-worthy stick is a real
beauty.
You '/I be heartened to know,
however, that Coleca has heard
enough griping to convince them that
the ;oystickl keypad is the weak link in
their system. In response to the many
reasoned complaints, they will be
issuing all new ioystickl keypadl multi-fire controllers, with the much
asked-about speed rollers fitted on
the prototypes anyway, in their upcoming Baseball cartridge. The sticks
can then be used with all their other
ioystick-controlled cartridges.
Ken also invites fellow ColecoVision owners to get on the cases of
those third-party software companies
who have yet to announce production
of C- V compatible games. Activision,
Spedravision and Imagic have already
given the high-sign.
Thanks for sharing your thoughts
and obvious talent with our other
readers, Ken - perhaps they may
want to try and duplicate your efforts.

EXPERIENCING US
I've heard several reports recently of
a mammoth rock / computer festival
that was staged in Southern California
recently . Alii know is that the sponsor
was Mr. Wozniak, the creator of the
Apple computer. Got any more info?
Hugh Devlin
Trenton, NJ
Ed: The incredible festival to which
you refer was indeed sponsored by the
world reknowned "Woz" and was
dubbed the "US" Festival. The idea
was that the 70's had become known
as the "me" generation and the 80's
would return the spirit of "us" to
America.
The festival was also intended to be
a merging of rock and computer techContinued on page 121

The caverns of the planet, Croga, hold the key to endless power - Star
Crystals that amplify solar energy. To get to them you have to penetrate
the Crogan defenses both on and under the surface. Once you capture a
Crystal , you have to get it to the surface and go after another. Each time
it gets tougher and more exciting. For one or two players. 24K Disk, and
Joystick; 16K Cassette & Joystick.

Eat'EmUp!

SNAMPCHOMP

Life in the eerie Muckedoo Swamp can be pretty rough, particularly if
you're a defenseless Gorx. Alligators, snapping turtles, vampire bats and
even ghosts come at you from every side with one goal - DINNER. But, if
you can make it across the swamp to the feeder station, you 'll metamorphose into a Swamp Chomper who fights and bites back! 1-2 players. 24K
Disk & Joystick; 24K Cassette & Joystick.

ANDROID challenges you to find your way out of a 5-story maze despite
armed robots , earthquakes and hidden time bombs. In CAPTIVITY, you race
the clock through mazes , armed with only a map and your robot's 3-D view.
Varying levels of difficulty in each game. 40K Disk & Joystick with optional
voice cassette.

10 is a great voice-activated arcade game with three sequential adventures. 1) Navigate the alien mine field. 2) Defend Moonbase 10. 3) Attack
and destroy the mother ship. Winners get a personal Presidential Commendation from Earth. 24K Disk, Cassette, & Joystick; 16K Cassette & Joystick.

"Aye-Aye, captain"
You 're captain of a San Francisco-bound clipper ship in 1850. And you're
really in charge' You pick vessel , cargo, crew and course. Then , use your
skills to overcome storms, icebergs, illness, delays, doldrums, mutiny and
more. A voice-narrated high-adventure. 32K Disk, optional voice cassette ,
& Joystick; 24K Cassette & Joystick.
ATAA IIS a trademark Of Atari. Inc

Program Design, Inc. 95 East Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, CT 06830
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PUSHER' S " GRABBER"

I

n our last look at the world of deluxe controllers (March, 1983), the
subject was joysticks. We looked at
leaf switch-operated, potentiometerdriven, micro-switching and remote
control sticks. There were loose sticks,
tight sticks, top-firing and triggercontrolled . The variety seemed both
endless and exotic .
This issue, however, it's time for a
walk on the wild side of the videogame controller universe . If joysticks - whatever their persuasion are the meat and potatoes of the controller cosmos, today's items are the
cotton candy . Some are extremely
functional, and many even utilize the
look and sometimes the technology of
the arcades. There are tracballs and
dial-a-games, cluster controllers and
stick -stands, but we'll be taking a
detour through the joystick jungle to
reach them ...
Our initial subject is, you see, almost a joystick -,- at the very least, it
attempts to turn Intellivision's disc-
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controllers into something resembling
a stick . These adapters either fit right
over the discs or are used to replace
them. The Stickler, from Pusher Sales,
is a standard , high, thin shaft, as is the
Injoy-A-Stick and Jenco's controller.
For players who prefer a lower, nobbed gripper, . there's the chess pawnshaped Skil-Stik from C& T Creations.
The most intriguing approach to
"Intellivision thumb ", especially for
the many players who actually like the
disc but would prefer to live life without the pain, is the Thumb Saver. This
excellent Video Masters' creation consists of a soft pad with an adhesive bottom that acts as a sort
of "foot- saver" for the thumb.
By far, the most popular member of
the non-joystick pantheon is the tracball. Players have debated the utility of
this type of controller in the home
market almost from its inception. So
few games are actually designed for
home programmables or personal
computers with the tracball in mind
that gamers must seriously weigh the
pros and cons involved in what is,
almost invariably, a quite expensive
purchase .
If you want tracballs, however, you
won't have any trouble finding one.

--- - - - - -

WICO's sturdy roller-controller has
been the leader of the pack thus far,
but several of the hardware systems '
manufacturers are going to be bumping tracballs with the joystick giants.
Atari has a pair of tracs on the way
this year, one model for the trusty old
2600 and the second for the noncompatible 5200. The 2600 model is a
small controller with a deeply inbedded tracball and downward slanting

5200 TRACBALL (ATARI)

sides, each bearing an action button;
one for lefties and one for righties. As
has become traditional with this genre
of controllers, no two manufacturers
seem to spell the word "tracball" the
same way. "Tracball" is the traditional
coin-op spelling, but Atari's 2600 version is dubbed the "trak-ball" while
the sleek 5200 peripheral is known as a
"trakball controller" .
The 5200 "trakball" is a nifty looking piece of work that actually fits over
the face of the system. The low-slung
cue ball resides in the center with a pair
of buttons flanking it on either side. A
pair of keypad inputs fit over the top
left and right of the 5200.
Testing of the 5200 controller has
been extremely limited and no handson experimentation with the 2600
model has been possible .
We have seen Coleco's "trackball",
however, and it's a dandy, scheduled
to be packaged with an excellent ColecoVision version of GDI's coin-op,
Slither (one of the most perfect tracball games ever designed). The trackball comes as a separate peripheral,
with left and right slots for the standard joystick/keypad controllers and a

left and right pair of buttons which
actuate the action buttons on those
controllers for lefties or righties. The
action is a fluid joy and this controller
should be adaptable to all joystick
actuated cartridges.
Tracballs have now become so ubiquitous, in fact, that even the Apple's
getting at least one. TG Products is
offering the TB-600 Track Ball; a chic,
white, stair-step shaped item with a
dark roller ball and a pai r of arcade
styled-action buttons, situated on
the lower lip. The longtime leader in
the creation of game-worthy controllers for the Apple II, TG has created another winner with their
slick T8-600 (see sidebar).
There is, however, much more to
the offbeat controller scene than roller-controllers. The cluster button system (a quartet of buttons situated in
compass positions used for games
having horizontal and vertical movement) has developed considerable
popularity. K-Y Enterprises, a virtual
non-profit cottage company who produces a catalog of faSCinating products
especially suitable for the handicapped
(see "Gaming and the Handicapped",
February, 1983). Their cluster controller, however, will prove an excelTHUMB SAVER

THE " GRAND STANDS"

lent videogame peripheral for any
player, and is marvelous for invader
contests. Remember the initial coin-op
Space Invaders with its left-right buttons? A few rounds with the horizontal
axis buttons on the cluster controller
will have many arcaders tossing out
their joysticks.
All right then, we've gotten our feet
wet at least. Perhaps now we'll be
better prepared for some of the more
outre' items promised earlier.
Sure, you know about the console
controllers, such as BC's and the
Starplex model, and we told you all
about the latter's automatic shooting
option. How'd you like to turn every
joystick-compatible controller in the
house into an auto-fire juggernaut?
The Gammation people have just the
answer with a tiny (1" by %") plastic
block housing a pair of lead wires.
Easily installed, they turn your singleshot sluggards into rapid-fire commandos.
For all of the gamers who like to
sit back in a big, easy chair, or perhaps
recline in a super-modern lounger
while playing, you have got to see the
new "Grand Stand" line. Trim, and
modernistic in styling, these wooden
stands are finished in walnut and allow
arcaders to mount any of several
types of videogame controllers. But
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CONTROL~ER UPDATE
even if you like to sit on the floor and
play, imagine the prestige involved
when a friend walks in and sees your
Atari 2600 joystick standing upon a
polished wood stand.
Practically speaking, these stands
also have bases upon which the player
can plant his or her feet for additional
ballast. Also know that the sticks,
when being used (not stored) on the
Grand Stand, must be mounted, via
screws drilled through their backs.
One of the wildest - and most
innovative - trends in the world of
exotic videogame peripherals, is not a
play-controller at all. What these new
wonders control, instead, are the videogames being selected!
Looking initially like all the world
for a million and one other cartridge
storage units, you could almost
overlook these new marvels, but for
one curious thing. You see, there's a
very long connector ribbon as well
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as an unmarked cartridge housing
protruding, tail-like, from the rear of
the cabinet. Then there's the switch,
allowing players to, literally, dial-avideogame!
The first of these fantastic machines
was shown to EG by Starplex. Dubbed
the "Game SeleX", it boasts nine

cartridge slots into which are inserted
the most frequently-played titles in
the arcader's collection at any given
time. The "dead", unmarked cartridge
is then plugged into the 2600 or
emulator and dial that title! If, say,
Pitfall is located in slot seven and
you'd like to do some vine-swinging
and tar pit vaulting, then just flick the
selector on the right side of the
corresponding number and turn on
the 2600. Voila! Instant Pitfall!
As time goes on, the products begin
to resemble the videogame world's
version of "The Gong Show". EG
recently received for testing an item
dubbed the "Videogame Glove" from
the Nancy Company. The model for
right-handed players bore a striking
resemblance to a golf glove with every
finger crudely hacked off with the
mystifying exception of the thumb
and middle fingers. This is especially
puzzling as the middle finger has

TRACBALL (COLECOVISION)

nothing to do with the manipulation
of any existing joystick!
Then there are the likeable pair
of game-loving carpenters who will
custom construct - out of wood! video game trays (for playing in bed)
lap stands (better give them accurate
thigh measurements or you may never
get it off!) and a device that works
much like Coleco's very own tracball
triggering mechanism. It's a wooden
housing for the ColecoVision joystick
with a pair of Nintento-style button
controllers rigged to depress the side
action buttons found on the Coleco
controller. This comes with a positively

bizarrely-shaped joystick "extender"
that fits over the standard stick's
control nob. Alas, it fits on with only
one screw, so no matter how tightly
it's installed, pressure exerted in the
opposite direction will not only yank
off the controller but may pull apart
the nob as well!
Or who could forget the CBS "Stick
Stand" originally announced by and
then reportedly abandoned by K-Byte
before their purchase. This product
consists of a housing for the standard
Atari joystick, a stationary base and a
nob that fits over the top of the shaft.
Unhappily, the shaft on the Atari stick

is not constructed to stand up under
the incredible torque this stand creates
on it. Even gentle-handed players will
find the shaft coming off in their hands
on a regular basis. Nobs alone (such as
Pusher Sale's "Grabber" with the
trademarked Pac-Man logo gracing
it), can work, but once Atari sticks are
then placed in housings, watch out!
Obviously, controllers are busting
out everywhere, so much so that an
occasional feature can't do the field
justice. So watch EG for a new column
that will deal with the latest in joystick
and alternative controller technology, as it applies to game-playing!
The ultimate question, however,
remains to be answered: Do these
gourmet sticks actually help gamers
play any better?
The answer, for the moment, is

undetermined. But as with all hobbies,
the participants are always looking for
items to enhance their enjoyment of
this pastime. For the moment, the
focus is certainly on controllers. As
long as it remains there, so will EG.
Or, as they used to say at the
conclusion of those awful science
fiction movies from the fifties: "The
end - or the beginning?"

NEWSFLASH: With consumer interest
in game controllers at an all-time high,
this magazine has decided to start the
world's first review column for such
devices. "In Control" will begin publication in the August issue of Electronic Games.
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for people who
take their games
seriousl)'.
• Rugged design for durability.
• Contoured hand grip for comfort.
• High-speed performance for quick
maneuvering.
• Fast action thumb trigger fire button
for right or left handed play.

• Compatible with your
Atari®*
Sears Tele-Games®**
Commodore Vic-20®***
and other game systemJ.
• Extra long cord
for convenience.

*
** Tele-Games'
** Vtc-20' a

Alan' IS a registered tradema rk of At ar , Inc
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a registered tradem ark of Sears Roebuck and Co

regls1ered trademark of Commodore InternatIonal Ltd
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competition joystick
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THE BEST

VIDEOGAMES FOR
TPACBALL PlAY
MISSILE COMMAND (from Atari
coin -op, home versions for 2600, 5200
and all Atari com puters) . The Rob
Fulop-designed 2600 version of this
Atari arcade classic first started home
garners thinking in terms of how neat a
tracball would be. With the su bseq uent
release of the computer and 5200
versions , play ers ' appe t ites were
further stimulated.
There is absolutely nothing like a
t ra cb all f or zi pping this con te st 's
sighting-cursor around bomb-riddled
sk ies or setting up umbrella-styled
defensive bursts!
CENTIPEDE (from Atari coin-op,
home versions for 2600, 5200 and all
Atari computers). This arcade smash
first introduced both limited vertical
movement and tracball control to the
classic left-to-right, right -to-Ieft invasion contest. For ducking spiders
and blasting scorpions, there's nothing
like the smooth, rounded trajectories
made possible by roller-controllers.
This is one of those games that just
doesn't make it without a tracball.
SLITHER (from GDl's coin-op, home
version s for the ColecoVision, with
al t ernative versions sched uled by
Coleco). Somewhat of a bi-directional
va riat ion on the Centipede theme,
Slither really moves and grooves under
the magic bali's guidance. Players hold
their positions near center screen, firing
both up and down as they roll over the
sandy, desert terrain.
BASKETBALL (Atari 400/ 800). AI
M iller ' s grou ndb rea king f ull-cou rt
home game creates the illusion of depth
by drawing the playfield as a trapezoid.
For making the moves and ducking
arou nd opponen ts, nothing will rack up
the points like a tracball controller .
It creates the fluid grace that makes
playing video roundball like real ball.
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TENNIS (Activision for the standard
Atari 2600). AI Miller's sports simulations are about as good as they
get on the 2600, with the Arkiewinning Tennis a perfect example.
Fast full court movement, recoveri ng
quickly and other elements required for
a good game seem to be helped by the
trac ball , allowing a truer simulation of
actual player movement.

CONTROLLING
THE

APPLE II
More games are available for the
01' Apple II than for any other mi-

crocomputer, but you would never
know it from the meager assortment of
controllers on the market at the present
time. Apple's indifference to the home
arcading needs of its owners causes real
problems for those who need paddles
and joysticks to pursue their hobby.
In fact, the standard Apple II doesn't
even have an external connector port
for a game control device. The only way
to avoid having to open up the console
every time you'd like to change
controllers is to buy a gadget such as
the E-Z Port, Port Authority or Joyport
that adds this important feature to the
system.
TG Products is probably the bestknown name in controllers for th e
Apple . The company has long made a
joystick and a paddle, and it is
scheduled to introduce a tracball this
year. The newest addition to the line
works very well, but there is a distinct
shortage of Apple games that are good
candid ates for use w ith su ch a
controller. Surely, the existence of the
TG tracball and a si milar unit from
W ICO will encourage programmers to

create Apple software that capitalizes
on t he capab ili ties of th is t ype of
command device.
Kraft Systems is now offering both a
joystick and a paddle for the Apple. Like
the TG stick, the Kraft peri pheral
features a pair of buttons for firin g and
such as well as a center-sprung stick
w ith vert ical and horizontal t ri m
controls for fine-tu ning the response.
One advantage of the Kraft unit is that
it is possibl'e to disconnect the spring by
just fl icking a couple of levers on the
underside of the base, thus making the
device a bit more useful for mazechases and other types of contests in
which au to matic center return is a
disadvantage.
Instead of putting the twin action
buttons one directly above the other,
Kraft has placed one of these controls
on a slanti'ng panel on the side furth est
away from the player when it is held
normally in the hand. This makes it
easier to work both buttons at the same
time - hit one with the thumb and the
other with the index fi nger of the same
hand- in shoot-' em-ups, but is slightly
more difficult than the old standard
arrangement (as found on the TG unit)
for programs like David's Midnight
Magic that capitalize on having just
two side-by-side buttons. All in all,
however, the Kraft stick is lightweight,
moderately easy to hold and is very
responsive. Those who've become used
to manipulating the stick by holding
a finger on its top rather than by
grabbing the barrel may find the fluted
top cut s into the fin gertip, but a bit of
f iling soon cu res any problem. And
those who control the stick in a more
conventional manner will find that the
Kraft versio n is the easi est one to
handle, curren tly on the market.
A lso worth consi derati on by any
gamer is the line o f co ntro llers
manufactured by WICO . Altho ugh
th es e dev ices, which ha ve b een
described at length elsewhere in EG,
were orig inally intended for Lise with
2600-compatible ports, the com pany is
offering versions of its own bat-handed
stick with top-mounted button and an
adaptor that allows it to be connected
to an Apple . These are not suitable for
Apple games that require two action
buttons, but otherwise provides excellent action.
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What Mother Bell Never Told Us
About Fun on the Telephone
By ARNIE KATZ

R

each out and play someone is the
slogan of GameLine, a division of
Control Video Corporation, that will
soon offer the nation 's electronic gamers a so -far-unique new service . Properly equipped with GameLine's Master Module, any home arcader who
owns an Atari 2600, Sears Video Arcade or Coleco ColecoVision Module
#1 will be able to buy playing time on
any of more than 30 cartridges each
month, at a bargain rate that works
out to roughly $1 for 40 minutes of
action .
Company president Bill von Meister's description of how the GameLine
concept came into being is a classic
case of a good idea that only needed
the proper fine-tuning to be successful . The mechanology that makes
GameLine possible was originally developed for Home Music Store, which
hoped to provide music to cable services via satellite. When scared retailers mounted a campaign that dulled
the enthusiasm of the major record
companies for this service, Von Meister and the other CVC honchos asked
themselves, "So now what can we do
with the technology?" The company
had all kinds of expertise in the trans mission of encoded data, but suddenly
found itself looking hard for an opportunity to utilize it.
One field that immediately attracted CVe's attention was the growing
electronic gaming hobby. "If we can
build a modem cheaply enough," Von
Meister told his cohorts, "we could
down-load software. We could pump
300 games a second through a cable ."
The idea struck sparks, but there
was still a big hole in it. To make the
projected game software down-loading operation economically feasible,
GameLine would need something that
didn't exist, a truly inexpensive modem. A hefty chunk of the new com pany's $2-million research and development budget went into clearing
out that particular bottleneck. When
CVC vice president of engineering,

Ray Heinrich, and consultants, Seven
Systems of Hartsville, AL finished applying their brand of super-science to
the project, GameLine had become
the proud possesser of an auto-dial
modem, that is, in the words of Bill
von Meister, "the cheapest auto-dial
1200-baud modem on the market by a
factor of 1OO!"
It is this technological breakthrough
which, more than any other factor,
makes it possible for GameLine to offer
its fun-on-the-phone service at a price
that should be well within the reach of most
home arcaders. If
tele-gaming had to
depend on people
going out and buying a $300-$500
computer modem,
the whole idea
would be totally
impractical.

As things stand, however, GameLine can .be enjoyed by anyone who
has the following four items: a TV set,
an Atari 2600 (or a 2600-compatible
system such as the one sold by Sears),
a credit card and the GameLine Master Module.
Getting hooked up could not be
easier. CVC is mindful of the fact that
many members will have had no previous experience doing anything more
complicated than connecting their
videogame system to the television
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and shoving a cartridge into the slot.
Accordingly, they've made the process
of getting started about as simple as
anyone could imagine.
The Master Module, which will carry a suggested list price of $49.95, will
be sold by leading retailers all across
the country, including mega-merchant
Sears Roebuck. The module is inserted
into the 2600's slot just like a typical
ROM cartridge and connects to the
telephone's base with a standard connector. The modem has the ability to

determine if it is connected to a dial or
touch-tone phone, and works just fine
with either type of instrument.
Turning on the 2600 automatically
puts the instructions for completing
the registration process right on the
screen. Briefly, the would-be GameLine calls an 800 number, registers,
and receives a personal identification
number. From then on, the system will
know to whose credit card the charges
should be added after a play-session.
Initial registration costs $15, and there

\
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will be an annual service charge of
$10-$12 beginning in the second year
of membership.
Each month, every member will get
the latest issue of GameLiner, the
service publication. Along with articles, interviews and the like, GameLiner carries a monthly menu. This listing
indicates both the titles of the games
available through the system, and the
order number for those players who
don't want to use the electronic menu
that can be summoned at the start of
each play-session. When a videogame
is offered for the first time, the GameLiner will publish an easy-to-follow set
of instructions, including basic strategy
hints and a photo of the playfield, to
acquaint members with what may be
an unfamiliar title. New members will
also get a GameLine library catalogue
that contains 25-30 instruction sheets
for the cartridges already on the system.
GameLine expects to increase its
selections by approximately five new
games each month, including some so
new that they just may be heading
toward the stores for the first time. A
few software publishers plan to sneak
preview new entries from time to time,
considerably in advance of their actual
publication, to give the manufacturers
a chance to see how their audience of
hyper-interested gamers likes a vid-

- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -

GAMES
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PHONE

eogame, before risking commercial
distribution.
So, what do you get for your buck?
A dollar buys a play-session with any
cartridge available through the system. The exact length of time will vary,
depending on how long it takes the
average home arcader to play the
contest in question. That means the
member might get "only" one round
of video chess for the dollar, but might
get a chance to play some super-tough
shoot-'em-up five or six times before
the clock runs out. Naturally, if a game
is in progress, you'll always be able to
fight it to the finish.
Speaking of money, the use of credit
cards might be a red flag to some,
especially in these tight money days.
GameLine's set-up makes a sincere
attempt to keep things from getting
out of hand. Each player in a house-

- - --
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hold connected to the system will get
an individual personal identification
number. A parent can set a monthly
limit for a child during the registration
procedure, and that player will not be
able to spend any more during the
30-day cycle . GameLine avoids any
potential "hidden" costs of long distance telephone charges by making
use of toll-free (800) numbers. The
family won't even have to worry about
the line getting tied up by the service,
since every cartridge can be downloaded in a matter of seconds, after
which the telephone is once more
available for other uses.
The fires of competition surely burn
brightly in the GameLine universe.
Members will be able to participate in a
minimum of two contests per month.
One will usually involve a classic cartridge, while the other will be built
around a newer title. A small additional
fee - an extra quarter looks like the
tab at this juncture - for the session
will enter the arcader's score in the
tournament.
A pyramiding series of competitions
is planned, starting on the local level
through the GameLine system and
culminating in a face-to-face shootout for a prize of $100,000. Even if you
can't aspire to winning the crown as
the best in the land at a particular
game, thousands of local and regional

THE COMPLETE GAMELINE SYSTEM

GameLine Computer

Standard TV

Master Module and Standard VCS Console
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LetMe
Introduce
Myself.
I'm Tre'te Co'ol- TC to you . I'm from - whoops, con't
tell you that. You'll have to figure that out yourself and
if you do, you win really big. l3ut more about that later.
I wonted you to see our newest product, The Enjoysticl~TM
for the Atori* 400, 800, 1200, 2600, the VIC-20** and the
Commodore 64**. This exciting new controller is designed to
conform naturally to the gripping planes of the hand. That
means real comfort when the games run long. Another unique
feature of the Enjoystd is the reversible fire button module easily switchable for either right or left-handed ploy.
Come by and see us at the CES in Chicago. We're in
booth #6438 with the new Enjoystick and all of our fine
accessories for home computers. You can also be there for
the unveiling of our fantastic new software productsfrom games to business softwore. Oh yes, my poster will
be available there with all the clues necessary to solve
the riddle of my origin. See you there.

TM-Trademark Pending, TG Products, Inc.
*Atari is a registered trademark of Atari Computers, Inc.
"VIC-20 and Commodore 64 are registered trademarks
of Commodore [3usiness Machines, Inc.
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PRODUCTS

TG Products
1104 Summit Ave.
Suite 110
Plano, Texas 75074

uGameLine Ties
the Hobby of
Electronic
Gaming
Together!"

winners will haul away loot ranging
from pins, hats, jackets and patches
to computer systems, fancy cars and
even a complete scholarship to the
college of your choice, whenever you
are ready to enroll.
As befits one of the acknowledged
pioneers in computer networking he made his first big splash as a
founder of The Source, the nation's
largest network - Von Meister has
plans that go far beyond "just" playing games. Other services will be
added .
The first of the enhancements is
MailLine. This service permits GameLine, a retailer, or a manufacturer, to
send a message to members or can
make it possible for two gameliners to
"talk" to each other through their
Atari 2600 consoles. A message up to a
maximum of 8,000 characters costs
15¢ to send to the first address, and

The heart of the GameLine service
is the Master Module, which plug~
into the Atari 2600 cartridge slot.

10tt for each copy of the message sent
to any additional addresses.
The electronic letter is entered into
the system by use of "videotyping" .

There's a keyboard on the screen , and
the writer uses a joystick to manipulate
a cursor on this display, picking out
one letter at a time.
Other services scheduled for the
GameLine system include SportsLine
and StockLine. More to the point as far
as home arcaders are concerned, the
ability of GameLine to offer members a
chance for "real time" communication
opens the way for the development of
role-playing games, in which the players manipulating the heroes and heroines might be scattered across the
country, with each one participating
through the family's videogaming machine.
"GameLine ties the hobby of electronic gaming together," claims Von
Meister. "It lets people try before they
buy and, once they've bought, compete locally, regionally and nationally
for decent prizes."
G

,...-------- A Special Opportunity for EG Readers - - - - - - - - ,

l

aunching a major undertaking like
GameLine isn't done in a single day.
After a period of intense experimentation and trial runs, GameLine intends to
stage a full-scale test of the system by
permitting a select 10,000 home arcaders to get a jump on the rest of the world
by joining GameLine just a couple of
months ahead of the crowd.
Th rough special arrangements with
EledronlC Games (which does not have
any financial stake in the infant opera-
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tion) , GameLine is offering readers of
this magazine the chance to buy charter
memberships. The first 10,000 gamelovers who accept the company's offer,
outlined in the GameLine advertisement found elsewhere in this issue of
EG, will become charter members.
"These people, our founding members,
are special," says von Meister, "and
we're going to see that they're treated
that way."
Besides the opportunity to get into

GameLine way ahead of the gamer on
the street, charter members will receive
special membership cards, participate in
GameLine competitions created just for
them and enjoy other benefits. GameLine intends to waive the registration
fee of $15 for all those who join through
this one-time offer. At the end of 1983,
the charter members will be able to cast
votes for the most popular cartridges in
the system, perhaps helping to shape
the future of GameLine's library.
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We've lot everything
you want every month!
Previews of the newest, best, most
challenging games! Reviews of
the latest gaming equipment! The
valuable playing strategy you need
to score higher, win more often, and blast
the opposition! ' Special guided tours of the
country's most exciting commercial arcades! Funfilled features on all aspects of your favorite hobby!
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Take a Fantastic Voyage -

into the Computer!

By ARNIE KATZ and BILL KUNKEL

... ..

TRON MAZE-A-TRON
Matte'l'ntell ivision
This is without a doubt the most
subtle, but also intriguing home arcade program yet inspired by last
year's Disney videogame fantasy film,
"T ron" . Although it's hard to precisely
categorize this solitaire contest, since it
contains elements of several different genres, the closest approximation
is to call it an action adventure with
strong maze-chase overtones.
The interior of the computer is the
battleground within this two -scenario
challenge. In the first phase, you are
Flynn, the courageous young programmer of the movie, on a mission to
zero-out the RAM chips which are set
up in banks along the circuitboard's
playfield. To achieve this, you must
locate the latch chips, enter from the
side and begin storing up zeroes for
later use when you get to the RAM
chips.
The second - and slightly less enthralling phase brings Flynn face-toresistors with the MCP (Master Control Program) itself. The gamer must
closely monitor all the so-called "bit
stacks", particularly noting the numbers (" 1"s and "O"s) at the top of each

~

MAZE-A-YRON
© 1982 Wan Disney Productions.
© Mattei. Inc. 1982. PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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stack. Between the bit stacks are a pair
of bit streams. The object in phase two
is to locate a pair of numbers in the bit
stream that match the top two numbers in the bit stacks, and then use the
"bit gun" to turn the appropriate
numbers in the bit stream black by
shooting at them. The MCP will try to
destroy you with its optical laser blasts,
and it will be necessary to activate your
shields to prevent receiving the three
hits that would otherwise lose one of
your three precious turns.
The most novel aspect of the game
is the way the anonymous designer
has created a set of highly differentiated chips, each with its own special
function. There are flip-flops that will
allow you to reverse the direction of
the scrolling playfield, which begins
moving to the right the instant Flynn
appears on the screen for the first time.
Other chips let you collect energy for
your shield, transport the player to a
random location on a different circuit
board, drain energy or outright destroy the on-screen hero.
A major source of headaches are the
Recognizers. They float across the
field, oblivious to any of the circuit
barriers which channel Flynn's move-

ment across the display, and can derezz the arcader's representative with
a mere touch. The only defense is to
expend some shield-power so that the
Recognizer touches the deadly barrier.
Once it does turn blue, it's harmless.
Actually, there's a slight variant to this
strategy . You can lead the Recognizer
through one of the ROM chips while
your shield is activated. This protects
Flynn from immediate death, but
there's nothing to stop the ROM from
zapping the Recognizer when it follows you.
Like most I ntellivision cartridges
published by Mattei, this one offers a
choice of four basic speeds. The choice
of speed governs the rapidity with
which the playfield scrolls on the first
level. Each time you complete a full
round of play - that's one successful

EGGOMANIA

couple of play-sessions. Hats off to
Mattei for producing this excellent
licensed game .

EGGOMANIA

u.s. Games/Standard Atari 2600

Not to be confused with Megamania, this delightful entry from the new
U.S. Games group takes the popular
Kaboom!/ Avalanche avoidance playmechanic and turns it into a fullyanimated delight that might even
eclipse its inspiration, in terms of ador-
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trip through each phase - the next
round will begin at a higher level of
difficulty. Also included is a practice
mode, which can be very helpful in
learning how to move Flynn through
some fairly tight spots with the directional disc on the controller.
Tron Maze-A-Tron isn't a
snap. Like many Mattei
releases , this is a long way from"plug and play" . Of course, that s
what makes this cartridge so
fascinating; you won't use it up in a
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At the top of the playfield, you see,
there's a wacky dancing chicken who
cha-chas cockily on-screen and suddenly begins laying eggs a mile-aminute! The player is represented by a
little chap at the base of the screen
toting a white bowl in which he must
catch the falling hen-fruit. But remember, these are eggs being caught, so if
they should land on the bowl's rim,
they'll shatter and the round will end .
Complete a wave successfully,
though, and gamers will get a taste of
revenge . The game format suddenly
shifts as the paddle controllers are used
to position the bowl underneath the
chicken. Gamers should blast all the
captured eggs back up at the chicken
by hitting the firing button. A direct hit
will literally knock chickie'so
feathers off, leaving ~i
~
her clad only in
..'
a garish pair of
.............::;--:;. -polka-dot underwear!
The chicken dances to several tunes,
depending upon whether the player
survives the wave or
not. Blow it, and the
chicken prances
mockingly about in
critique. Blow its
feathers off, however, and it
limps
around
to an
appropriate
humble
accompaniment.
Although strictly speaking a "kideogame", anyone who just loves a
good videogame has got to take a
gander at Eggomania - not to mention anyone interested in state-of-theart graphics on the 2600.

DEMON ATTACK
Imagic/ Odyssey]

Here it is, the first cartridge ever
produced for the Odyssey' program mable videogame system by an independent publisher. Appropriately
enough , the game chosen as the vehicle for achieving this milestone, Demon Attack, is an extraordinary title

DEMON ATTACK

that copped the 1983 Arcade Award as
" Best Videogame of the Year" with its
Atari 2600-compatible edition .
Demon Attack is a good choice for
the Odyssey2 in another respect: its
monochrome background, essentially
free of graphic images, dovetails well
with the system 's graphic capabilities .
So this Demon Attack retains something of the look, as well as the playaction, of the original design.
Not that there aren't differences .
For one thing, there seem to be fewer
aliens in each wave. Another is that all
of the attacking creatures drop the
same kind of bomb. That is, the laser
beams are not to be found here . Also,
each creature fires only one bomb at a
time, not the dual death beams that
keep the home arcader zipping the
cannon back and forth across the
bottom of the screen to stay safe.
On the other hand now, this one- or
two-player invasion contest is an
excellent translation of the original
concept. There are numerous types of
w inged creatures to battle, and the
more fearsome ones split into two
smaller monsters when hit, just as in
the 2600 edition .
The introduction of Demon Attack
in this format gives Odyssey owners
the opportunity, at long last, to sample
40 Electronic Game.

a home arcade game that has thrilled
millions of p:ayers who do their gaming on other machines. Our advice :
don't miss this chance to enjoy one of
electronic gaming's most enjoyable
experiences .

SPIDER FIGHT
Activision / Atari 2600

Larry Miller's videogame debut for
Activision is a keen disappointment:
it's a mediocre title from a superior
game company.
There's nothing horribly wrong with
Spider Fighter. The graphics are flashy
and cleanly rendered against a black
background . The sound effects are
adequate, and there 's plenty of action
as gamers man the good old horizontally mobile laser cannon and launch
volleys of guided missiles at the spider
eggs, hatching at the top left of the
playfield. The spiders, if allowed to
multiply, start plucking from the trios
of strawberries and other fruit that
fill the top right-hand corner of the
screen.
Once a bug reaches a piece of fruit,
it slowly begins pushing the fruit to the
left, toward its nest. The spiders can be
destroyed during this migration, but
the fruit remains where it is, making it
easier for the next arachnid to push
the goodie all the way home. The
NAME THIS GAME

.games.

game is played in waves, with action
continuing until the spiders steal all the
fruit.
The trouble with Spider Fighter is its
hackneyed play mechanic and totally
un involving concept. The cartridge
doesn 't have any juice. The average
videogamer has seen so many invasion
shoot-outs that it takes something
special, such as Steve Cartwright's
Megamania, to make gamers get excited . What we've got here is a lifeless,
good-looking videogame. But then,
that would also serve as an apt description of the first title served up by
Megamania 's creator. Maybe he 'll
bounce back next time .

SPIDER FIGHTER

Millerobviously has the tools . Just as
soon as he sinks his teeth into a meaty
game concept, he should really take
off.

NAME THIS GAME

u.s. Games/ Standard Atari 2600

Variously dubbed "Guardian of the
Deep" and "Guard ians of the Treasure", this first-rate Ron Dubren-designed game has finally been released
(without any title at all!) In fact, U.S.
Games has built an entire contest
around creating a sobriquet for this
game.
If ever a videogame deserved a
name , this one does . What at first
deceptively appears to be a mindless
invasion contest set underwater,
actually proves itself to be a highly
playable and satisfying program .
Players take the role of an underwater diver, swimming from left to right
at the base of the playfield, guarding a
cache of glittering gold bars. At the top
of the screen, a boat likewise drifts
back and forth just inches above a
monsterous octopus, whose evergrowing and shifting tentacles play
a vital part in this contest.
Also patrolling these waters is a
hungry shark, moving ever-downward
in serpentine fashion toward the

IT'S HOT EASY BEIHG Q*BERl;'·
BUT IT'S FUH.
No one ever said it was going to be easy hopping the irresistible Q"bert '" from cube to cube ~~~~~~~~~
and staying out of harm's way. Especially when he's trying to avoid creeps like (Oily and Ugg.
But, there are times Q"bert can't escape. Andjust like in the popular arcade game, he
doesn't take it quietly. Q"bert mutters a few choice words, puts his nose to the grindstone
~iW~~
and comes back for more.
YOU'll grow so attached to Q"bert, you won't want to stop playing. He's one little
character who's good to the last hop.
Now you can have the new Q "bert vi deo game cartridge in your home, too.
For yo ur Atarl 2600 Video Computer System and the Sears Video Arcade. " Coming soon for Intelllvision"
'Y

®~PARKER BROTHERS

Q'bert IS a trademark 01 D. Gottlieb & Co. Atari- and Atari Video Computer System · are trademarks of Atari , Inc . Sears Video Arcade ' is a trademark
01 Sears Roebuck &Co. IntelliviSlon· is a registered trademark 01 Mattei, Inc. Parker Brothers is not aIJitiated with MatteI. Inc.
© 19B3 Parker Brothers, Beverly, MA 01915

vulnerable diver, who must fire a blast
upwards at the carnivore of the deep in
order to send it back to the beginning
of its route. Should the shark reach the
diver, however, the end of that round
is only a gobble away.

PHOENIX
AtarilStandard Atari 2600

When Centuri decided, at the eleventh hour, to sell the home rights
containing a clutch of its most popular
arcade titles to Atari instead of Coleco,
the company was definitely rolling the
dice. Coleco's juggernaut of a thirdwave system, ColecoVision, so overwhelmed the gaming world upon its
release that it began to look as if
Centuri had lost the crapshoot. Surely,
no one at Atari could do real justice to
graphics-oriented coin-op translations
like Vanguard and Phoenix - or so it
seemed.
Atari has obviously begun using

PHOEN IX (2600)

new designers to create their 2600
titles. In the wake of such video sleeping pills as Yars' Revenge and Demons
to Diamonds, the quick release of
Vanguard, Ms. Pac-Man and Phoenix
is a wake-up call.
Impressive as Vanguard is, Phoenix
somehow manages to be even better.
It is perhaps the finest invasion title
ever produced for the 2600!
The excitement begins with the
stair-step formation of embryonic
bird-beasties making their on -screen
appearance. Two racks of these young
monsters, just beginning to take wing,
must be eliminated before players get
to meet the grown-up version.
Suddenly, the screen swarms with
42 Electronic Cames

the dreaded Phoenix birds! Sweeping
left to right, dropping death-bombs all
the way, the birds must be hit dead
center. Blow off one of their wings and
it will merely grow back!
After dealing with the adult threat,
we get to meet the evil alien behind
the attack itself. Ensconsed within a
bomb-dropping spaceship, the player
must use his limited shields and constant, darting movements in order to
punch a hole, Breakout-style, through
the craft and into the cockpit.
Fantastic graphics, unexcelled playaction and more - highly recommended!

RAM IT
Te/esysl Atari 2600

This abstract target shoot-'em-up is
a clever switch on the venerable wallbashing theme that was pioneered
by Atari 's Breakout almost six years
ago. This time out, however, you're
smashing the walls edge-on, rather
than knocking them apart with a frontal assault.
The gamer uses the joystick to move
a shooter up and down the line which
vertically bisects the playfield. Pushing
the joystick to the left or right while
holding the action button , fires'a burst
in the desired direction . At the left and
right edges of the display are a series of
horizontally-oriented bars in a rainbow
of colors. The bars are stacked one
above the next, with a short space
separating each one.
At the start of the action, all the bars
begin growing toward the center of
the screen . You can whittle away a
segment by shooting the end of one of
these bars . If you manage to blast
away the entire bar, it stays out of play
for the balance of the round . In some
of the variants included on the cartridge, the gamer can scrag an entire
bar with just one shot if you strike
while the target is flashing .
The visuals are fairly nice in Ram It.
The Telesys designer has kept the
limitations of the 2600 firmly in mind
and has, consequently, not asked the
machine to produce images that incorporate more detail than it is capable
of presenting.
6

BESTG
JUST GO
When you own ColecoVision, you own a powerful computer.
A computer that creates graphics more advanced than any other video
game system.
And all the new game modules you see here are just the beginning.
Soon, there'll be an astonishing breakthrough that will allow
ColecoVision to operate as a multi-functional home computer.
Which means the ColecoVision you own tOday, is the system of tomorrow.

Orasp the most precise controller ever built.
reel the arcade quality Joystick and built-In speed roller.
Use the multiple player select
buttons to move as many as four
different players at once.
Plot elaborate sports games
strategies In advance. On a twelve
button keypad.
The Super Action" controller
set comes with Super Action Baseball" as a bonus. And will be available this June.

Tbe Super Game'" Module:
Boost the memory of your
ColecoVision to equal the memory
of most coin operated arcade games.
Achieve over 15 times the
memory of an Atarl 26oo® VCS'" cartridge.
Unleash astounding graphic
resolution and game variations that
surpass even the real arcade.
The Super Game Module can
produce over 100 different screens,
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when required. It displays bonuses.
Intermissions. Even lets you enter
and store your Initials in the "Hall of
Fame': The Super Game Module will
be available this August.
And it comes with two bonus
Super Games: Buck Rogers'" Planet
of Zoom'" and Gorf':'

C1982 . DONKEY KONG JUNIOR N ANDMARION ARE
TRADEMARKS Of NINTENDO Of AMERICA , INC. ©t982 .
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EI
BETTER.
The Driving Module.
Take the wheel of a
high performance race car.
Step down on the accelera·
tor. Slam shift.
Steer through tunnels.
Around curves. Over oil
slicks. The Driving Module Is
available now with Turbo,"
the hit arcade game, as a
bonus.
And Destruction Derby'· and many others are
coming soon.

The Expansion Module.
Play more games on ColecoVision than on any other system.
Play any cartridge made for the
Atari 2600® VCS" by Atari, Acti·
vision,'" Imagic,'" Sears Video Ar·
cade'" and more. The expansion
module is available now. So, now
choose almost any game made, and
play it on the best system ever made.
ColecoVision.

The Roller Controller.*
Quick. Responsive. The Roller Controller is a whole new way to play most
joystick controlled ColecoVision games.
It gives you a 360 degree field of movement. Lets you fire up or down. And
the faster you spin the ball, the faster your on-screen object reacts.
The Roller Controller is coming this July. And, as a bonus, it comes with
Slither,'" the lightning fast arcade game.

.

Arcade games. Sports
games. Adventure games. And
more. Games like Donkey Kong
Junior:" Space Panlc,'- Looplng.Pepper II.'" and Space fury.- All
available now.
Garnes like Destruction Derby'" and Super Action football "
coming in June. Rocky,1M SubRoc,1M
Mr. Do!'" coming In July. And Time
Pilot'" In August.
ColecoVislon Is the first truly
expandable video game/home
computer system. And today Isjust
the beginning. Because ColecoVision Is the system of tomorrow.
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THE SCIENCE OF
FANTASY

Rings" as a book first and then
as an animated film. Sword
and sorcery tales grew in
paperbacks and comic books
and we saw the invention of
Dungeons & Dragons, the
fantasy role-playing game .
(It's no accident that almost all
of the videogame adventure
cartridges are based on classic
fantasy concepts.)
Why do gamers love fantasy? Well, everyone enjoys
an escape from the humdrum,
and nothing could be more
out of the ordinary (for most
arcaders, at any rate) than
mounting your trusty winged
steed and taking up your enchanted blade in the cause of
"ultimate good" versus "total
evil" .

It is ironic that the computer, that proud product of
QUEST FOR
modern science, has become
map, switching to a different
the medium for the presentadisplay whenever the party
tion of so much fantasy. Yet
SLAYING DIGITAL
enters one of the labyrinths
that is precisely what has hapDRAGONS
that lie beneath some of the
pened over the last couple of
mountain ranges.
years . Though science fiction
Advanced Dungeons &
Quest for the Rings, the
Dragons has finally reached
remains the most frequently
boardgame/videogame hythe home gaming screen, by
used theme for electronic
brid from Odyssey for the
courtesy of Mattei, and this
games, fantasy is currently no
Odyssey' and new 0', allows
Intellivision-compatible carworse than third - and clostridge proves to have been
ing rapidly on sports'in second
worth the wait. The player
place .
Just as public interest was
naVigates a three-person ad- /E~~~}
venture team over a terrain
generated by television series
like "Star Trek" and movies
such as "Star Wars" as well as
"Close Encounters - ~,-,....-.........of the
Kind". fantasy gaming
got a tremendous boost from
the success of "Lord of the

THE RINGS

several would-be heroes to
participate in the struggle to
round up the 10 magical keys
which the nefarious Ringmaster has hidden beneath the
castles . There are three different layouts of mazes, a whole
roster of character types, each
with special attributes, and

plenty of dragons, orcs and
such to prevent the forces of
good from triumphing too
easily.
Dragonstomper, a multiload game for the Supercharger from Arcadia, is sure to
appeal to all quest game fans.
You must traverse the countryside, help the oppressed
village and then wrest the
druidic amulet from a dragon.
On-screen prompts cue the
players when it's time to enter
any of several types of command instructions that can
give more scope for interesting action than do most other
videogame adventures.
More arcade-like but still in
the action-adventure genre is
Imagic's Dragonfire. Especial-

Iy useful as an introduction to
fantasy gaming for younger
players - while still having
enough thrills to please the
rest, the contest requires the
player to dodge the dragon's
fireballs and then snatch up
the valuable prizes before the
roguish reptile can fry the onscreen character.

STRANGE PORTS
OF CALL
Not all fantasy games involve sword-swinging barbarians or displayed dragonslaying knights. Adventures in
exotic locales redolent of the
fearsome unknown are all the
rage in videogaming today,
possibly being spurred by the
tremendous impact of "Raiders of the Lost Ark" in the
nation's movie theaters.
Heading the list is Pitfall,
2600 cartridge from Ac-

PITFALL

tivision. The gamer becomes
the intrepid Pitfall Harry and
can enjoy a rousing jungle
adventure as they search for
gold. This action adventure's
superb graphics and varied
play-action made it the bestselling home videogame during late 1982 and the first
quarter of this year.
Atari's Raiders of the Lost
Ark, claiming kinship
to the hit film, doesn't
quite live up to its inspiration. The videogamer

moves the on-screen hero
through a series of adventures
that parallel the plot of the
film to a certain extent, but
the electronic game does not
excel in excitement.
Riddle of the Sphinx,
Robert Smith's Imagic title for
the 2600 and Intellivision, is a
twisty travel through the mysteries to be found in Egypt's
Valley of the Kings. Although
Riddle does not really bear
much replaying once you've
gotten to the final situation,
it's a lot of fun until that
point is reached. Also,
the puzzles and situations
it presents are challenging
as well as intriguing enough
to keep most people from
exhausting its possibilities
in a hurry.
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RIDDLE OF THE SPHINX

Pitfall. by David Crane for
Activision, isn't exactly a fantasy, but its jungle adventure
theme is certainly redolent of
the novels of Burroughs, Haggard and Mundy. It's a treasure hunt fought with dangers
on all sides.

THE FANTASY
ARCADE
Demon Attack
is to fantasy 0
as Space Invaders is to
science
fiction.

Both
are essentially
arcade
games
that include
visuals
which embody:
respectively,
fantasy and sci_
ence fiction images. Rob Fulop's Imagicrelease, the 1983
Arcade Award winner as "Best
Videogame of the Year", is
now available for several systems, including the 2600, Intellivision and Odyssey2, and is
fine in all formats. The invasion game pits the arcader's
hOrizontally movable cannon
against wave after wave of
sleek and deadly creatures,
which often split in two when
you hit them.
The Wizard of Wor (CBS
Video games for the 2600)
and Incredible Wizard (Astrocade for the Astrocade) are
both based upon Midway's
Wizard of Wor coin-op. This
game holds the same promi50 IledroIIIc Games

nence among fantasy mazechases as Berzerk does among
science fictional ones. One or
two players, teaming up or
competing against one another, must clear a succession
of mazes of raging beasts,
some of which can become
invisible, and occasionally pit

SWORDQUEST

swords against sorcery in a
showdown with the elusive
wizard himself.
Wizard of Wor is also made
available for all the Atari
400/800/1200 computers in
an outstanding edition from
Roklan. It will shortly join Coleco's line of cartridges.

THE ADVENTURE
BEGINS •••
When Atari picked "Adventure" as the title of the
videogame field's first fantasy
cartridge, the company did so
with a profound sense of history. Adventure is the name

Crowther and Woods gave to
the first computer text adventure program that served as
the model for several generations of prose quests.
Even though it has been on
the market for a couple of
years, Adventure still has the
power to fascinate. The player, who has a choice of three
levels of difficulty, can roam
through a varied fantasyland
finding the keys, fighting the
dragons and eventually locating the chalice and returning
it to its rightful owner. The
graphics are tame stuff (the
hero is only a humble cursor),
although the action adventure concepts introduced in
Adventure are still viable today.
Haunted House is based on
a more supernatural view of
the fantastic. In this relatively
simple 2600 cartridge, you
must prowl through a multilevel mansion as you assemble
pieces of an urn while avoiding the frightening ghosts and
other horrors too unspeakable
to mention. The
graphics for

this one are also on the simple
side, but the effect of creeping
through darkened rooms is
very well done.
The Swordquest series of
four connected cartridges is
Atari's most ambitious game-

SWORDQUEST

fantasy. Buttressed by a parallel series of comic books, one
of which will be included inside of each package, Swordquest will eventually take
arcaders to four different
worlds, one each for earth,

fire, water and air. Each individual cartridge concerns a
quest for a major artifact,
though clues from all are
needed if the player is to solve
the major mystery and claim
the bejeweled sword.

HAUNTED HOUSE
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SWORDS AGAINST
THE APPLE
Wizardry, by Sir-Tech , is
without a doubt, the most
popular fantasy adventure
game for the Apple II at the
present time . Although the
limitations of this program,
as compared to a round of
Dungeons & Dragons
refereed by a human
dungeon-master,
will become
obvious after
a short period of testplay, no
other game
comes
closer to
providing
the type
of contest
favored by
most players of nonelectronic
role-playing
games.
Wizardry
comes with an introductory scenario
called "Proving
Grounds of the Mad
Overlord", in which
the players can
learn the system
and work their
characters up to
higher levels of
experience at
which they will acquire superior
powers and abilities in their

54 Electronic Games

chosen class. Once you have
guided a party to victory in
"Proving Grounds", you can
then easily
transfer
those
same characters to
newadventure disks,
the very first

of which, Knight of Diamonds, is already available.
Among the strengths of
Wizardry, you can
adventure with a
party of up to six
characters, the
order for each of
which can be
entered sepa-

rately in response to screen
prompts during the combat
phases of the game. There are
eight classes of character classes, though several are special
professions for which only
certain characters will possess
the qualifications, and each
character is rolled up individually utilizing the smooth
Wizardry generation system.
In the labyrinth, a party of
explorers sees a mouse'seye view of the maze, which is
updated each time the party
moves. During combat, a fullcolor drawing of the principal
foe is also shown.
The most serious limitation
is that the party must move
and fight as a unit. That is, it's
impossible to split the "thief"
character off from the main
party for a little solitary sneaking. The other lack is that this
is primarily a combat-oriented
fantasy videogame. The party
generally must either fight or
run, leaving very little chance
for actual role-playing.
Sir-Tech is believed to be
readying a super-duper version of Wizardry, one which
will require a dual disk drive,
and this Wizardry II may well
address some of these lacks.
Taken as a whole, however,
Wizardry is one outstanding
programming achievement,
and an absolute "must buy"
for those fantasy-gamers who
own an Apple.

KNIGHTS OF THE
COMPUTER
You are situated at King
Arthur's right-hand, at the
Round Table in the fabled city
of Camelot. In King Arthur's
Heir, a new action adventure
from Automated Simulations,
you have the opportunity to
prove that you 're the proper
knight to succeed the great
monarch on his throne . DeElectronic Cameo 55

for the wizards and other
minions of evil who will seek
to frustrate your quest and
keep you from the kingship.

INSIDE THE
DEADLY TEMPLE

signer Mark Benioff casts the
solitaire player as Sir Galahad,
who must travel through the
seven lands of Camelot, find
the Scroll of Truth and bring it
back to Camelot so that he
may claim the right of following Arthur as King.
Color graphics and special
sound effects enliven this real time quest for action on the
Atari 400/800/1200XL computers. Movement and com bat instructions are entered
by using the joystick, which
makes the play fast and exciting as well as quite challenging. Roam the magical land,
picking up treasures and
magic items, but watch out

Descend the stone steps of
the mysterious Aztec temple
and search its musty, and
at times, lethally dangerous
rooms for the sacred idol
which has brought you to this
strange place . That is the
theme of Aztec, a one-player
action adventure for the Ap ple II from Datamost.
The player controls the onscreen explorer by entering a
succession of single keystroke
commands that govern activities such as movement and
combat. Although this will
take computerists a bit longer
to master than wie lding a
joystick to get things done,
the system is remarkably clean
and logical. By taking advantage of the option of setting
the difficulty of each round of
play, you can start at an easy
setting while you're learning
and then graduate to a more
demanding test later on .
Aztec is, in a way, a cross
SWORD AND THE SORCERER
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between an adventure and a
climbing game. You must go
up and down ladders to various levels, occasionally leaping over a chasm when there's
no other route to your objective.
During the course of your
travels, you'll encounter an
assortment of beasts. Some
are hardly any more than
annoyances, but when you
come face to face with the
huge tentacled horror which
guards a key staircase, you 'll

need every bit of skill you've
got to win through . As you
search for the idol , you'll
also find numerous chests and
piles of rubble, which may be
searched for valuable treasures. Of course, those same
hiding places may also contain
bombs with lit fuses, but it
would not be an adventure
without a bit of danger, now
would it?
Because the exact layout of
the temple is generated anew
by the computer before each
game, Aztec isn't one of those
games which you'll solve once
and pack away in the back
of your collection . The excitement remains keen through
game after game, and you can
always up the ante by increasing the difficulty
setting if the
game begins to
seem a little
too easy.

- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - ----------- -------------------- -- --------------------

COMING
ATTRACTIONS
One of the most exciting
aspects of computerized fantasy gaming is that this segment of the hobby is just in its
infancy. The steady increase in
the memory capacity of both
videogame and computergame systems is certain to
continue and the ever-more
powerful machines will then
be able to handle even more
remarkable fantasy contests
than the ones
which we
enjoy
today.

Coleco will be getting into
the adventure game field with
a couple of titles for the ColecoVision this year. One is
tied to the movie "Swords and
Sorcery" while the other is a
licensed computer edition of
the non -electronic role-playing videogame, "Tunnels and
Trolls" .
Mattei intends to follow up
its success with Advanced
Dungeons & Dragons by publishing a whole line
of simi-

TUNNElS AND TROLLS

lar adventure games. E. Gary
Gygax, the co-creator ot
Dungeons & Dragons is reportedly scripting one personally, which should be a real
treat for fantasy adventurers.
The same publisher also plans

VENTURING
FORTH
The first coin-op game to
overtly court the fantasy
theme was clearly Exidy's
Venture. Definitely designed
with play-action, rather than
role-playing, as its central
theme, players moved, initially, over a schematic drawing
of the floor plan on each level
of the dungeon.
Winky, the arcader's surrogate, consists of a smiling face
armed with a bow and an end-

to have several adventures to
go with its Intellivision III system, due out in the fall. These
games will feature numerous
screens of action , all characterized by absolutely stunning
graphics.

less supply of arrows. Avoiding the roaming "hall monsters", Wink approaches the
chambers one at a time. Each
room is distinctive, with its
own prize and guardians hence : the Goblin Room,
Snake Room, etc. There are
rooms which have moving
walls, and it isn't necessarynor does it earn points - to
waste the guardian ghoulies.
The idea is simple : get the
treasure and get the heck out.
Everything else is incidental.

dungeon. Oh, remember, do
not dawdle in the rooms or the
boogy man (in the guise of a
hall monster) will getcha'!

THE WONDERFUL
WIZARD OF WOR

Special music gives each
room a further identity with
"theme" songs for goblins,
snakes and all of the other
denizens of the first coin-op

Science-fantasy, unlike science fiction, usually doesn't
rely strictly on either known or
extrapolated laws of science
for its context. Instead, plot
elements from the sword and
sorcery genre are intermixed
with the more familiar SF artifacts such as rocketships and
alien planets.
Wizard of Wor, designed by
Dave Nutting Associates for
Midway, used the dungeon

VENTURE

theme, combined freely with
wizards and a shifting labyrinth full of fantasy denizens,
all set on an alien world!
Essentially a maze shootout, this labyrinth becomes
emptier and emptier as players move through the racks,
eventually reaching The Pit,
where there are no walls at all
and the space monsters must
be battled in the open. A radar
scanner appears at the base of
the playfield to pinpoint the
invisible aliens.
Perhaps Wizard of Wor's
most unique play mechanic was its "tandem" format.
A marvelous solitaire contest,
Wizard is a blast as a head-tohead game. But when the two
arcaders cooperate, in standard adventure fashion, you
have got a unique playing experience.
Occasionally, game-playing partners aCCidentally blast
one another, but those are
the, eh, "fortunes of Wor"!

TOMORROW'S
JOUSTING!
The medieval joust was
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perhaps the archetypical
symbol of feudal, one-on-one
combat. The days of chivalry
were at their high point, and
horses draped with their master's war colors pranced in the
sunlight, carrying the proud
form of an armored warrior on
their strong backs.
The image of lance striking
shield at full gallop stirred
the blood and gripped the imagination . In fact, it still does,
as the blossoming popularity
of medieval history continues
to prove.
"Jousting" has now gone
electroniC, with Williams'
tremendously popular science
fictional updating theme
found in Joust. Great, longlegged warrior birds are incorporating one of the few
head-to-head arcade machines. Electronic medieval
futurism? Whatever the
game's name, whatever the
genre, Joust proves the viability of traditional fantasy symbols and characters (a sort
of science fictional re-creation of the days of Ivanhoe)
in an electronic game setting!

MICROSURGEON
Imagicllntellivision

The patient is critical. You're the
microsurgeon, controlling a small
probe through the patient's bloodstream, fighting off bacteria, viruses,
and other diseases. Your mission: clear
out all deadly conditions before they
become terminal.
The probe is controlled by the controller disk while firing off treatments is
done using the side action buttons.
There are some three different
treatments; - ultrasonic rays that can
take care of almost everything, antibiotics which ward off bacteria, and
aspirin which eliminates viruses. You
can pick your own treatment with the
keypad and may change it at any time.
The conditions must be treated
before they go terminal or before the
probe runs out of energy. The status
chart shows the condition of each
organ from "good" to "terminal". The
more of the disease that's destroyed,
the better that organ's condition will
become.
The main strategy of Mlcrosurgeon
is to refer to the chart and treat the
most serious afflictions first. If more
than one item is serious, pick one, and
don't attempt to cure it totally. Simply
clear out enough to bring it to a fair
condition and get right to the other
organ, otherwise you'll run outoftime
to IIedNnIc c -

Play Dodor
with Imagic's
New Cartridge
By FRANK TETRO JR.
and the second organ will go terminal.
When traveling throughout the
body, try to stay within the veins and
arteries, as movement there is much
faster than in organs or bones. Once
the probe leaves the confines of the

MICRO SURGEON

veins it will be attacked by white blood
cells which will drain energy from it.
Firing ultrasonic rays will destroy white
blood cells. It is important to remember that when the chart says that the
heart needs treatment, it's not really
the heart that needs help, but the
buildup of cholesterol in the veins
throughout the entire body. As you
move through the body, simply shoot
out these cholesterols as they slow
your velocity as well.
Bacteria have the power to disappear, so once you do see one, get to it
quickly. Studying the map of the body
in the center of the instruction booklet
is also very helpful, as it will teach you
the fastest routes through the body.
Remember the organs which are
paired (Le., lungs, kidneys), for you
must treat both in order to improve
their condition.
When roaming the body, it's best to
be armed with the ultrasonic ray, since
this kills almost everything and will
help you clear cholesterol as you go
along.
When the status chart reads "infection serious", this means that there
is a buildup of bacteria in the body.
Use an antibiotic. It's best to move
through the body when searching for
bacteria, because if you stay in one
place, the bacteria will not appear as
often as if you are mobile. Once you

see bacteria, head directly for it as it
only stays on the screen temporarily.
The virus moves around through the
body at will . If you can hit the virus
with one shot, you will be awarded
extra energy fo r your probe.
The tumors in the brain grow li ke
real tumors. Some, if very small, take
only one or two shots to destroy, while
bigger ones may absorb up to four rays
before shrinking down to nothing.
Another thing to keep in mind is that
it is not necessary to go face to face
with the virus, bacteria, tumors, etc. in
order to shoot them. You have a fair
range of fire, so shoot at conditions
from a distance . This will save time and
energy.
The most important thing to remember in Microsurgeon is to treat
the most critical things first, and deal
with the secondary threats last.
If you don't, you just may face a
video-malpractice su it!!!

WIZARD OF WOR
Roklan / Atari Computers

In Wiz ard of Wor, you are the
galactic defender who must clear out
the many dungeons of a subterranean cavern, in search of t he ominous
wizard of the world of Wor.
Each dungeon consists of maze-like
passages in which your player may
traverse, as well as an escape tunnel on
each side which transports the player
from one side to the other (but must
rejuvenate for a few seconds after
each use) . The dungeons are patrolled
by many alien creatures, all capable of
firing on the defender, with the exception of the 'wo rluk .

is to watch the small radar screen and
plan your moves by it. After playing for
some time, you will see that the monsters don't like to come to you . They
like to move up and down in one spot
and let you come to them. The best
thing to do is to find a corridor to stay
in with only two exits and just let them
come to you so you can shoot as they
enter the corridor. Try to keep your
distance from the creatures as they can
The easiest of the enemies is the also kill you by running over you. Use
blue Burwors. They don't shoot much the escape tunnel if you need it, but
and aren't very intelligent. Shooting remember the creatures may use them
a Burwor earns you 100 points . The too, so don't remain near an entryway
second, more deadly, enemy is the to a tunnel.
yellow Garwor. He is more intell igent,
In the fi rst few dungeons, it's okay
and may fade in and out at times. The to be the aggressor. That is, run after
last of the patrolling monsters is the the creatures and shoot them. Howred Thorwors. They are fast, intelligent ever, after that you must go on the
and very deadly, and are worth 500 defense and let them come to you,
points apiece. Once the dungeon is even though it's extremely tempting
cleared of these creatures, a worluk to chase after them . If you do, howevwill appear (except in dungeon 1). He er, they can easily turn around, shoot,
is extremely fast and will attempt to and turn back around. Once the board
run over you in a mad scurry for t he is cleared and the worluk appears,
escape tunn els. If he makes it to one, watch his motions. He likes to find a
he escapes. If you shoot him before he single wall and go around and around
leaves, your defender will be award ed it a few times before leaving. When he
1000 pOi nts . In add it ion, the next does, move a few inches away and
dungeon he enters will do uble all pOint keep firing in to the wall he's lurking
values.
around. Eventually, he'll come around
Once the worl uk is dealt with, there and walk right into your line of fire.
is a chance that the wizard himself w ill
When the wizard appears, do not
appear, hurling lightning bolts at you . paniC! Quickly go to a corridor with
He can appear and disappear at will, the least amount of entryways and
but will remain on -screen until he is wait for him to appear in it. Keep firing
either destroyed wh ich will earn you down the corridor, and once he ap2500 points, or he destroys you wh ich pears, hit him immediately.
is, obviously, at the very least, worth
There are two special boards in
nothing.
Wizard of Worwhich are truly difficult:
Th e best strategy for Wizard of Wor Dungeon 4 (the arena), where the
middle of the screen has no walls, and
Dungeon 12 (the pit), which has absolutely no walls . When faced with an
open area, it is best to stay in one place
and fire around you as the creatures
approach . Most importantly - don't
chase them or you will not live to
regret your folly!
When the radar shows an enemy onscreen but you can't see him, approach
slowly; walk to where the radar shows
the enemy to be and keep firing ahead
of you. The creature will become visi ble when he enters the same corridor
as you. When this happens, shoot fast
or become a permanent denizen of the
dungeon . ..

MOUSETRAP
Coleca / Coleco Vision

MIC RO SURGEON
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In Mousetrap, gamers direct a hungry little mouse who must make his
way through a maze of corridors and

What Has
Your TV Set Done For
You Lately?
Sure, watching " the tube" is enjoyable a lot of the time.
But today, home entertainment is much more than just
broadcast TV. Today, your TV set can bring you movies you
choose yourself to play any time you like. Fun and games.
Problem-solving, self-improvement, and personal security.
UniqL.e, priceless memories ()f family and friends. Art you
create yourself. It's a whole new world ... the fascinating
world of video.
Whether you're a video veteran, a beginner just getting
your feet wet, or someone intrigued with the thrilling possibilities the field offers now and for the future, VIDEO
Magazine should be your guide to this world.

Every month, VIDEO will show you how to use your TV,
not just watch it. You'll read news of and invaluable test
reports on the latest video equipment. You'll find sources,
previews, and reviews of pre-recorded programs to buy or
rent. You 'll learn helpful home taping techniques: using a
video camera, lighting, dubbing in audio, creating video art.
.You'll profit from expert technical advice. You'll explore all
the alternatives to broadcast TV available today and the
developing technologies coming tomorrow.
In short, you 'll enjoy the most comprehensive information possible from the first and foremost video
publication--and in a lively, thoroughly entertaining way.

It's worth watching every month!

---------~--------------~-----------------------------------------------~---------------Use this
coupon
to enter your
subscription .. .
or pick up
the latest
issue at your
favorite
newsstand

Moil to : VtDEO

Subscription Department
P.O . Box 1118
Dover. New Jersey 07801

YES! Please enter my subscription to VIDEO and send me 1 year (12 issues) at the regular subscription
rate of $15. (I'll be saving $6 on the newsstand price of $21.)
Nome
(please print)

Address
City, State, Zip

o

My payment of $15 is enclosed (check or money order mode payable to VIDEO)

Offer good for the U.S. onty. Please aflow up to 60 days for de~vcry of first issue.

0 Bill me later
8V3226
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See all those
glittering diamonds?
Grab 'em.
You need 1.000 diamonds fast.
'Jo score, you have to
burrow deep. Deep
into tJ1e caverns.
You craftily cop a dOlen
jewels. Then, jump to the ledge
below. Then down to another. And
another. But, STOP!
Theres nothing but an abyss
below. Nothing for you there except
a bad fall-and even worse, delay!

flashlight.
The Flame Spirit
IS very near.
A flicker. Out of
the comer of your eye.
Shine that light!
There
it is . Now,
kneel
before the
Spirit and
grab il.
Gotcha! Run!
Run to the
Temple. Watch out! Behind you!
A vampire bat trying to
steal the Flame Spirit. Climb down,
below the ledge. Another bat!
Down. To the very bottom of the
mountain.
'10 the pit. And the darkness.
Lit only by the shimmer of
diamonds. Suddenly theres a rush of
movement ... a giant spider-after you.

No, don't
go there.
You've already
stripped that
II
vein of diamonds.
Go where no one
has ever dared
II
venture before.
Follow the caverns.
Run. Jump. Up to the ledge. Hurry!
Deeper and deeper.
Jump again!
Dovvn the ladders. Over to
Aarrrrgggghhhh! You're caught.
the right - more jewels .. . a~d Woven in a tangled web. Hun)!,
CURSES! ... you've fallen.
break loose before he returns and
And you're losing time.
you're devoured.
Ah! You've freed yourself. You've
Grab those diamonds.
Ah hal You've reached WOO!
lost time, but you've gained character.
The Flame Spirit has been set free.
Now, on to the 'temple.
Now you must capture it.
But beware of the guardian flames-one
false move and you1l end up charred
... and out of the game! Get to the
Temple Portal, the Spirit in your
grasp. Shine your light on the giant
guardian skull. You kneel. (Not out of
respect, but out of need-for without

Quick -down another ladder.
Listen!
Ghostly music
floating
through the
black tunnels.
That means
the Flame Spirit
is hiding nearby.
The music grows louder as you
draw closer.
Now softer (quick, go back the
other way). Louder again. Shine your

kneeling,
entering the
Temple is forbidden.)
The entrance yawns
open. And you leap in. There,
enshrined deep v.rithin the
sacred Temple,
emblazoned
v,rith gold, is the
sovereign
crown. You must
Fortunately,
get that crown.
Without it, you
you can unearth
cannot become
time bombs along
Mountain King. With it, you'll rule.
the way to blast away
But now comes the tough par~.
the hazards the vultures
Can you make the t~eacherous climb
toss at you.
bac~ to the surface. Can YOl~ But the crawling fungus
aVOId 0e relentl~ss bats and
spreads as time l11ns out.
spreadll1g cave fires on the
Now that you know the names of
way? Can you ~ven. fin~1 ~e w?y?
these challenging new games, and
. Get Mountall1 King. I lug I~
you know what it's like to play them,
mto your home computer. It Wlll
theres one other thing you should
plunge you into the depths, andlifl
know:
you to the heights.
They're from CBS Software. And
ANOTHER GAME TO DIG INTO.
even thou~ that nan~e says a lot
about quality entertamment,
Its Boulders and Bombs:'1
we haven't mentioned it until now.
One to four can play. And v,rith
99 levels of terrific tunneling
NEW! MOUNTAIN KING
adventure, its every bit as involving
as Mountain King.
Your challenge is to tunnel to
safety beneath the surface of an
unknown planet as hostile, alien
vultures seek to turn you into a
buried fossil, entombed in an alien
life form.
While day turns to night above
ground, you use your trusty rotoauger to claw a path to safety
below ground-through tons
of earth, boulders, and the
ever-spreading green
cave fungus.

... .

Because
at CBS Software,
we believe our
computer programs should
speak for themselves.

NEW! BOULDERS AND BOMBS

ROM
Cartridges for:
Atari 400/800 ™
(Mountain King
available soon for
Commodore 64 ' "
and VIC·20 'M)
, 1983 CBS Inc.
"MOUNTAIN KING' is , llademark
01K,y EnlOf1)nses Co.
MAlan" IS a trademark of
Alan. Inc.
"Cammool)(e 64" ,'" ' VIC-20' are
llademar1<S 01 Commodore BUSlness
Maclllnes. Inc

CBS Software. You know what you're getting.

doorways eating cheese and various
other objects. Your mouse is relentlessly pursued by a gang of six cats
who will stop at nothing to reach it.
The only defenses are the doorways
wh ich you may close and open upon
command, and the bones which can
temporarily turn you into a cat-devouring dog.
Each piece of cheese is worth 90
pOints. The prizes start at 1000 points
and increase in value by 200 pOints.
The first cat eaten will earn the little
mouse 100 points and each additional
mouse adds 200 points .
The main strategy behind Mousetrap is to keep moving. The player may
find the mouse a little diffic ult to
control because of the speed at which
he moves. Using light taps instead of
constant pressure is more effective
when trying to make a turn. The
control can be mastered only after
practice. Divide the screen into four
sections and concentrate on clearing
one part at a ti me.
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Another trick which must be mastered is learning where the colored
buttons are located on the keypad
without having to look down during
play. The sequence is red, yellow, and
blue . If you can remember that, you
can look at the screen and avoid the
cats while opening doors. Also learn
where the " dog" button is as this can
help you out of some tight spots, so
don 't be afraid to use it. Remember
you can hit it once for all four quadrants as there is one bone located in
each corner.
When a cat is moving back and forth

in his home and he suddenly stops in
the middle, stay away from that house
as the cat is aboutto jump out onto the
maze, and if you are there when he
jumps, it's curtains!!
The prizes are worth a substantial
amount and should be eaten wherever
possible. However, don't risk your life
to get a prize. It's not worth it.
In game levels 2, 3 and 4, a hawk
randomly appears and chases the
mouse . Turning into a dog has no
effect on the hawk. The only hope is to
immediately head for the "in " block
located in the center screen, which will
transport you to one of the fou r corners at random, and instantly bef uddle
the hawk.
So good eating, and when things
look grim, remember "man's best
friend " !
What games would you like to see
strategized in coming issues? Why not
drop me a line, in care of the magazine, with your ideas and we'll try to
schedule them.

e

For Heroes Only!
Blade of
Blackpoole
Step back in time and join
the search for the magical
sword of Myraglym. Travel
cautiously on your journey
for you will encounter
dangerous serpents,
spine-chilling evils and
carnivorous plants that
crave human flesh!

Critical Mass
On Jan . 1st at 10:00 am,
the U.N. received this
message : "Good Morning,
in exactly 9 days, the
world's 5 largest cities will
be destroyed by thermal
nuclear weapons." At
10:03 am, you received
this assignment: STOP
... THIS ... LUNATIC!

Ava il. on disk lor the Apple II ,
II + or lie and Alan 800 or
1200 and Commodore 64 .

Avail. on disk lor the Apple II ,
II + or lie and Alari 800 or
t200 and Commodore 64.

Type Attack
The planet Lexicon is
under attack! Letters of
the alphabet are falling
from the sky. To repel
them , you must be able to
type the letters faster than
they can fall . Be quick!
An entire civilization is
depending on your skill.
Avail. on disk lor Ihe Apple II ,
II + or lie and Alari 800 or
1200, IBM-PC and
Commodore 64 and on
carlridge lor Ihe VIC-20.

Twerps
The boldest space rescue
ever! Defenseless Twerps
are stranded on an asteroid . You, Captain Twerp,
are to board a Twerpcraft , blast through the
Orbiters, land safely and
rescue your comrades .
Beware of the Glingas
and Twerp-eating
Gleepnites!
Avail. on disk lor the Apple II ,
II , or lie and Alan 800 or 1200.

Pure Video Excitement!
For Your Atari 800 or 1200, Apple II , II + or lie,
Commodore 64, VIC-20 and IBM-PC
Sirius, Twerps, Blade 01 Blackpoole. Type Allack and Critical Mass are Irademarks 01
Sirius SoN ware, Inc .. 10364 Rockingham Drive. Sacramenlo, CA 95827 (916) 366-1195 .
All rights reserved. Apple II , II + and lie are Irademarks 01 Apple Com pUler, Inc.
Alari 800 and 1200 are Irademarks 01 Alari, Inc . VIC-20 and Commodore 64
are Irademarks 01 Commodore Business Machines , Inc. IBM-PC is a
trademark of International BUSiness Machines, Inc.

••
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BULLDOG PINBALL
Hayden Software/ Atar; 400-800-1200
Tape 16K

Hayden Software's recent entry into
the category of action-oriented games
has had its share of ups and downs .
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Bulldog Pinball is one of the latter.
Certainly, bad pinball simulations - as
well as excellent ones - are no rarity
in this world of programmable and
computer videogames. Therefore, to
create a video pin program that stands
out even among the wealth of dross in
this category takes some dOing.
In any case, it has been done . The
playfield is constructed to supposedly
resemble a bulldog, hence the title,
with various point totals awarded
for scoring through the entry
lanes or various features (ears,
teeth, jowls etc.) of the mutt's
countenance. The visuals are
extremely crude, with almost
no bumpers, drop targets or
anything of visual or audio interest. The ball
moves at high
speeds ow ing to ~~~ii
the use of machine
code program-

BU LLDOG PINBALL

ming, but does not come close to
recreating the actual sense of a true
pinball's roll seen in more sophisti cated programs such as David's Midnight Magic or Raster Blaster. To be
fair, however, those games had
considerably more memory
to play with .
The primary objection to
this one or two-player
contest is its astonish ingly awkward playmechanic. Only sloppy programming
could present a
game wherein
the left paddle
is controlled by
the joystick button , while the right
flipper is activated by
the "shift" key on
the left end of the
computer's keyboard!
To say that this renders the game virtually unplayable is
being kind.
The depth of understanding that Hayden has,
regarding the Atari com-

Four
Scenarios
Of Fighting
Aliens Make
Gorfa
Tough Test
puter, is best demonstrated in its own
documentation. Quote: "To control
the speed of your bali's release, press
and hold the 'shift' or 'break' key; for
joysticks, the second button." Atari
users will be astonished to learn that
there is a second button on their
joystick controllers. Now if only Hayden could let us know where it is.
(Bill Kunkel)

GORF
CommodoreIVIC-20/ROM cartridge

Since many of its games are not
too original or exciting, Commodore
made a wise decision when it licensed
Bally/Midway's Gorf for its VIC-20.
Whether or not you're familiar with
the arcade machine, if you're a fan of
invasion games, this fast-moving, colorful entry is a must.
In the world according to Gorf,
players must fight their way through
four different battle-type scenarios.
Although each screen is very different,
they do have a few things in common.
The player is always using the joystick
to move the fighter up and down over
a varying range, as well as left and
right. Gamers who are followers of the
blast-away theory of defense must
resist the temptation to just keep that
fire button down. So although continuous fire can be effective at short
range, at any distance, it causes the
missiles to lose their power.
Each contest is of the hit-and-run
variety; players have to strike and then
quickly dodge the enemy's powerful
onslaught. Complete all four waves,
and you move up in rank . Put 20
successful missions behind you, and
you become a Space Avenger. Of
course, all is not glory - each wave
becomes harder to defeat as you climb
the space ladder. Defeating the enemy
earns you a comforting message from
a bouncing Gorf that reads, "Bite the
dust. "
Wave One, dubbed Astro Battles, is

a new variation on the invasion game
theme. Instead of bunkers to hide
behind, though, the player has a rather
weak forcefield which doesn't really
do much to discourage the Gorfian
attackers. Gamers have more chances
to earn bonus pOints, since two types
of ships and a Gorf scamper across the
screen, offering almost constant opportunities .
If you survive the first wave, a brief
intermission will inform you that the
laser attack is next. Two forces are out
to get you, each headed by a laser ship
and backed by three attack ships and a
Gorf. All forces involved keep on coming until you eliminate each and every
one.
Wave Three starts out even faster

ably stronger than the one you had
back in the first wave. The gamer must
first shoot away at the forcefield before he can actually hit the ship. Then,
watch out - it hits back. Each blast
that scores a hit sends a chunk of the
ship flying off, and it can be quite fatal.
The flagship can only be destroyed
by exposing the power reactor, causing it to explode in a volley of flashing
colors. Garners can pound away at the
hull to accomplish this, or take a short
cut - a la Star Wars - and if you can
aim a blast into the reactor vent.
boom!
Better players might find a disadvantage in having to start from
Space Cadet each time they play, since
you can't select a skill level. Another
drawback is the inability to start a
game over if you get off to a bad start.
But all in all, this is one of the best
games available for the VIC-20.
(Charlene Komar)

BELLHOP
Hayden/Apple 11148K disk

GORF (VIC-20)

than the second. Space warp fighters
spiral out from a central launch site and
send out homing torpedoes while they
are at it. And, of course, there's the
occasional Gorf trying to get you .
The final wave is slightly different
from the earlier waves. The Gorfian
flagship appears, travelling back and
forth across the top of the screen while
launching fireballs at you. The ship is
protected by a forcefield that's notice-

Those who like their games complex
and involved should probably skip on
to the next review. Those who like
graphics so outstanding that they
almost make you forget about the
game while enjoying the show, should
also now go elsewhere.
Bellhop is for home arcaders who
think a good game can still be a simple
game with sparse graphics, but with a
totally charming play mechanic. In
Bellhop. nobody gets blasted and no
foreign countries or planets are visited
or conquered . Instead, it's just a gamer
trying to deliver seven pieces of luggage to seven suites, all located on the
sixth and top floors of the hotel.
In the first round, the gamer starts
with $60 in tips. The longer it takes to
deliver the suitcases, the more of the
tip will be lost. If the tip total reaches
$0, the game is over. If all seven pieces
are delivered with money to spare, a
second round starts, this time with $50
Eledronlc Game. 69

in tips. The third round is $40 in tips,
and the hotel ghost appears, ready to
take the luggage off the seventh floor
and run it back down to the first floor.
Round four has $30 in tips and the
pesky ghost. When all the money runs
out at one level, or all four levels are
completed, the screen displays a total
for the game.
The bellhop gets up and down this
building by using the elevators, but if he really expects to
get through all four rounds,
he must learn to take the
shaft. After delivering a piece
of luggage on the sixth floor,
if he gets back on the elevator
just as it starts to move, he will
then tumble down the shaft,
much faster than the elevator,
without getting hurt (this is a
non-violent game)!
One negative point is that
play is accomplished solely
by ~se of the keyboard . The
arrow keys move the bellhop
left and right, the space bar
stops him, the escape key calls
the elevator to the bellhop's
right, and the number keys
(1-6) will indicate which floor
the elevator should stop at.
There is also a reset function
and a pause control.
This seems to be a game
that could have been played
quite nicely with a joystickkeyboard combination, but
even with this minor flaw,
Bel/hop released by Hayden
makes this gamer hungry for
a look at what's on the drawing board.
(Rick Teverbaugh)

MOL

A1TACK

CommodorelV/C-20IROM cartridge

It's a mole invasion! The pesty little
devils are popping up all over, and it's
up to you to rout the beasts and send
them fleeing back underground and you 've only got 60 seconds to
do it!
The moles appear out of nine
holes, arranged in three rows of
three moles. The idea is to bring
your little hammer down upon
their heads - and the
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sooner, the better. You can earn four
points if the critter's head is just barely
out of its burrow, decreasing to only
one if he's in full view.
But wait! Should you bop the creature's rear instead of his head, you can
lose as many as five pOints, with the

heaviest loss occuring when"the mole's
buns show the least. Now, it just may
sound pretty easy to tell a mole's head
from his buns, but the resemblance is
actually extraordinary, all the way
down to the tail that can look a lot like
a wisp of hair in the heat of battle.
A big plus is this videogame's spiffy
graphics. The jumbo-sized moles appear in a variety of bright colors, and
grimace convincingly when
hammer meets head .
Players have the option of
using a joystick, but many may
prefer to play with the keyboard.
Controlling the hammer's location as you rush from hole to
hole can be difficult w ith the
joystick.
Mole Attack will probably be
a favorite among younger arcaders. Even though the eyecatching graphics combine well
with the time-limit excitement,
adults will probably find the
game too simple and repetitive
to get many repeat plays.
(Charlene Komar)

MICROBE
Synergisticl Apple 11148K

Even the youngest children
love playing doctor. Many have
grown up but still derive much
entertainment from the profession of saving lives, if somewhat
vicariously, through such shows
as "Ben Casey", "Marcus Welby" and "Trapper John M .D." .
Microbe is a game that can
satisfy that "little kid" desire to
play doctor again, while at the
same time capitalizing on a
grown-up faSCination with the
remarkable healing tools available to modern medicine.
The year is 1990 and scientists
have built a miniaturization device that can shrink any form
down to microscopic size. A submarine and crew has undergone
this process and can now be
injected into an ailing human
body for a session of real life
microsurgery. Or, in the words
of Steve Martin: "Let's get
small!"
As a cadet Microbe com-

mander you have your work cut out
for you. Microbe can be played by one
to seven people, and the action
changes depending on the number of
participants involved . In other words,
the computer compensates for positions you don't have filled with humans by providing the missing information.
There are four other mission options
beginning with the background. If the
"gamer" variant is selected, the computer's physician side will provide diagnostic and treatment information . In
the student or physician mode, less
information will be provided.
There are three selectable skill
levels, and a speech option available to
those with a speech synthesizer for the
Apple. Also, the difficulty of the case is
controlled by selecting the HealthSafety or Medicine modes.
Four members are included in the
submarine. First there is the captain
(you, in the case of solo adventure's)
who runs the show, issues commands
and guides the ship. Then there is the
technician, who repairs damage to the
sub and performs diving duties. The
navigator displays maps of the body
and tracks the sub's position within the
body. Then there is the physician, who
will identify any attackers, perform
blood analyses, monitor vital signs and
recommend treatment.
Orders are entered by using the
keyboard or a keyboard/paddle combination. The graphics are extraordinary. Documentation's all that can be
asked for such an involved and lifelike
game. Whether used for educational
or recreational purposes, Microbe is
the one game serious gamers will want
to buy, play, and then use to impress
friends with the power and versatility
of the home computer.
(Rick Teverbaugh)

tudinous enemies within a labyrinth
that's 132 screens in size. Traverse the
corridors of what the instruction leaflet
describes as the alien proving ground,
always on the lookout for the nearly
mindless alien weapons and the replicator stations which manufacture
them at a frenetic rate. The only way

only thin lines, though there's nothing
half as flashy as the explosions in that
Sir- Tech instant classic. Yet Bolo's
play-action is, in its way, every bit as
entertaining as the earlier game. In
fact, those who absolutely hate the
thrust-movement system inside StarMaze, will infinitely prefer B%'s sim-

to shut off the endless stream of new
enemies that enters the game through
these mighty factories is to destroy
them. Once your Bolo has blasted all
six stations in the immense maze, you
move to a higher level in which additional dangers such as meteor storms
will confront your fighting vehicle.
The graphics are a bit plain, particularly compared to that other recent
mega-maze contest, Star-Maze (SirTech for the Apple II, 48K disk). The
walls of the maze, for instance, are

pie directional steering set-up. It's
now possible to turn the turret 45
degrees with a single keystroke, even
when you're handling movement with
the joystick, though this is admittedly a
move that only an experienced Bolo
pilot is likely to attempt.
Adventure games have been the
stock in trade of Synergistic Software,
but B% indicates that executives at
the company can spot a good action
game when one is shown to them.
(Steve Davidson)

BOLO
Synergistic Software/Apple /I/48K disk

The identity of the designer who
hides in back of the nom-de-cursor
"Elvyn Software" is still unknown (at
least to me), but he or she has done a
good job of fabricating a playable,
enjoyable game from the "Bolo" science fiction stories by Keith Laumer.
Not that any knowledge of Mr. Laumer's output is essential; this mazeshoot-out is most certainly engaging
enough to justify some gaming time in
and of itself.
Using either keyboard or joystick
control, you command a super-tank of
the future, the Bolo Mark XXIX, in a
battle against rather dumb, but multi72 Electronic Games

WARP DESTROYER
Piccadilly/ Appfe 1I/48K

Few could question the challenge
Warp Destroyer can bring to those who
have made carnage of some of the
easier games on the market, yet many
more are likely to find less frustrating
and more enjoyable offerings in the
marketplace .
(Rick Teverbaugh)

The key to an enjoyable game for
some is the way it challenges the
computerists' mind and body. For
those of that persuasion , Warp Destroyer fits the bill several times over.
For others, though, a game needs to
be fair. It should open with a skill
setting that is neither too easy, nor too POOL
difficult. Warp Destroyer doesn't fail on Thorne-EMf / Atari 400-800-1200
the latter of those two counts, but is a Tape 16K
disaster in the former respect. This
Those British game designers at
reviewer had to battle four times after Thorne-EMI are turning out some high
first booting the disk before even quality games for the Atari computstarting to penetrate the game system.
Warp Destroyer opens with a blastoff. Then there is a hyperdrive mode,
during which the gamer must keep
cross hairs aligned with a cross in the
center of the screen before the first of
a series of battles.
Once the novice surmounts that
initial stumbling block, the game improves, but only slightly. The graphics
are nicely done, but the game system
suffers from poor documentation. It
seems as if there is much going on as
POOL
the gamer works his way through
mines and aliens on the way to the er systems. The publisher's latest enmother ship, but getting the most out try, Pool, lacks the graphic finery of
of the program is largely trial-and-er- some billiard simulations, but it has
play-value to burn. There are no leathror.
It would take more than the stan- er-looking pocket-guards, polisheddard two hands to play the game with wood, or green felt playing surfaces
keyboard control, but paddles and here, just three brands of playing
joysticks are also possible options. action. Gamers can opt for a practice
Either does an adequate job. If the round, a little 8 Ball or go all the way
gamer succeeds in destroying the Zal- with two-player Tournament Pool.
bian base, there are more difficult
The most interesting element is the
shooting technique. Players move a
levels to attempt.

cross-cursor around the display, setting it at the point at which they want
the cue ball to strike. If there's another
ball in the way, of course, the shot will
not succeed, but line it up right and
shots that were never attainable with
the old mechanic (a moving dot representing the tip of the cue stick rotates
around the cue ball, allowing up to 16
angles), are possible here.
The force of the shot is determined
by a vertical bar located at the left side
of the screen. The space fills up and
empties with black fluid in rapid sequences. When the bar fills with black,
the shot will be a blast, while an empty
gauge nets the shooter a mere tap.
Levels in between, of course, determine fine gradations of force.
Tournament Pool involves "calling"
a shot before it's taken. A point is
scored for pocketing a called shot, with
bonus points awarded for any other
balls sunk beyond this point. The game
even re-racks by hitting the "Start"
button on the keyboard with the fifteenth object ball still in play.
Again, this isn't going to knock your
eyes out, butifyou like a great game of
video pool, this one's hard to beat.
(Bill Kunkel)
Electronic Games and its publisher,
Reese Communications, has moved to
much larger quarters right near New
York City's forthcoming new Convention Center.
The magazine's new address is:
Electronic Games, 460 West 34th
Street, New York, NY 10001. Our
phone number is: (212) 947-6500.

1

1. Black strip 2. Cross (move with Joystick) 3. Object balls 4. Cue ball 5. Head string 6. Foot spot
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Fight Europe's Next War
By NEIL SHAPIRO

GERMANY 1985
Strategic Simulations/Apple 1I/48K disk

It's a frightening thought - the two
greatest superpowers, the United
States and Soviet Russia, clashing in
armed confrontation in West Germany.
Many strategists and military authorities agree that if the next war
begins in a conventional (non-nuclear)
manner, it will transform western
Germany into a battlefield. While this
computer simulation, Germany 1985,
takes away none of the fear, it does
simulate the complexity of fluid,
changeable modern warfare and illustrates the terrible cost of such a showdown even more dramatically than
any book or magazine article ever
could.

As always, Strategic Simulations
(551) has taken a very convoluted
subject and made it both understandable and playable via the home computer. This battalion-level contest uses
a revamped gaming system that adds a
number of new wrinkles and features
to the realm of computer war gaming.
Indeed the Germany 1985 system will
form the basis for at least four other
game scenarios (at least one of which,
RDF - Rapid Deployment Force, may
be available by the time you read this).
This reviewer found the present game
system of Germany 1985 to be the
most advanced computer war game
yet. There are a few spots that may,
we hope, be touched up in subsequent
releases, but if 551 settles on this system as a "standard", it will not be

The menu-driven option screen of Germany 1985 makes it
relatively easy to fine-tune the gaming experience.
76 Electronic Game,

wronging its videogaming audience.
Two separate gaming scenarios are
offered on the disk - "Invasion" and
"Advance to Contact. " The computer
can take either the NATO or USSR side
in a solitaire session, or it can referee a
match between two human generals.
In the "Invasion" scenario, the Russians must airdrop forces, establish a
perimeter and breakout to capture
cities. In "Advance to Contact", the
NATO forces from the west must meet
with and defeat the USSR forces blitzing from the east. In each scenario the
bottom line victory condition is which
side controls the most villages, towns
and airfields by the end of the game
(which lasts from 20 to 22 turns).
The action is displayed on stunning
hi-res maps of western Germany.

The liberal use of high resolution graphics makes it
a lot easier to analyze the situations in the game.
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Bright greens delineate the forests,
and shades of orange and brown make
up the two types of rough terrain; blue
rivers and lakes frame the symbols for
roads and bridges as well as the allimportant cities and towns. The main
map is comprised of nine video screens
large enough so you can only see one
map-area at a time. There is also a
strategic map which occupies only one
screen, but only shows the terrain and
where the units are present (not what
those units are.) But, SSI has made it
very easy to work with a map larger
than your monitor screen.
The movement keys allow the player to scroll the map in any of four
directions. Or, the program can immediately "jump" to any of the nine
map areas. It takes less than one game,
using the nine-area map, the strategic
map and a prepackaged six-color,
printed map before you can begin to
find your way around automatically.
To jump to a view of map area 4, for
example, involves just entering the
command "S4".
.
Units on the map are shown as
detailed silhouettes. The tanks, armored personnel carriers (APC), selfpropelled artillery guns (SPG), airplane-shaped airstrike markers, attention infantry battalions, artillery
guns, and jeep-shaped NATO Reconnaissance Battalions and USSR Katushka Battalions are as finely detailed
as the counters in any board game.
Moving the units is quite simple. The
player hits "escape", which turns on
an auto-move mode. At that point the
computer will cycle among units in a
division (or all units: the choice is the
player's) and allow them to be moved .
Movement can be in six directions - a
hexagon numbered clockwise with 1
at the top and 4 at the bottom .
The computer is a fine accessory to

this movement. Anyone who has ever
played a board-style war game and
mentally struggled with terrain effects
charts, only to face the hassle of moving an unwieldy amount of cardboard
counters, will absolutely love this new,
computerized method . First, the bottom four lines of the screen show a
wealth of information. Part of this data
shows exactly what hexsides (directions are referred to as hexsides, even
though the hex grid is not drawn
on -screen) the piece being moved can
cross. And, even better, you can issue
your piece an order for automatic
movement. If a tank battalion is in map
area 1 and you want it to join its
division in map area 2, you don't have
to enter the 20-odd keystrokes for
hex-by-hex movement. Instead, typing " 02" would order it to map area 2.
It would move automatically to that
destination, calculating its own movement costs as it goes. And, it would
find the most efficient route in terms
of movement costs. Movement, both
automatic and manual, must pause if a
friendly unit enters an enemy's zone of
control - which are the hexes immediately surrounding that unit. To
leave such an area requires combat.
The outcome of combat, in this
game, is very dependent on a slew of
variables. While the computer does
keep track of all of them automatically,
a canny player must know and weigh
all of the many intricacies before initiating combat - if he wants to be
repetitively successful.

First thing the computer calculates is
called the Attack Factor. The Attack
Factor is determined by seven variables.
First variable is called the Attack
Mode Shift. A unit may be in one of
eight modes - Defense, Support,
Normal, Transport, River, Attack, Fire
and Reorganization . A unit in Attack
mode versus one in Defense mode will
receive a smaller number factor than if
it were facing a unit in Normal mode.
Next, the unit's strength is divided by
four. The third variable divides the
unit's efficiency factor by two. Then
the number of enemy units that can
sight the combat is subtracted. The
fifth variable involves how distant the
unit is from its divisional headquarters.
The sixth factor gives a bonus for all
non-artillery support, and the last factor is given for supporting artillery.
Add all this together and you get the
Attack Factor.
The combat result itself is calculated
by first finding the Combat Shift. The
Combat Shift is the Attack Factor
minus the Defense Factor. Defense
Factor is another multi-faceted variable calculated from the defender'S
pOint of view.
Finally, when the Combat Shift is
arrived at, the computer calculates yet
more variables, to decide how many
strength and efficiency points each
unit will lose and how far the defender
may have to retreat.
All of the relevant tables are given in
the back of the manual, though there
are only two rather skimpy examples
of their use. While it is true that the
computer does calculate all of th is in an
instant, the player must sometimes be
able to at least estimate the result. We
hope that later versions of this system
will include an automatic readout of
every unit's partial attack factor on-
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screen (perhaps everything except
the mode vs. mode bonus as the unit
moves). That would eliminate the
need for a little four-function calculator we had to use in order to beat the
computer (who as a solitaire player,
after all, doesn't just estimate these
figures but knows them exactly). We'd
like to see some more examples, with
detailed step-by-step explanations of
cross-referencing the charts - such
would have saved us much time in the
beginning.
It is indeed possible to playa fairly
substantial game without having to do
this calculation by using certain rulesof-thumb. It is obvious that the less
enemy units that can sight you, the
better. It's also a truism that you
should keep a unit as close as possible
to that unit's divisional headquarters.
And, it does not take much examination to see that the more units near
you in Support Mode, the better the
final combat result will be for you.
Because of the complexity of combat, most players will likely want to go
the first few rounds with exposed
movement, where all units, both
friendly and enemy, are visible. Later,
you can add the realism of hidden
movement and very reasonable and
automatically effected spotting rules.
The rule book states that, in the
beginning of a scenario, no major
all-out attacks should be launched.
What the book doesn't state, is that
the temptation to do so is almost
irresistible. · After all, these highly

mobile units can be literally found all
over the board by the end of the third
turn. Many war gamers will be itching
for that final, massive confrontation.
But, instead, concentrate on individual
combats that were set up so as to
achieve specific goals. Make certain
that there is a strategiC reason for
every tactical decision. When it finally
does come down to combat, pay particular attention to how the combat
results are calculated . It will be surprising the first few times, when it is noted just how heavily results can be
changed by such things as the number
of enemy units sighting the aggressor
and how many friendly units are in
support of the defender. It is all too
likely that your first few games will end
in a hang-your-head rout. The computer is one tough, wily opponent.
But, with a little practice and seasoning, you should be able to hold your
own.
Overall, the Germany 1985 system
does a remarkable job of simulating
the way a conventional war would
have to be fought. The fluid, and very
rapid changes ; the way that combat
results are so influenced by the longranged presence of enemy units; the
level of divisional integrity; all of these
factors make for a top-notch simulation. While this game will require careful thought and effort throughout the
learning stage - we think any war
gamer will feel his efforts have been
richly rewarded .

6

By RICH PEARL

I

magine that you have just entered a
huge, cobwebbed vault. Stepping
into the semi-darkness , it takes a
second for your eyes to adjust to those
gloomy surroundings . Once they
have, however, the sight that greets
them is one to stir any arcader's blood :
arcade videogames, old and new, each
covered by a coating of dust.
Reacting as if by instinct, you drop a
quarter into a slot and the entire room
springs to whirring, clanging life. It
looks as if you're in for a long and
Exidy's Starfire is at least a
cousin of such home arcade classics
as Star Raiders and Star Master.

Qix, by Taito, has a rabidly loyal
following, but was too cerebral
for many arcaders.
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pleasurable afternoon .
Wander about. The initial reaction is
that this apparently forgotten vault
contains every game ever produced.
Look closer, however, and you begin
to notice some totally unfamiliar titles.
The dust is thicker here, and when the
old man who makes change in this
strange arcade-world is questioned
about the mystery machines, he only
smiles enigmatically.
You have discovered the " Almost"
row, a special collection of unsuccessful games deserving of a better fate. A
few plays and you're dumbfounded!
How could such wonderful games
possibly have failed?
Let 's dust these curious old coin-ops
off and take a look at them . Perhaps
they hold within them some clue as to
their curious lack of success.
Playing them, however, tells only
the smallest part of this story.
Every year dozens of new coin-op
machines go from the factory to the
arcade. Few ever enjoy the popularity
of a Pac-Man ; most are marginal
or partial successes. Each game was
tested and evaluated for its marketability before production began , yet no
matter how much advance testing was
done, they all flopped. Some were
truly ingenious and novel in concept.

Given another time or place to find
their audience, maybe they too could
hC've stood with the likes of Defender
and Tempest.
Starfire, out of the Exidy line, was
the first total environment game. For
this sit-down, the gamer got into an
enclosed cabinet which gave him the
feeling of piloting his own rocket ship.
This was far-sighted thinking - from
one of the few American companies
that then designed its own games but as the prototype for others it was
ahead of its time and unable to find a
market. Starfire was perceived as
something different.
Without any like games to compare
against, it had to stand on its own
merits. No ready-made audience had
stood waiting for a newer version;
Starfire was on its own, boldly travelling where no game had ever gone
before. Ground-breakers must create
their own markets. Perhaps this number never got the time to develop a
following. A game must either make it
fast or it's doomed.
"The bottom line on any game,"
says Lila Zinter, at Exidy, "is does it
make money? Total success is measured by what is in the cashbox. It isn't

MOUSE TRAP

easy for a small manufacturer to wait
for a hit - and there are a lot of
reasons a good game might fail. Timing is but one."
A game has to come out at just the
right time. What's on the market has a
direct bearing on how a new title is

The Machines have
Been Overlooked, but

Not Forlotien
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Midway's Robby Roto offers a hero
who rescues the helpless while
scooping up treasure.

viewed. Are t here others parallel in
play? W ill it have to share time with
anothe r? In a satu rated market, no
matter how innovative the game, it's
not going to get the attention it needs.
The average life span of an arcade
game is only fou r to six months. This
does not leave much time to be discovered. As Dave Nutting says, " Players
want to get up on a game right away.
They like to see their quarters go a long
way." Some of the best closet classics
took too much time to master.
Robby Roto, designed for Midway
by Nutting, has only a small cult following hooked on it. Althou gh initial
testing was positive, there were less
than 2000 units sold. It never matched
the success of Atari's Dig-Dug,
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out at approximately the same time.
Robby Roto is a character who digs
under the ground to find hostages held
by monsters, and buried treasures. He
has to wend his way through three
mazes, each one increasingly more
difficult. With the help of a magic
button that freezes his enemies and
makes Robby invisible - we could all
do with such help - he scrambled and
burrowed his way into the hearts of
only a few.
"Conceptually, Robby Roto was
right on, " claims Nutting. "You 'd be
surprised at the fervent calls we get
from those who play it. But it was a
very complex game and those that
played it found themselves on th e
defensive - most were intimidated.
Gamers like to be aggressive."
Obviously then , a good game not
only captures the player's attention,
but also gives the gamer a measure of
control over the action .
When Qix, by Taito, was initially
released, it grabbed the gaming world
with its color and imaginative design .
Almost immediately it rose to the top
of the charts. Everybody tried Qix, a
game so vis ually stimu lating and
equally challenging its future seemed
as un limited as its patterns. So what is
it doing in this end of the closet?
"Q ix was conceptually too mystify ing for gamers," Keith Egging admits.
"It had a random mapping program
that allowed for constant alteration. It

was impossible to master and once the
novelty wore off, the game faded. "
A game can only be as sophisticated
as its aud ience. Somewhere down this
aisle is Un iversal's Space Panic. This
was not only the first of the climbing
games, it was also the first of the
digging games. That's quite a load for
a player on a new game. No punning
intended when I say th at the rungs

Lady Bug did just all right in
the arcades, but has turned into
a popular home cartridge.

Universal's,Space Panic spawned
the computer game hit, Apple
Panic a couple of years back.

were too high for the average gamer
to scale.
In playing this game, players move
from level to level by way of the now
popular ladder while pursued by apple-shaped aliens. W hen you came in
contact with them you died - with
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three deaths to a game. The object of
the game was to catch the aliens by
baiting them into pits you 'd dug, and
t hen co vering them before t hey
escaped. Th is was accomplished with
t he "digging" button. As you got to
t he higher levels you had to dig two
holes, perfectly placed, one above t he
other, to keep the alien in.
The average playing time for Space
Panic was 30 seconds. You felt like
you 'd been hit going up the ladder by
a brick falling through the arcade. Or
maybe you'd dug a hole too deep to
escape from. W hatever it was, Space
Panic played too hard and had to be
buried.
Someone must have seen it though,

BOSCONIAN

and liked it, because the game was
re leased as a compu t er gam e by
Brod erbund under the name Apple
Panic. This software versi on is deliciously true to the original.
So perhaps there is life after
the arcade ! Do you feel
the home could

Kick Man was
planned as a sequel to Pac-Man, but
didn't catch on to anywhere
near the same degree.
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game titles? Can the extended popu larity of Donkey Kong, in the arcade,
be traced to the emergence of the
videogame at home? The games certainly have a greater life span at home.
Wizard of Wor was only a moderate
success as a coin-op, but it walks on
water as a home cassette. Maybe we
should keep a watchful eye on some of
these games in the closet and see
where they go.
Want to play some more? I warned
you - we might be here aw hile .
Players aren 't the only ones with a
say about a game staying alive. The
distributor has something to say as
well. W hen Exidy introduced Mouse
Trap, they had visions of the world
beati ng a path to their doors. This
complex little number was a mazechase wit h a lot of unique features.
There were color coded trap doors,
operated by respectively colored but tons on the console, and time delayed
metamorphoses where you chose the
proper mome nt of t ransformation
from the meek mouse to a fierce dog.
Proper use of these buttons were a
Significant part of the strategy of th is
game. Coming after Pac-M an, the
distributors and operators chal ked this
game off as basically another maze
game . Though not totall y true , it
effectively killed off the title.
" Exidy is an innovator, but because
we lack the big money of an Atari,"
claims Lila Zinte r, "we have a hard
time breaking through the politics in
getting a game a fair chance. A game
can be at a large disadvantage if the
distributor doesn't like it. A product
that does not get to the consumer in
sufficient quantity is not likely to get its
necessary exposure."
Banki ng a game - having more
tha n one , side by si de - so t hat
several garners may simu ltaneously
play, instead of' standing around and
watching, can often help to give it a
better chance to be seen . You could n't
play what you can 't find. Sometimes
the hardest part of a game is knowing

"We challenged
Jeff Mintor to develop
a game y.0u could never tire of. ..
y.0u could never beat."
"It tops any grid type game."
"It is set in space."
" It is almost unbeatable."
"Jeff achieved level 13... he developed
Grldrunner."
"Maybe you can do better."
"It's packed with excitement."
"It's filled with challenge."
"It tests your reflexes to the maximum."
"It pushes your anxiety tolerance to the
maximum."
For the ultimate in excitement and
challenge, see your local computer or
games dealer today.

Send us your highest score and we'll send
you a certificate of merit. Beat Gridrunner
and we'll send you a Grldrunner shoulder
patch. And, we will publish you in the
Gridrunner Hall of Fame.
ViC 20 and Com modo re 64 are regis tered tradema rks of Co mmodo re
Business Machines
Copyri ght HES 1983

notch background graphics an d special sounds for effects. Can you imagine a game featuring Pac-Man that
didn't make it? Kick Man is it.
"A great script and a super cast with
a famous director insu res nothing. You
still don't know they'll produce a big
hit, " cautioned Bill Adams, head of the
team that helped develop Kick Man.
"Maybe Kick Man relied too much on
reaction skill and didn 't have enough
strategy. We tried to put it in, but guys
in bars wouldn't play it - it was too
cute. And it w asn't banked in the
arcades. It just didn't catch on."
Kick Man had a lot of work in it,
however, that didn't die. "It has the
basic hardware system that pushes
Tron, " accord ing to Jim Jarocki. The

Starcastle, in which players try
to break through a space station's
defenses, is yet another classic.

Targ combined constant movement
and firing at enemies in all
possible directions.

where to find it. Good thing we found
this closet!
But what if we hadn't?
So what do they do with a failed
game? There isn't really a home for
dead games, a wayward station filled
with our classics. So what happens if a
title doesn't make it? Do they save the
cabinet and bury the rest?
Kick Man had been a Bally/Midway
game where a clown on a unicycle
travelled back and forth catching balloons on his head as they fell off a rack
onto the screen. He had very large feet
so he could kick those he missed into
th e ai r and then catch them when he
could . A pin that is on his hat bursts the
balloons, but as the game progresses
the pin fails to pop them and they sit
on his hat. Pac-Man finally shows up
to gobble these. This game had top-

MCR, M id way Cart Rack, as the general gaming system is known, was one
of the f irst in-house systems M idway
developed - and it had several high
powered featu res.
The MCR system uses three boards,
one on top of the next. They generate
the foreground , background and any
sounds needed for the game.
In a ki nd of arcadian evolution, a
failed game may become the progenitor of the next Pac-Man or the genesis
of the next Joust.
Every good game may not survive,
but something from it does. Next time
you're in an arcade just remember,
there's a closet somewhere, housing a
game that left its mark on the machine
you're playing - and you don't have
to blow away th e dust to see the result.
6
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Though it contained many elements
that have since sparked up other
games, Spectar did only so-so.
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SPACE PANIC (Midway) : The
best flat-out action SF game introduced in '82 and it died on the
arcade floor. Full directional scrolling, radar scanners, mother ships
and guardian squadrons - all in
addition to dual-directional firing
that allows players to take out
enemies in front and on their tails
simultaneously.

"The Supr Sl ick is Ihe only slick 10 use actual microswilches . which creale an ease 01 play thai will astound
you ." Bill Kunkel . ELECTRONIC GAMES Magazine. March 1983

One Time
Replacement
Joystick Control

TARG (Exidy): One of the most
unique approaches to the mazechase contest presents alien invaders moving over a grid of
city streets seen in overview. The
game has become a home classic
in a slightly altered form as Crossfire from On-Line for the Apple II
and Atari computers.
LADYBUG (Universal): The most
wonderful blend of strategy and
maze-chase thrills ever concocted.
The ladybug must not only avoid
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the guardian insects and the
poisonous skulls, but must also
employ great strategy in opening
and closing the many turnstiles
only she has access to.
In its ColecoVision format, it is
proving one of the most successful
home videogames ever.
RED BARON (Atari) : Gorgeous
quadra-scan graphics and magnificent audio frills just weren't
enough to create interest in a
first-person flying game. Hopefully, this marvelous flight simulator with a combat theme will reemerge in home format some day.
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playa half hour of game time for just
$1.50, or a full hour for $3 on your
birthday. Birthday players find an hour
By ERIC NASH
is enough time on the joystick to get
he Berkshire Hills in Western the non-shooting coin-op videogames rolling with Donkey Kong and start
Massachusetts are alive with the appeal to females. Pac-Man's attrac- jumping with Joust.
sound of Pac-Man's "wacka-wacka" tion for the opposite sex is well known,
Some parents objected when the
and the scent of a jungle hunt. Cows but Leary also finds that Jungle Hunt Hampshire Mall announced the open'
graze only a parking lot away, but New can be quite a ladies' game. He attrib- ing of The Dream Machine in DecemEngland videogamers can get all the utes t he games' universal appeal to ber, 1978, but Leary notes, "Once we
high-tech thrills of their favorite coin- their cute characters.
get them in here, we're on the right
op games in the The Dream Machine
The Dream M achine makes gaming track."
at the Hampshire Mall in Hadley, MA. a family affair t hrough package tie-ins
"When most people think of the
The Dream Machine game center, wit h local restau rants, and promotions word 'arcade', you get the connotapart of a 25-member national fran- such as birthday parties, when you can tion of 'pool parlor' ", he observes,
chise, features the latest in arcading
adventures, but don't call it an arcade
around John Leary, District Manager
for Western New England. "We're a
family entertainment center," Leary
pOints out. "We target the family Mom, Dad and the kids."
Gamers come from up to 30 miles
away to tweak the joysticks and bang
the buttons of The Dream Machine's
86 games. They're from all age groups,
ranging from teenagers to kids too
little to reach the controls. "We even
have grandmothers that come in and
play sometimes on senior citizens'
days," says Leary, who helped found
the arcade four years ago. The Dream
Machine managers want to attract
adult arcade fans, somewhere between the ages of grandparents and
grandchildren. "They probably aren't
in the majority yet," Leary says about
grown-up gamers among his customers, "but they will be."
Most of the regular gamers are 15to 18-year-old teenagers, and mostly
males, but Leary notes that some of

Th

5

"but parents change their minds when
they see The Dream Machine because
it's absolutely spotless, well-lit and
well-supervised." That supervision includes full-time manager Louis Bordeaux, (who can be seen out in the
game room playing Ms. Pac-Man pinball), an assistant manager and eight
part-time helpers. There are never less
than two supervisors to make sure that
everything runs as smoothly as the
tracball action in Centipede.
Leary is pleased to point out that
The Dream Machine has never had to
call the local authorities to take care of

any unruly arcaders, and adds that the
atmosphere of the Hampshire Mall
"doesn't invite misconduct." Shoppers who have food at the nearby
indoor fountain, or roller skate to rock
and roll music in the rink upstairs, find
themselves being lured by the laser
blasts and exploding sound effects
resounding in The Dream Machine.
The game center also is conveniently
located near the marquees of the
Hampshire Mall Four Theaters, a cinema with four first-run film showcases.
Dig-Dug is a good way to fill a few
minutes before show time, and gam-

ers can play right up to the midnight
show, when The Dream Machine
closes.
Donkey Kong and Pac-Man in all its
varieties are the most popular games,
but Jung le Hunt may soon reign.
Jungle Hunt seems to be a very good
machine," Leary notes . "It's holding
up strong."
"An y new machine will make
money for the first couple of weeks,"
he adds by way of caveat, "but if it
continues to make money, then you
have a good machine." His customers
ask for all the newest games, and the
Boston-based Dream Machine franchise "will buy at least one of everythin g that comes out. If it works out,
we buy more ."
Sharing the spotlight as New England's favorite games are Asteroids
and the ever-popular Space Invaders.
The managers believe in positioning
new games in the central area of the
gaming room near the entrances, and
M s. Pac-Man pinball basks in a red
spotlight. Tubular chrome rails on t he
ramps and The Dream Machine's colored neon logo give the center a futuristic look for the video vanguard.
By staying up to date with the latest
technology, and keeping videogaming
all in the family, The Dream Machine is
building a new image for the oldfashioned arcade. "We're succeeding
in getting rid of the old penny-arcade
myth," Leary says. "There have always been pizza parlors and movies
and places where kids can hang out,"
he says, "but The Dream Machine
provides a place for the whole family .

e
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Will Popeye Save Olive Oyl?
By ROGER C. SHARPE

POPEYE
Nintendo

Their monkey business had players
going bananas for months, and now
Nintendo has struck again with that
legendary cartoon hero - Popeye along with a full cast of characters
including, Olive Oyl, Bluto, Wimpy,
Sweet Pea and even a Sea Hag, in
addition to some other entities which
round out the storyline as well as the
action .
Needing only to master a lone joystick and button, players might, initially, find the game to be yet another
variation of a theme that's become
all too familiar since the success of
Donkey Kong, but there are some
nuances, not the least of which are the
graphics and sound effects, that tend
to allow the game the benefit of the
doubt in execution .
Basically a three-screen creation,

Great artwork
that captures
the charm of
the original
comic strip is
one of the big
attractions of
Popeye, the new
coin-op based
on the licensed
character, from
'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---' Nintendo.
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Pop eye sets the stage with our hero
trying to maneuver around and about
a scene that features side staircases
and Olive Oyl on the uppermost level
tossing down hearts, which Popeye
must "catch" before they hit rock
bottom and begin to break apart. This
seemingly innocent action wouldn't be
simple if that was all there was to the
game, but add in an unrelenting Bluto
swiping about to knock Popeye down ,
and a barrage of beer bottles which
must be punched, and you begin to
get the idea that there's more to this
than originally meets the eye . Of
course, Popeye does have his ultimate
weapon - spinach - randomly
placed around the board, but getting
to it is the challenge, before the old
sailor-man can spring into action and
give Bluto his just reward .
Survive this phase and it's on to
another obstacle course, this time

embellished by the appearance of the
Sea Hag who's th rowing wine bottles
at Popeye, and the fact that Olive Oyl
has changed her tune and is now
throwing down "notes", which must
be reached before they begin to break
apart at the bottom of the screen . The
routes of escape and pursuit are
altered to further shake any players
out of feelings of complacency, before
we can reach the final test.
The side view of a ship now appears,
with Bluto being joined by rolling skulls
and streaking vultures. As for Olive,
her message is clear - with the letters
H-E-L-P being cast down in this final
conflict, before we can begin anew the
mission at hand .
As mentioned earlier, the graphic
effects are this gam~'s strong suit,
even if you might have been let down
by the Robin Williams/Shelley Duvall
big-screen rendition, with the background sounds and interludes, as well
as game play effects, only adding to
the overall impact. Even if you never
previously cared for the antics of the
one-eyed pipe smoker, Popeye does
offer some interesting play that is more
than complemented by the cosmetics.

And, keeping reasonably faithful to
real life, the moment the green light
comes on, players must prove their
worth during an initial qualifying lap
which must be finished in 73 game
seconds or less, in order to move into
the main event that follows. If this
standard isn 't achieved, you'll find
yourself running out the time in an
extended version of the qualification
round. Beat this round and it's off to
the races and the chance for greater
glory.

There are eight starting positions
available, all based on time, with the
ultimate "pole position" possible
for those who have broken the 58V2
game second barrier. Bonus scoring
values are earned here as well, since
there's also "score" to worry about
along with your driving savvy . What's
nice about the game, if you're fixated
on numbers and detailed feedback, is
that the screen will display top score,
lap time allocation, incrementing lap
time, car speed and your own score, so
you always know where you stand
during the course of play.
As for the main race in Pole Position,
you're trying to finish the lap in the
fastest time possible, while passing

This year's champion In the tire-squealing sweepstakes is Pole
Position , a first-person driving game developed by Namco in Japan
and distributed to this country's arcades by Atari.
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POLE POSITION
Atar;

Over the years, driving games in
almost any form or visual presentation
have proven themselves to be coin -op
staples that always earn their fair share
of success. This time around will be no
exception as Atari presents a licensed
effort from Namco (the folks responsible for Pac-Man, Galaxian and other
standout machines), that keeps the
action on track from start to finish .
Available in an upright cabinet and a
sit-down model, the latter offers a foot
brake in addition to the two-position
gear shift (low to high), steering wheel
and accelerator pedal, as well as fourchannel sound instead of stereo. But
whatever the version you have access
to, you'll find solid, realistic graphics
and challenging play.
Rather than tooling down city
streets or past scenic landscapes in a
race to pass the competition , or just
speeding through a seemingly never
ending course, Pole Position brings to
life the Fuji Speedway and Grand Prix
conditions that even feature roadside
signs ala the old Burma Shave placards,
only this time updated to reflect the
times as well as the companies involved with the game.
94 Electronic Games

POLE POSITION (COIN·OP & UPRIGHT)

It's the fight of your life! You're not
just in an arcade anymore. You're
alone in a SOLVALOU super spacefighter. It 's that real! You 're flying
an incredible search-and-destroy
mission to save the world from invading Xevious aggressors .
You are Earth's last hope. They're
counting on your skill to wipe out
waves of attacking enemy aircraft and
endless streams of hostile land bases . . .
BACULA resistor shields, ZOSHI Death
squads, GROBDA tanks, the ANDOR

GENESIS mother ship .. . all trying to
blast you out of the sky.
Are you hot enough? You'll have
to be sharp. Because as you get
better the Xevious forces get more
devious! More dangerous!
ATARI XEVIOUS is the latest
coin game rage . It 's max
challenge that keeps coming.
Only you can determine the
outcome of Earth's greatest struggle for survival.
Xevious! The new generation·A l A R

*Xevious is engineered and designed by Namco Ltd. Manufactured under license by Atari, Inc. Trademark and © Namco 1982.
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cars on all sides and avoiding water
slicks sporadically appearing on the
track . Finish with time to spare and it's
off for another run and extended play
up to a maximum number set by each
operator and location .
The continuity of play is apparent,
but what makes the experience of Pole
Position something special are some
very rich color images on-screen , as
well as good dimensional depth to the
graphics, not to mention the sound
effects, whether you're sitting down
or standing up . The result is that you
just might want to shift into gear and
try your hand at Formula 1 racing that
definitely puts players in the driver's
seat.

RESCUE
Stern

Leaving their plant on West Diversey (which dates back to the golden
olden days of Chicago Coin) behind,
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Atari® 400/800/1200 hardware and peripherals at a
price too low to print! Our
software catalog lists over
1000 programs for Atari® computers.
Send $2 to our Van Nuys Store for our latest catalog and 1983
Newsletter telling what's coming later this year!
(Specify on outside of envelope A.TARI® 400/800 catalog)
All mall order companies are not the same - We are
not a Post Office Box - We operate a chain of stores
an(! have a tremendous stock on hand.
All stores open 7 days.
MAiLORDR:

san Fernando vaHey:

6626F Valjean Avenue
van NuVS. CA 91406
(213) 781·1300

call our HOTUNE for
cartridge availability Info
(215) 901-1005
24 hours/day

Orange county:
souttI lay:
10529 Ellis Avenue 2814 W. sepulveda
Fountain Vallev. CA Torrance. CA
014) 964·2711
(213) 530-7905
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Ventura County:

3649 ThOusand oakS Blvd.
Tnousand OakS. CA
(805) 497·6115
(213) 991·1153

RESCUE

Stern has consolidated and expanded
operations in a new facility just outside
Chicago, unveiling one of their newest
home-grown entries, the interesting
adventure game, Rescue.
Players must learn to master a dual
joystick control as well as an additional
"sub-bomb" button, in an effort to
navigate their helicopter over the open
seas. The mission? To spot stranded
paratroopers and pick them up while

not crashing into the water or getting
wiped out by enemy aircraft or submarines and ships. As for the paratroopers, they've another danger to
face in the form of roaming sharks
ready for a tasty meal.
This give and take in the play and
strategy of Rescue has become an
increasingly prevalent dimension in
many recent vintage videogames and,
here, it enhances the build-up of
continued playas more paratroopers
appear ready to be saved, only to be
joined by larger numbers of enemy
forces. So it's a question of moving
side to side and up and down continually - which might conjure up
images of other games, although this
machine really doesn't cross the line of
being too intimidating or taxing for the
average videophile.
If anything, Rescue could well be
missed by players wandering around
their local game rooms, because it
seems to be more of the same when , in
fact, it isn 't. The graphics alone bring
into action a more dimensionalized
and realistic style, complete with a
wide expanse of open seas (including
waves and ripples), a sky filled with
clouds as well as dropping paratroopers, and other craft and, finally, an
overall setting that goes from morning
into night as play continues.
It's just a question of whether you
can get to those guys treading water in
time and pick them up, which is more
difficult than it might sound. First,
forgetting about any nearby enemies
intent upon your destruction, you
have to maneuver the copter close
enough to your human target, hover
above, and wait while a ladder drops
down and the fellow begins his ascent
to the safety above . Remember to
move before he's totally inside and
you'll find him falling back down into
the briny blue. Pick up the specified
number of men in each round, and
every third round will find you earning
points, a promotion in rank and also a
bonus round.
With Rescue, everything ties
together in a neat package that's not
only fun to play, but also increasingly
challenging the further you 're able to
go in the mission . For some it will be
mission possible, for others, unfortunately, mission impossible. But, no
one ever claimed that every game was
designed for every player. Just think
about your own tastes and preferences and see if you don't agree.
50 find a Rescue unit and , like
6
we always say, insert coin here.

POPEYE
HOW IT PLAYS

Amid some colorful artwork on
a blue background, the control panel
for Popeye brings into play the bare
essentials. A left side, four-direction
joystick controls the hero's movements up or down, as well as side to
side, while a lone orange button over
to the right, surrounded by a burst of
yellow, comes in handy when you

want to knock out any approaching
objects - just as long as Popeye is
facing in the right direction - which
means that you need to coordinate
the defensive more with the joystick.
Meanwhile, at the far left, there's a
graphically embellished breakdown
of target values for any of the three
game levels.

POLE POSITION
HOW IT PLAYS

Unless you're only able to drive
an automatic, Pole Position should n't
pose too much of a problem si nce it
runs fairly true to form compared to
games of similar type. There 's no ignition key to worry about (just a coin
slot), nor a cl utch - just a steering

wheel and a two-position gear shift
for either low or high speed settings.
At t he base of the cabinet (in the
upright model) t here's an accelerator
pedal, wh ile the sit-down version adds
in a foot brake as well .
Okay, then, that's a big 10-4!

RESCUE
HOW IT PLAYS

Further testin g the agility and
concentration of players who might
be able to pat their heads and rub their
tum mies at the same time, or an y
variation thereof, Rescue serves up
the action via a dual joystick control.
At the left, an eight-position joystick
controls the flight direction of your
helicopter, wh ile a complementary
joystick on the righ t gives you eightdirection fire-power against any en-

croaching enemies. If that were n't
enough for most two-handed players
to master, Rescue also featu res a "su b
bomb" button j ust to the left of the
right joystick.
A nice touch to this array is a graphic
treatment which incorporates gauges
and other details to reinforce the feeling t hat the arcader is act uall y
seated in the cockpit of an authentic aircsea rescue vehicle.
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Type'N Talk
Makes Your Computer Speak
ntellivision's "Intellivoice" and
Odyssey's "The Voice" may be
new ideas to home videogamers, but
voice synthesis linked to computers is
hardly a recent innovation. For several
years, the Votrax Division of The
Federal Screw Works has marketed a
product called the "Votrax Type 'N
Talk". The heart of the unit, or the
patented SC01 voice synthesizer chip,
is found in many speech-oriented toys
and learning computers for kids . It has
just about become the standard of the
industry.
As EG has recently acquired a
brand-new Zenith Data Systems Z100 computer, a unit similar to the
IBM-PC, we could not resist the temptation to hook the two units together
for a no-holds-barred evaluation of
Votrax .
Now we could have used one of our
Atari 400s, 800s or an Apple II for this
test, but there is something about an
8/16 bit, 128K, dual-disked, RGBheaded state-of-the-art machine that
made things seem a bit more interesting. Actually the Z-100 gives us a
chance to try the Votrax using all
manner of input from games to business applications software. In fact, this
article was prepared on the computer
and read back to the writer using the
Votrax.
Voice synthesizers are difficult to
evaluate for several reasons. First there
are precious few brands around, and
second, those that are available all
use one of about three available chips.
Lastly, none of them sound at all like
people. Because we are used to hearing people speak, we have a tendency to evaluate machines that speak
98 Eledronlc GamH

against the yardstick of the human
voice . This is a no-no as they must be
judged against one another,given the
fact that the current art ot speech
synthesis is not all that far advanced .
Taken in this light, the Type 'N Talk
is very good, indeed . As a replacement
for a human voice, forget it. It sounds
like a robot from Zen bar. It doesn't
sound any more like a robot than other
units, but it definitely has an accent.
On the plus side, if you're willing to
put in the time, you can make the TNT
pronounce its words clearly enough
for virtually anyone to understand .
As it proofreads material, it is comprehensible most of the time. Alas, it is
so far from perfect that it can be annoying. In order to type for the TNT,
you have to stick to either a modified
phonetic spelling or try to outsmart the
machine. For example, it is easier to
clearly enunciate the word " to" by
typing in the number two (2) rather
than the word . Similarly, the name
"Annette" is better typed as "Ann Et",
"mommy" as "mom e", and so on. Of
course, there are other ways of misspelling words that will work just as
well, but this is a trial-and-error situation . In its advertising, Votrax claims
that the unit properly pronounces
conversational words 95% of the
time. I would estimate something a bit
lower, but not by all that much .
Programmers of course will initially
derive a great deal more from the unit
than hackers.
The TNT's value to videogamers is
that if you operate virtually any popular home computer or small business
computer, the Votrax can be configured to work with it. In simpler terms,
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By HENRY B. COHEN

Type 'N Talk
extra dlmens
human-like 5
computer p
15 already In
by
several commercial

game manufaturers.

it will attach itself to just about any
computer.
Like most true computer peripherals, it doesn't come ready to plug in
and play. The proper cable must be
purchased from Votrax or the dealer
and the unit sent to the printer along
with the baud rate of the computer.
This is because the Votrax thinks it is a
serial printer and accepts computer
output as such. So if you play games
that can or are being fed to a printer,
this unit will work almost immediately
for you. If you don't have a printer,
you will have to learn a bit about
getting your computer to print so that
Votrax will . articulate something
beyond its built-in "System Ready"
call .
The unit is expensive, costing as
much as many home computers. Votrax has augmented its line by adding
an even more expensive, bigger
brother called The Personal Speech
System (list priced at $395 .00) . The
TNT is available for about $249.00.
Whether or not this represents a bargain to you is a personal decision, but it
used to cost a good deal more . There
are only two operating controls on
the TNT after the unit's turned onvolume and frequency . The latter,
while covering a broad range of lows
to highs appears almost superfluous,
because there seems to be only one
proper setting. Otherwise, it talks too
slowly in a low rumbling pitch or
sounds like Mickey Mouse.
The one major annoyance with the
unit is that it is slow to speak . Remember, unless a program is written specifically for Votrax, it won't phrase
correctly. If you are listening to a letter
and have doublestruck your name and
address, Votrax will dutifully and carefully articulate your name and address
twice. Only once did it completely fail
to speak a written phrase. Curiously
the term was CP/M, referring to the
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Type 'N Talk is small enough to sit atop your monitor.

disk operating system under which it
was running. The CP got lost and it
kept calling the system" M" - shades
of James Bond!!!
On the other hand, the unit is built
like a tank. There's no question about
this being a high grade piece of work
built for many years of service. The
single glaring omission: a built-in
speaker has been corrected with the

telc

new unit, but will only serve as a
utility system. The TNT when hooked
up to a high quality loudspeaker
sounds great, and more important, it's
a whole lot easier to understand . It
contains an apparently low distortion
1-watt amplifier and so should power
most any reasonable speaker you
may want to hook it up to. Just remember to keep the speaker away

~C)I·t ~ i.ICe

P.O. Box 3456, Troy, MI

from your disks and monitor screens,
as the magnets contained may cause
damage-to the media or distortions to
the pictu re.
A number of software firms are
now producing programs specifically
geared to Votrax speech enhancement.
In sum, the Votrax TNT is a fine
enhancement to a computer-driven

NATIONWIDE 1-800-255-2000
MICHIGAN & CANADA 1-313-524-1030
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WE DEAL! WE DELIVER! CALL US NOW!
~

ATARI

5200 ...... . ..... $199.00

Pac· Man .
$32 .00
Missle Command 28.75
Space InvadelS . 28.75

Galaxian.
. . . . $32 .00
Soccer
23.75
Slar Raiders .
28.75

Piliall .
Megamania
Chopper Command
Barnstorming
Stampede .
freeway
Tennis
Skiing

~uk.ltac ·
GoNer Anack
Word Zap per .
Sneak 'N Peak . .
Space Jockey .
Maze Chase .

Donkey Kong Jr. .
Zaxxon .
Las Vegas
Space fury
Carnival . .
Horse Racing . .
Turbo
Coleco for Manel

$30 .50
49 .75
30.50
30 50
30 .50
30 50
69.00
CALL

. S26.75 .
Smurt Action
26.75 .
Venture .
26.75 .
Mouse Trap
26.75 •
Lady Bug
Cosmic Avenger . 26.75 .
Space Panic
30.50
Conversion
69.00
Module
Caleca for Atall .. CALL

S24 .25
24.25
24.25
24.25
18.00
18.00
t8.00
1800

S2290
22 .90
22.90
t8.50
22 .90

rmi~()rtm7
Miner 204ger .
for Caleca

$49 .95

TIGL,VIJIGn';
Mmer 204ger
for Atari VCS

S22 .50

~fMRI(ERBROTHERS

frogger
Jedi Arena
Star Wars

Commodore

VIC:: 20
Datasene C2N .
Disk Drive 1541
8K ExpanSion .
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S27.60
27.60
2660

Q-iMA-QfC--)

$165 .00
S 69.00
339.00
45 .00

Deman Anack .
Cosmic Arc
Riddle at Sphinx
Allanlls

S23.00
23.00

noo

2475

~~
Detender
Pac-Man
Adventure
Mlssle Command
Advelllure 1 .
Adventure 2
Star Raiders
All Others

•

$28 50
28.50
24 25
24 .25
28.50
28_50
28.50
. . CALL

~~~t:TnRV'SIL1N
China Syndrome .
Tape Worm
Cro ss fire
Planet Patrol
Gangster Alley
All Others .

$2110
1990
211 0
19.90
2 t to
. . CALL

MI1".1':1. I':l.l':rTACJnlrS

INtEUn/iSiON

'~~'..
~

'

Advance Dungeons
& Dragons
Space Spartans
Tron Deadly DI SC
N.f.l. football .
Pm ball . .
Tron Maze-A· Tron .
Delender

. S31 00
34.75
26.00
2600
21.75
28.75
2850

VISA & MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED

I:~."/J
\.

~

WIGO Red Ball
Joy Stick .
Wico Joy Stick
W,CO Track Ball
Atall Commander
W,CO 12"

Tt'xa~ ~

In~trument'

- ~
S24.80
22 .50

~COrTIrTIo~ore

52 .00

Commodore 64 ' (speCial)
$499 95

6 50

CBS Software

Extension Cord

(for Atall 400· 800)

,

Krazy Shoot out
.. $36.00
Krazy Kllners
36 00
K·Star Patrol
36.00
Krazy Antlks
36.00
Boulders & Bombs
36 00

Spectravision
'

SpecH"islon Quick Sho
Joy St ick.
S25 00 pall

~

Supercharger . . . .
Communist MutallIs
Suicide MiSSion
fireball . . .
Mlndmaster

~corT1rT1odore

$45.00
t4 .95
14 .95
t4 .95
t7 .95

Accessories
Slick Stand
S 6.99
2 f or .
12.00
Atall Joy Stick .
6 20
Many More Accessories CALL

(for V'c 20)
K-Star Panol
Krazy Antlks

3600
3600

ORDERING
INFORMATION
Check . Money Order . MasterCard . Visa and C.O.D. orders
accepted . All orders shipped
U.P.S . Michigan residents add
4% sales tax Hours 8 a.m. to
7 p.m. Monday Ihrough fnday
9 a.m. to 2 p.m Saturday . All
pri ce s subject to change Without
notice . 'While Supplies Last .

videogame system . It is vastly superior
to any of the conventional add-ons
due to its virtually unlimited ability to
pronounce just about anything (albeit
with an accent) and the fact that it is
not constrained by the minimal built-in
memory of a home videogame system . It does contain a 750 character
buffer meaning it can hold a few
sentences without the aid of the host
computer, but since programs can be
just as long as you need or like, it will
talk and talk and talk, once the programming is in place .
Following are some basic specifications that may be of interest to the
computerists among our readers:
CONTROLS:
On/Off push-button switch
that activates a spoken system's " ready" signal : RS232C serial port (25 pin) :
Baud selector switch (759600) : Speaker jack for any
8-0hm speaker.
CABLES:
Cables are stocked for TRS80 Color Computer, Apple II
with SERIAL card , Atari 800
w ith serial interface . All
other cables may be custom
ordered .
6

Send $2
for Catalog
and latest Newsletter
telling what's coming
in 1983 video games.
For Phone Orders onl y:
(Visa or M asterCard o nl y)

1·800·626·9592
$2.00 per item shi ppi ng c h arge.
C ali fornia residen ts add 6 -1/2 %
sales t ax. (Canadian orders in
U.S. fund s on ly. Ad d $5.00
shipp ing c harge.) We ship 90%
of aU order s w ith in 24 ho urs.

• New
Super Joy Stick!
The finest commercial
video joystick for your
Colecovision™ game. Sold with
5·YEAR Warranty. Special only $29.95 ea.
12 ft . Ex tension Co rd $6.95, ' Y' Adapter $9.95.
• A Joystick fo r your IntellivisionTM unit. Easy to
install - replaces the control disk. Only $7.95 per
pair.
• New! Exclusively from G.A.M.E.S.TM Ball Handles
for Colecovision™ - Repla ces flat disk, improves
game play and is mu ch easier on your fingers .
LIFETIME Warranty. Special - only $7.95 per pair.
(Dealer inqu ires wel come .)

G.A.m.I.S~

Fo r Car trid ge Availabi lit y Info rm ati o n
Ca ll (213) 901-1005 HOTliNE

6626G Valjean Avenue • Van Nuys, CA 91406
For further informat ion only (213) 781·1300
Stores in Torran ce, Fountain Valley & Thousand Oaks

Wanna Be A Videogame Insider?

ARCADE EXPRESS
Don't end up on the outside looking in , read the latest news in
Arcade Express every two weeks!
When executives in the electronic gaming world
want the lowdown on the latest developments
in their field , they turn to Arcade Express, the
bi-weekly newsletter from the same folks who
bring you Electronic Games Magazine. It's a
" must read " for gamers .
Arcade Expre•• zooms into your mailbox
every two weeks, packed with hot·off· the·press
news about every facet of electronic gamingprogrammable videogames , stand-alone devices , computer games and coin · ops . Plus,
Arcade Express presents the inside, behindthe·scenes news of the major corporations that

Read the hottest
news of your
favorite hobby
in Electronic
Games Magazine's
Bi-weekly
Newsletter!

make up the videogame industry. Best of all,
Arcade Expr... gets you the big stories while
they 're still hot!
Each eight-page issue also features dozens of
no-nonsense reviews of all the latest games.
First, fast and factual-just what you'd expect
from Electronic Games. But with Arcade Ex-

pr..s, you 'll know what' s really happening
almost as fast as our editors find out.
Arcade Express will never be available on any
newsstand , but you can get it home delivered
for a substantial saving over the single-copy
price of $1 .50. Get six months of Arcade
Expre ••-13 bi- weekly issues-for just
$15.00 (save $4.50) or subscribe for a full
year-that's 26 issues-for the low price of $25
(save $14.00).

r·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·-·-·Join the Electronic Gaming Elite-Subscribe Today

•

I
•

Mail to: Arcade ........
P.O. Box 3000-Depl. K
Denville. NJ 07834

I
•
I
•
I

Name

I•

City __________ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __

•

I
•
I

Yes'

Make me a subscriber to Arcade Express!

o Send me six months (13 issues) of Arcade Express for $15.00 (save $4.50)
o Send me a full year (26 issues) of Arcade Express for $25.00 (save $14.00)

Address

o Enclosed is my payment of _ _ _ _ __
Please make all checks payable to: R.... Communications Inc.
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Can You Survive the Treasure Hunt?
By JOYCE WORLEY

LOST TREASURE
Parker Brothers / $42

Hidden way beneath the blue-green
waves are treasures of silver and gold,
waiting for courageous and stronghearted divers to bring them to the
surface. You have an ancient ocean
chart to help with your search . Sail
through the island chains and vis it
exotic ports, as you seek the best spot
to try your luck . Then dive into the
azure waters to search for the sunken
treasure. But keep your eyes on the air
supply gauge. If you run out of air
before the dive is completed, any
treasure you find drops back to the
ocean floor.
Parker Brothers went to the bottom
of the sea for Lost Treasure. This
electronic deep-sea diving game is the
next best thing to being there yourself,
as you locate and dive for gold and
silver. Sail your ship to the treasure
10c3.tion, then make tracks for port to
cilsh in the loot. But beware of pirates .
If another player lands on a space next
to yours, he can try to take any treasure you have on board .
Two to four gamers can participate
in Lost Treasure . Each places a boat on
one of the eight ports located on the
map board - an ocean chart of islands
and water divided into 64 numbered
sections . Each section is a possible
treasure location, and there are nine
diving areas in each location.
102 ElectronIc Game,

Start your turn by searching for
treasure using the Electronic Dive
Control Center. Enter coordinates of
the boat's location, then press the
appropriate direction key to see if the
treasure lies north or south, or east or
west of your location . A flashing light
circles the direction indicator, stopping
at either N, S, E, W, or the center, to
show which direction the treasure lies
from your boat.
Then move the buoys included with
the game, to mark the area where the

Dive Control Center indicates the treasure lies. Next, roll the dice and move
your boat toward the loot's location .
When the Electron ic Dive Control
Center shows that your boat is over
the treasure, pay the bank $50,000 for
diving rights, fill your air tanks , and
start searching the ocean depths for
booty.
Enter the sector number where your
boat is on the Electronic Dive Control
Center, then press "air" . If there's no
treasure, two low tones signal you 've

missed the mark, but if there's loot in
that location, the air tanks fill. Lights
on the air gauge turn on one at a time
until the tank is full. Then use the
keypad to enter the number of the
area you 'd want to search first , 1
through 9. You don't have enough air
to explore all nine areas in one dive
and still return to the surface safely,
but you can search as many spots as
possible in any order. Just hold down
one of the nine number keys. A descending tone tells you the diver is
going down , and the air tanks empty
as he plunges into the depths. When
he reaches bottom , a deep tone will tell
you there's no treasure in that spot, or
a high trill of notes lets you know the
diver has picked up something good . If
there's enough air left in the tat2ks, try
another dive . Just remember to save
enough to get back to the surface, or
any treasures you might have found
fall back to the bottom. When the air
reserves begin to dwindle (and the
halfway mark is a good time to halt the
search), it's time to go topside. Reach
the surface with the treasure, and two
safety bells signal you've made it. Then
the value of the booty lights up on the
gauge . The banker gives you treasure
chests to total the winnings, at the rate
of $50,000 per chest.
To convert the treasure to spendable cash , sail to the closest unoccupied port. But beware your opponents .
They may decide to pirate away your
earnings. Any ship landing on a space
next to yours can attempt to steal your
treasure chests. Each player rolls one of
the dice, and the high number wins all
the chests from both gamers.
Unlucky divers who use their nest
egg dollars without finding treasure
can get another grubstake by returning to an unoccupied port. Each visit to
port gains the gamer another
$150,000 which finances
the next treasure hunt.

A few simple strategies can really
help. For example, using your own
boat to block a narrow channel between islands can force an opponent
to sail the long way around, and give
you a bit of uninterrupted time at a
treasure site . When actually diving,
mix up the order of the numbers you
press, to make it harder for the other
players to remember what sections
have been searched. Although all
players are entitled to share any information from the Electronic Dive
Control Center, there's no law that
says you have to make it easy for them
to recall what you've done.
The map board is quite attractive,
and the player-pieces are pretty,
molded plastic ships and miniature
treasure chests. The Electronic Dive
Control Center is the real guts of the
game. It's a handsome battery-operated unit that emits pleasant sonar
sounds throughout the game . The
flashing lights of the air gauge and the
spinning lights on the direction indicator are colorful enhancements. Best of
all are the musical tones that accompany every action.
Lost Treasure is a nice diversion that
the entire family can enjoy. It takes
roughly an hour to playa game. If you
want to go deep-sea diving, and can't
make it to the ocean , this is certainly a
game for you!

BULL FIGHTr

ASTRO
DESTROYERS
Zykkor/$29. 95 each

Pocket game-watches
are hot items this year.
There's hardly any
arcader who
wouldn't like

one of these diversions for odd moments when a larger game might be
inappropriate . Zykkor has a couple of
hip-pocket models that will keep you
on time for your appointments , then
give you something to do while you
wait for your date to show up .
Most pocket game-watches are
standard vest-pocket size in rectangular shape . But Zykkor has chosen some
unique designs that add a lot of eye
appeal to these functional devices .
Both feature accurate digital clocks ,
and one of them, Astro Destroyers,
adds a good alarm to the works .
Bull Fight adapts the ancient sport
to the electronic arena, with a unique
game that, so far, is one-of-a-kind .
Although other types of violent sports
(wrestling, karate , and sword fighting)
have been featured in hand-held formats, this is the only bullfight game
currently marketed. Personally, I applaud the laws that keep this blood
sport out of our arenas, and suggest
that video screens are perhaps the best
home for bull fighting. No one
gets hurt, and
Ferdinand gets
to continue
grazing
peacefully
in his

pasture, even while arcaders have a
good time playing the part of the
on-screen matador.
It starts with the matador standing
in the middle of the bull ring, armed
only with a sword in one hand and
shield in the other. As the angry bull
charges toward him, the arcader can
raise the shield, or try to land a sword
blow on the beast. Gamers have three
matadors and the game continues until all are dead .
Action is pretty simple. One control
rotates the shield counterclockwise .
Raise it in front of the bull's mad rush,
and he'll be turned away. Then use the
sword button to connect, and Ferdinand dies. But the bull is
very fast, and

circles angrily around the matador until he completes his charge. He is a
worthy opponent and more often than
not, it's the matador that lies unconscious in the bullring when the battle
ends.
Scoring on the game is very
complex. Bull Fight is a fiveinning game, with
eight rounds (battles) per inning.
After completing the fifth
inning,
the

game starts uiler whlie the ~core continues accumulating In each round of
play, scoring de~end~ on the amount
of energy exerted by both Ei Toro and
his nemesis . Defending with the shield
while simultaneously stabbing with
the sword costs the matador the least
amount of energy while gaining the
most points, resulting in the highest
score . An anirnai lover I night decide to
try going through the entire carTlpaign
using only the shield for defense It's
possible for both the ulHueen fighter
and the bull to SUi vivE: in this way , but
the accumulated ~Lure at the end of
the contest will be s'llaller.
Zykkor left the mud uf thE: sfJorts
arena behind for Astro uestroyer~.
Game one takes the arcader into ~pau:
where he IS the tarth's oldy defense
against the iriildders, a~ they trol np
down the screen toward his cannon. In
game two, the player defends Earth
against a UFO laser bearn attack , finng
an Li -Iaser beams to destroy the enemy .
Astro Destroyers is unusually pretty,
and since it's equipped with a starld,
would look great on an arcader's desk .
The familiar space invasion ganlE: fea tures two crab-like monsters rnarching
down toward Earth. A sauce r OLcasionally zips across the top of the
screen, presenting extra scoring pus~i 
bilities. Gamers should quickly fall irlto
a rhythm of moving and firing , then
moving again, to halt the invaders high
on the screen where they give the
most points. Garne two features the
UFO from the invasion game scouting
across the sky, while emitting laser
beams toward the gun emplacernents

on the surface Gamers nlust move the
launcher to the proper position and fire
their own beam toward the ship before
the attack strikes Earth .
Both contests are easy to play and
seem well suited for younger arcaders
who might lack patience for more
difficult games. Astro Destroyers is an
especially good looking alarm-clockgalTle Wilt. Zykkor paints an attractive
sky scene behind the LCD action. A
staHtudded blue sky, complete with a
couple uf planets and a strip of terrain
at the bottom to repre~ent Earth, adds
graphics that greatly enrich the game,
and the handsome ~PdLe drawings on
the cabinet of the pretty yellow unit
make this one very desirable and
ornamental desk clock.

DUNGEONS. DRAGONS
Matteil$40

Pick up your sword, don your armor,
and gird up yuur Lourage. There are
treasures to find dnd dragons to slay.
Dungeons & Dragons, the king of all
armchair adventures, has made it to
the stand -alone field , al1d the hand held version from Mattei Electro(lics is
~ure to win yuur heart.
DUIlf!,eons & Dragolls, the gieat
role-fJlaying fantasy adv enture develolJed in the mid-1970's by Gary
Gygax arid Dave Atflesun, charm ed
rliillions of enthu~ i ast~ while spawning
a host of sinlilar role -playing games
thdt continue to dominate the non electronic gaming field. Arcaders abo
owe a tip of their hats to the gaming
concepts that captured the inlaginatlOI1S of so Indny and IrhfJired an entire
€,cIHE: of entertaillrntnt There's hardly

DU NG EO NS & DRAGONS
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any company that doesn't have at
least one fantasy adventure in its catalog, and many of these frankly owe
their inspiration to the masterpiece
marketed by TSR Hobbies, Incorporated. A number of books, at least one
movie, and scores of publications are
devoted to Dungeons & Dragons, and
there 's hardly a gamer in the country
who doesn 't thrill to the drama of a
well-run D & D campaign .
Mattei Electronics was quick to
recognize the potential of electronic
adaptations of Dungeons & Dragons.
The company licensed the trademark
from TSR Hobbies, then put programmers to work to see how many games
could utilize the great themes from
Dungeons & Dragons. It has been
fertile soil for the company to plant

their hopes in. First, Mattei released
the stand-alone computer labyrinth
game, Dungeons & Dragons. Players
move tokens around a grid and receive
sound clues to help them locate the
treasure while avoiding the dungeon
dreadfuls.
After the labyrinth game, Mattei
mined the dungeon for more gold.
Several video and computer cartridges
have resulted, including Advanced
Dungeons & Dragons, Advanced
Dungeons & Dragon's Treasure of
Tarmin, and Advanced Dungeons &
Dragon's Cloudy Mountain. It seems
certain it won't end there . A rich vein
of ideas like D & D won 't be tapped out
soon . It should be good for almost
endless numbers of future scenarios.
Mattei went back into the dungeon
for another treasure, and
came out with the Action Arcade Series
Dungeons & Dragons
in hand-held format.
Its postage-size screen
holds all the excitement
and urgency that has
been missing from the
labyrinth . Arcaders
move through a
large 100 room dungeon searching for a
magic rope, magic
arrow, and try to
avoid several nasties. The passageways are treacherous, and there is
always a terrible
danger of plunging
into a pit. If the adventurer doesn't
have the magiC
rope to enable
him to climb out
of the trap , he
perishes. Giant
bats flitter
through the
rooms . If
one encounters

the warrior, it picks up your adventurer
and carries him over several rooms
before dropping him, sometimes right
into one of the pits. Most wicked of all
is the evil dragon . An encounter with
the serpent ends in death unless the
brave warrior shoots it with the magiC
arrow before the beast sees him.
The playscreen holds an overhead
view of one room in a maze-like grid,
with the warrior waiting in the middle
of the room . Push the cursor button
until the arrow pOints in the direction
you want him to move, then use the
move button. The view of the dungeon room disappears . You see the
wa rrior walking, then the scene shifts
to the room he has just entered, with
its coordinates clearly shown in the
middle, so adventurers can always
know where their man is at every
moment.
On-screen indicators show if the
warrior is in a room adjacent to any of
the dungeon denizens, but not which
direction they lie . If he enters a room
containing one of the prizes, he gains
possession. Move into a room with a
dungeon dreadful, and it will do its
worst. For example, if the hero walks
into a room with a pit, he immediately
falls in . If he doesn't have the rope, he
dies there and the game ends. If he is
carrying the rope , animation shows
him first in the pit with the rope
dangling down, then safely out and
ready to continue journeying through
the cells. If the warrior moves into a
room with a dragon, it's all over for
him . But when the on-screen indicators show he's adjacent to a room with
a serpent, he can fire the magic arrow
in the direction he hopes the dragon
lies . If successful, he kills the dragon
and then wins the game. Choose the
wrong direction to fire and the arrow is
lost. There won't be another similar
chance during this game since there 's
only one magic arrow per round .
Sound effects greatly enhance the
game. Musical Signals warn that the
bats are moving through the dungeon .
Descending tones indicate the hero's
plunge into the pit, and rising notes
accompany his climb to safety . His
travel through the pit is made audible
with walking noises . Special warning
notes signal the approach of the beast,
and dirge noises mark the demise of
our hero.
There's a large element of luck in
Dungeons & Dragons . When on screen indicators show the warrior that
he is one room away from disaster,
there's really no way to know which

TI
Totally· Accurate· Controller

J()Y·SENSOR )tarfighta(
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JOYSTICK CONTROLLER FOR ATARI
GAME, SEARS TELEGAME, ATARI
400/800, COMMODORE VIC.*
How often have you moved your
video game man through a maze, tried
to enter a pathway, and missed the
opening? How often have you flown an
attack ship into a wall? How many
times have you dodged right into the
path of a laser beam? Probably too
many times. What if we told you that
maybe the problem isn't you, it's your
joystick?
If your joysticks are like most, you
can't feel when you have made a move.
You only see it on the screen, when it's
too late. Suncom has a solution. TAC-2.
Totally Accurate Controller - 2 fire buttons.
With its longer shaft, arcade style
ball top, and exclusive Suncom internal
construction , TAC-2 gives you that extra control. ..you can feel absolutely,
positively, for sure, exactly when you
have made a move. And with its 2 fire
buttons, TAC-2 is equally fair to left
handers and right handers.
TAC-2 comes with Suncom's famous
2 year warranty. And it comes with
something else. Totally Accurate Control.

TOUCH SENSITIVE JOYSTICK CON·
TROLLER FOR ATARI GAME, SEARS
TELEGAME, ATARI 400/800,
COMMODORE VIC.*
Suncom thinks that you deserve a
precision electronic, reliable controller
for your sophisticated computer or
video game. And we have done
something about it. Joy-Sensor. The
digitally simulated joystick controller
with no stick.
Our engineering staff has spent
months creating, designing and refining the Joy-Sensor to bring you just the
right combination of control and
responsiveness .. Now, the slightest
touch is all that it takes to effect control movements on your game screen.
Rock your finger or thumb back and
forth, just at the moment you decide to
make a movement or fire, and it seems
like Joy-Sensor has read your mind.
Moves are executed much faster
because there is no stick to move, no
resistance to movement.
Your ships will fly across the screen
as easily as light flies through space.
Your laser rays will fire exactly when
you want them to. You will never go
back to your old joystick again .

-Suncom
~

Incorporated

for
a ppl"

...

JOYSTICK CONTROLLER FOR APPLE
COMPUTER*
You own an Apple Computer. It costs
quite a bit of money. In addition to its
many business, professional and personal
uses, you use it for entertainment and to
play games. Many of those games require
a joystick controller. We think that you
deserve a controller that is as up and
keeping with new technology as your computer. So we designed one. From scratch.
Brand new internally. Not like anyone
else's. We did give it a familiar name,
however; Starfighter. For Apple.
As different from the competition as we
can be, Starfighter for Apple has many of
its Atari-compatible counterpart's exterior
physical characteristics. Round-cornered
and smooth, it won 't fatigue you over
those long playing sessions. Its precision
trimming adjustments provide an extra
measure of control. And internally, its
new, advanced design gives you a kind of
feel and response during game play that
you have never experienced before.
Precise control that lets you take advantage of the qualities that distinguish an
Apple Computer from all of the toys, the
men from the boys. And of course, Starfighter for Apple comes with a 2 year warranty. From your friends at Suncom.

650E Anthony Trail . Nort hbrook. IL 60062
Consumer Hotline 800·558-0003
• Products and Irademarks 0 1 Atari. Sears. Commodore. Apple Computer.

C.E.S.

WANTED!
We Buy and Sell Used
Video Game Cartridges
For Atari 2600. Atari 5200
& Co8eco vision

)I~

ATARI'

We Also Carry New
Cartridg~s and Accessories
Send Self Addressed. Stamped Envelope
For Current Price List
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way the danger lies. But the experienced dungeon-crawler will map his
travels through the labyrinth, and this
will help steer him around the deadly
pits. Stumbling into a pit spells instant
death to the unequipped warrior. If he
has the rope when he falls, he immediately scampers free of the trap,
but then the rope disappears into
another room. He'll have to locate it
again before he can then risk another
plunge. Be careful when the hero isn't
carrying the rope, and give pit locations a wide berth.
Move through the dungeon rooms,
mapping your position as you go, until you locate the magic arrow. Then
just search out and try to destroy the
dragon. Don't even go near him until
you have the arrow; if the hero enters
into a room that indicates the dragon is
adjacent, back out very carefully, but
indicate the vicinity on the map. By
moving stealthily around the area,
you can possibly pinpoint the actual
room where the beast lies waiting.
Then when you have finally located
the arrow, go back and fire it into his
lair to win the day and the game.
The game ends when the hero dies,
the beast dies or when time runs out.

Players score one point for each five
seconds of time in the dungeon, up to
a maximum of 99 . The object is to kill
the serpent in the shortest possible
time, so the lowest score is the best
score.
There are three skill levels. In level
one, the warrior enters the dungeon
with the magic rope . In level two, the
rope is hidden somewhere in the
dungeon and can't be used until he
locates it. In level three, there is no
magic rope at all in the game, and any
step into the pit kills your man instantly.
Dungeons & Dragons doesn't live
up to its namesake, since there's no
way to imbue the computer version
with the charm that normally comes
from the dungeon master's own imagination . Yet this is an exciting and
novel approach to the famous fantasy
game, and gives arcaders a hero's
chance at killing the dragon .
6

1903 International Summer
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Are your videogames losing their excitement? Are you on
the move for new challenges? Don't let your pocketbook
keep you out of the action. With NATIONAL VIDEO
EXCHANGE, you can try all the videogames for your
Atari or Atari compatible systems-FULLY TESTED AND
100% GUARANTEED.
We Trade From any group to any group. Up to ten
used cartridges for the price of buying one new game.
THAT'S LIKE GETIING NINE GAMES FREE!
GROUP A

We Buy Paying the highest prices in the market for
your used cartridges.
We're National But you never have to leave your
home. Irs easier to shop through the mail. NO HIDDEN
CHARGES. Our prices include shipping, handling and
insurance. Most cartridges are sent to you within 48 hours.

GROUp e

GROUPB

We Buy S5.00
We Sell S11 .00

We Buy S6.00
We Sell S13.00

We Buy S7,OO
We Sell S15,00

o ADVENTURE
o BACKGAMMON
o BARNSTORMING
o BOXING
o BREAKOUT
o CASINO
o CIRCUS ATARI
O DODGE 'EM
o FISHING DERBY
o HANGMAN
o HAUNTED HOUSE
o MAZE CRAZE
o MISSILE COMMAND
o SKIING
o SNEAK N PEEK
o SPACE CHASE
O STARSHIP
o STAR VOYAGER
o SUPERMAN
o WARLORDS

o ASTEROIDS
o ASTROBLAST
o BASIC MATH
o BRIDGE
o BUGS
o CHINA SYNDROME
o COCONUTS
o ENCOUNTER AT L-5
o FIRE FIGHTER
o FREEWAY
o GOPHER ATTACK
o I WANT MY MOMMY
o LOST LUGGAGE
o MATH GRAND PRIX
o MAZE CHASE
o NUMBER ZAPPER
o RIVER PATROL
o SKYJINX
o SLOT MACHINE
o SPACE INVADERS
o SPACE MAZE
O SSSNAKE
o STAMPEDE
o SURVIVAL RUN
o TANKS BUT NO TANKS
o TAPE WORM
o TRICK SHOT
['] VIDEO CHESS
o VIDEO PINBALL
o WEIRD BIRD

o AIRLOCK
o ALIEN
o ARMOR AMBUSH
o BEAM BOPPER
o COSMIC CREEPS
o CROSS FIRE
o DEADLY DUCK
o DEMONS TO DIAMONDS
O DISHASTER
o FAST FOODS
o FROGS & FLIES
o GANGSTER ALLEY
o INFILTRATE
o JAWBREAKERS

If We Are
Trading With You
1. You can take advantage
of National Video Exchange's super-low trade
prices by exchanging cartridges in the same group
or between groups.
2. For your first choice, circe the gamels) you wish
to receive from any of the
five groups. Please check
at least 3 alternate choices
IN THAT GROUP. since
y our first ch oice may not
always be available.
HINT:
The more choices you give
us, the faster you will
receive your game(s).
3. Choose the game cartridge(s) you own and are
willing to trade in. Find the
game(s) listed in one of
the five groups, and underline the name. INCLUDE
game(s) instructions if
available.
4. See trade prices for y our
total cost. Find the group
with the game(s) you want
to receive (LEFT SIDE).
Find the group with the
game(s) you are trading in
(TOP SIDE). Where the
two columns meet is the
total cost for making the
trade include shipping,
handling and insurance.
5. Follow mailing instructions and fill in the ordering information.

Jil
ATARI'

"

We Sell Used cartridges at the lowest prices
anywhere.

A

Warn~r Communlcahons Company

Trade Prices
All prices include shipping,
handling and insurance.
I AM TRADING IN
GroupABCDE
A S 4 S 5 S 4 S 3 SI
B S B S 5 S 6 S 5 S3
C SIO S 9 S 6 S 7 S5
D SI2 SI,I SIO S 7 S7
E SI4 SI3 SI2 SII S8

i

EXAMPLE : y ou want to
receive " SPIDER FIGHTER"
from group 0 (LEFT SIDE)
and wish to trade in
"ASTEROIDS" from group B
(TOP SIDE). Your total trade
price is 511.00.

If We Are Only
Seiling To You

O KABooM
KING KONG
O KYPHUS
[] MARAUDER
O MEGAFORCE
SHARK ATTACK
SPACE CAVERN
SQUOOSH
TENNIS
THRESHOLD
TOWERING INFERNO
TURMOIL
O WA8BIT
WORM WAR I

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

If We Are Only
Buying From You
1. We buy all used videogame cartridges for Atari
VCS 2600 or other Atari
cartridge compatible
systems.
2. Choose the game(s) that
you own and want us to
buy. Find the game(s) listed
in one of the five groups
above.
3. We will pay you the
" WE BUY" price listed for
the game(s).
4. Include game(s) instructions, if available.
5. If we buy four or more
used cartridges from you
at one time, you will
receive a 53.00 bonus in
the total amount due you .
6. Follow the mailing
instructions and fill in the
ordering information.

1. For your first choice,
circle the game(s) you wish
to receive from any of the
Mailing Instructions
five groups. Please check
at least 3 alternate choices I. Wrap packages securely
IN THAT GROUP. since
Padding your cartridge(s)
your first choice may not
with paper towels or newsalways be available.
paper will help prevent
HINT:
damage in mailing. You will
The more choices you give receive free padded postus, the faster you will
age-paid envelopes for all
receive your game(s).
future mailings after your
2. Your total cost will be
first order.
the "WE SELL" price for
the garners).
3. Fill in the ordering
information

GROUP D

GROUPE

We Buy S8,OO
We Sell S17.00

We Buy S10.00
We Sell S19.00

n CAKEWALK
[] COMMANDO RAID
n COSMICARK
n COSMIC SWARM
n DARK CAVERN
n DARTS
n FROGPOND
n GORF
[,l iCE HOCKEY
[] LOCK .N ' CHASE
[] MINES OF MINOS
n PLANET PATROL
n REALSPORTS BASEBALL
n REALSPORTS FOOTBALL
n REALSPORTS VOLLEYBAU
n RIDDLE OF THE SPHINX
n RIVER RAID
n ROOM OF DOOM
n SEAOUEST
[] SPACE ATTACK
[J SPIDER FIGHTER
n STRONGHOLD
n SUPER CHALLENGE BASEBALL
n SUPER CHALLENGE FOOTBALL
n WI2ARD OF WOR
n WORD ZAPPER

O AIRWORLD
[J AMIDAR
ATLANTIS
[l BERZERK
CARNIVAL
[l CATCH
n CHOPPER COMMAND
rJ COSMIC AVENGER
[J DEFENDER
DEMON ATTACK
n EARTH WORLD
FAST EDDIE
[l FIREWORLD
[l GRANDPRIX
n HIGHSEAS
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER
[l JEDIARENA
[l LADY BUG
MOUSE TRAP
PAC MAN
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK
O SMURF
STAR MASTER
STAR RAIDER
STAR WARS
SUPERBREAKOUT
TRON DEADLY DISKS
['] VENTURE
[J WATER WORLD
[l YARS REVENGE

IF YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS OR WOULD
LIKE TO PAY BY CREDIT
CARD AND SPEED YOUR
ORDER PLEASE CALL
(2131322-6034.

o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

EACH CARTRIDGE IS
FULLY TESTED. WE
RETURN ANY FAULTY
MERCHANDISE TO YOU

COD
Send entire ad or copy to . National Video Exchange
140 Oregon Street
Box 990
EI Segundo. CA 90245
D I wish to trade . I have circled my first choice, checked
at least 3 alternate choices, and enclosed my trade-in
gamers).
D I wish to only buy from National Video Exchange.
I have circled my first choice and checked at least 3
alternate choices.
D I wish to only sell to National Video Exchange. I have
enclosed my game(s).
D I wish to only receive further information, padded
postage-paid shipping envelope and a special record.
I have enclosed 51 .00 with this coupon .
(PLEASE PRINT)
NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS _____________________________
CITY ________________ STATE ___ ZIP _ _ __
Total Amount You Are Paying _ _ _ _ _ __
(Calif. residents add 6'12% sales tax)

D Cash D Money Order 0 Cashier's Check 0 Visa
D MasterCard D Personal check (requires clearance)
Card Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp. Date _ _ _ _ _ Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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By THE GAME DOCTOR

Ik.&II ell, gamers, hope this issue
. . . . . finds all your fingers in great
shape, since the questioners we have
lined up this time around represent
some of the sharpest queries the Programmable Practitioner has ever seen .
Boy are you guys getting smart! I may
actually have to start reading my
videogame medical books againl I
haven 't browsed through those sil,ce
Spaee Invaders was a twinkle in Taito's
eye . ..
In any event, we've got a pair of
T-shirt winners this time out! First.
David LaVerda offers the Doc a technical query and then Blu Gilliand, of
Montgomery, Alabama, shocks yours
truly with a "Q" that I've never "A'd"
before! Take it away . . .
Q:

I have heard quite a bit about
blinking on the Atari 2600. One of my
favorite games, Amidar, from Parker
Brothers, comes up in a clean, clear
as a bell display. Once play begins,
however, the various characters begin
to periodically blink on and off. What
causes the characters to be sharp one
minute and flickering the next? I'm
totally confused!
(David La Verda, Pittsfield, MA)

I decided to break this tradition and
ask about "O&A" itself.
Do you answer letters on a first come, first-served basis or hand pick
them from all your mail? And how
much mail do you receive between
monthly installments?
(Blu Gilliand, Montgomery, AL)

A:
PAC -MAN

explained - once you understand the
technological limitations of the 2600.
The VCS's primary graphics weakness
is its inability to show objects on the
same horizontal plane moving in different directions. What's happening is
that as the various paint-rollers, apes,
natives and piggies move around the
field, they are creating random configurations that are, for a second or
two, more than the VCS can handle in
terms of image generation. So it responds by blinking, just as in F ole-Man,
for example, or dozens of other 2600
videogames .

Q:

Well, Dave, the reason for the
occasional blinking on Amidar is easily

Over the months I have been
reading your column and I've noticed
a pattern . Everyone seems to ask about one videogame or another - no
one asks about you or your column. So

AMIDAR

AMIDAR

A:
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This is a definite T-shirt winning

"0" if ever I've seen one. So send me
your shirt size and we'll get it off to you
first thing, Blu .
Now, on to your question. Incredible as it may seem, the Doctor receives
well over 1000 questions each and
every month! Even with the help of
invaluable assistance from staff members, Lisa Honden and Kathy Carter, in
pushing the old wheelbarrow, it is
physically impossible for your enfeebled medico to actually read, in-full,
every letter that crosses this desk.
Why, if I did that. I'd never get to see
the ninth green on my favorite golf
videogame, my WICO 9-iron would
rust, my answering service would quit
and I'd probably be thrown out of
videogame medicine for over-diligence!
There are some things you just can't
ask a doctor to do .
What, in fact, happens is this: as
deadline draws near, the Doc peruses
the most recent hundred or so questions. After scanning these, certain
themes will become apparent - people asking about the 5200 's VCS
adapter or the Supercharger, for instance . The best articulated of these is
then chosen to be the representative
inquiry.
Occasionally, it's possible to go
through over 100 letters and then be
asked, essentially, five to 10 questions
that are not duplicates of other letters.
The real quest is for the month's
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best question, and the doctor has at
times plowed through as many as
300 letters before hitting upon the
right one.
Timing is also important. What can
be a highly relevant query one month
can be yesterday's news the next. On
other occasions, the question is actually answered elsewhere in the issue, in
the f9rm of a review or news item .
So that's the behind-the-scenes
look at how the Doctor operates. It has
all been revealed for you, Blu Gilliand,
because "you asked for it!"

Q:

In Pitfall - which I otherwise
love - I can 't get past the crocodiles
without a swinging vine' How do you
do it?
(Mike Thacker, Alberta, Canada)

A:

That's an easy one, my friend. Just
time those sequences involving the
opening and closing of the croc's maw.
Once you 've got them down, wait

leco first started designing its game
library, they realized they would need
a lot of titles - and quickly . For that
reason - as well as their recognition
qualities and sales potential - their
initial entries were almost exclusively
cOin-op adaptations. Using a full-time
artist and musician to create audiographics, their programmers worked in
the PASCAL computer language. PASCAL is famous as a quick-writing programming language, and allowed the
company to get almost a dozen gaming titles into the stores by Christmas time - something that could
never have been done with, say, Z-80
machine code .
It will be interesting, however, to see
if third party software companies will
try to see what this super-system can
do in assembly language. The result
should be fast-moving, eyeball-popping stuff!

Q:

Who makes the new Ultravision
system?
(Mark Stagney, Cincinnati, OH)

A:

You are a man of few words , eh ,
Mark? Well, my answer will be almost
as brief - Ultravision is produced by a
company called ... (drum roll, please)

until the jaws are just about to close,
then jump from one to the other and
onto the other side .
And remember, always run from
right to left - that way, if you fall in
the pool, or tar pit, or wherever, you'll
be reincarnated on the safe side rather
than have to re-cross the danger zone .

Q:

What causes the time delay when I
put my ColecoVision cartridges in?
On myoid VCS the games appear
right away, but with ColecoVision I
have to wait about 10 seconds before
the menu appears. How come?
(Lawrence Rice, Santa Monica, CAY

A:

Interesting question. When Co-
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"Ultravision, Inc."! They have been
bought and sold at least once since
announcing their system, but have
kept the trademark company name
throughout it all.

Q: I would like to know who designed the Caleca Vision Smurf cartridge. I was playing the game on level
three, moving erratically between
screens when everything stopped, my
score disappeared and three green
initials appeared in the corner of the
playfield.
This doesn't work on levels one or
two, but on level four, I did the same
thing and was rewarded with two
initials and a super-high score of
919,5OO!
It only works on the original three
scenarios, however - you can't run
back and forth between the forest and
the hills, ;ust between two forest
scenes.
Are these the designer's initials?
Have I found the first Caleca Vision
secret message - or ;ust a weird
defect?
(David Feldman, Las Vegas, NV)

A:

While we're not at liberty to
reveal the names of ColecoVision de-

SMURFS' PLAYFIElD

signers at this precise moment in time,
we can say with some certainty that
you have indeed stumbled upon the
very first ColecoVision " Easter Egg".
As for a name to fit those initials,
keep watching these pages (as if we
could stop you! Ha!)

Q:

I'd like to share with you some
interesting visuals I've encountered
with the Intellivision cartridges, Lock
'N' Chase, Dungeons and Dragons,@)
and recently, Pitfall.
First let me say that I'm pretty sure
my master component is working
properly. During Lock 'N' Chase, I
took my little crook into the upper
right-hand corner of the maze and he
proceeded to ;ump out of it. Because
of the scrolling effect that showed up
at the bottom of the screen, he repeatedly went up and out and down
until my score (which ballooned to
17,300) seemed high enough , so I
touched the disc again and a policeman stopped the round. This was
viewed again by a friend at a later
date, when the robber, situated near
the top right tunnel, went through a
wall and around and around until the
cop grabbed him.
The sound component might have
caused the other problems. During a
game of Dungeons, the adventurerarcher turned half invisible! His bottom half disappeared and he gained
invincibility against the monsters. Unfortunately when he left the mountain
and entered the next scenario, he was
quite normal. And today I turned on
Pitfall with a finger on the action
button, and poor Harry started the
game swinging in mida ir, unable to
leap from his invisible vine until I reset
the game. Any ideas or comments?
(Name, address, unknown)

A:

Most videogames have little
Continued on page 118
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things in them (sometimes referred to
as "glitches ") that make the contest
take on peculiar directions, do unlikely
things or reveal heretofore hidden
messages. This is the result of a random movement that the programmer
never accounted for in the original
design ,
Remember, games are not designed
with the expectation that the player
will be roaming around waiting for
weird things to happen . It's just part of
the fun.

INTELLIVISION, COLECO GAMES, AND COMPUTERS AND
CARTRIDGES.
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SEND SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE AND $2.00 TO:

~· mI?lb~TM

,~P,O. BOX 129
HUNTING-TON STAT I ON
NEW YORK 11716

Q&A QUICKI ES: Everyone is asking
about the VC5 adapter for the 5200 ,
We have it via a fairly reliable source
that the prototypes have already been
built, but a shipping date for the
peripheral that will allow the thirdwave system to play 2600 games has
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yet to be announced . 50 watch this
space! Regarding the many readers
who also wondered about the games
(such as Tigervision's) that j ust won't
work on Coleco's VC5 emulator: Tiger
is working on it, along with Coleco ,
Coleco has been very helpful to interested producers of third-party software and we 're hoping the bugs will
be sprayed by the time you read this ,
Also on the subject of the ColecoVision - that system seems to be on
everybody's mind this month - not all
Atari-compatible joysticks will work
perfectly on the Coleco system , Atari
2600 controllers , you see, have nine
socket-holes for connection-pins but
not every joystick manufacturer makes
use of all nine pins, Unless they do, it
may not play on your ColecoVision,
Until next month, keep your joystick
primed and your mind sharp , Happy
trails , , ,
6
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NOVA BLAST
ICE TREK
DRACULA
WHITE WATER

25"

COMING SOON:
Q·BERT
25"'''

PREORDER YOUR S NOW
RAIDERS
OF
LOST
ARK
25 95
(FOR 2600)

".

ATLANTIS·21 9'
DEMON ATTACK · 21"'
SHOOTUM GALLERY .1895

.

PITFALL
FOR ATARI
OR MAITEL

ESCAPE FROM ARGOS· 22 95
SKY PATROL· 22 95

~x.

23

50
COMING

45 95

$145 95
STAR TREK
BERZERK
CLEAN SWEEP
HYPER SPACE
RIP OFF
SOLAR QUEST
SCRAMBLE
BLITZ FOOTBALL

ORDERS ONLY CALL
1·800-253·01649 AM·5PM EST
(IN MICHIGAN 616·392·2877)
FOR INFORMATION OR EVENING ORDERS CALL
616·392·2877

MATTEL . HAPPY TRAILS · JUNE

10

ADDS T REMENDOUS
GRAPH ICS To YOUR
ATARI 2600 SYSTEM

COMMUNIST MUTANTS 1395
FIREBALL 1395
SUICIDE MISSION 1395
DRAGON STOMPER 1695
MINDMASTER 1695
KILLER SATELLITES 1695
MORE COMING SOON!

VENTURE
EACH
MORE COMING
SOON!

VISION (FOR ATARI)

DONKEY
KONG JR.
29 95

14951~

GORF

25 95 (FOR ATARI)
SOLAR FOX· 28 95

LADYBUG
2995

FOR

STIMt~"!!!

SUPER
CHARGER

ATARI).

SEA QUEST
23'0
DOLPHIN · 23 50
KEYSTONE COPS· 23 50
OINK OINK· 23 50

(formerlv~)

NEW LOW
PRICE

• •.

MS.
PACMAN
28"

. iii

RIVER RAID
23 50
(FOR ATARI)

ti
""

VANGUARD · 23"
E.T . . 28"
GALAXIAN . 23"
FIREWORLD . 25"
CENTIPEDE· 25"

REAL SPORTS TENNIS 25 95
REAL SPORTS BASKETBALL 25 95
REAL SPORTS DRIVING 25 95

~

25 95

STRAWBERRY
SHORTCAKE

25"

ACUVISlot.t~(FOR

(FOR INTELLIVISION)
r--~
<iiiiil
~-~

SPACE
FURY
$29 95

(FOR ATARI)

II II 1ml I- ]

dlf!.~nce

0

• Used with /l'\ATJE.

(replaces the disc)

DEMON ATIACK
ATLANTIS
BEAUTY & BEAST
SWORDS & SERPENTS

~fMRKER BROTHERS

VECTRON . 25 9'
LOCK N' CHASE· 27 9'
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS · 27 95

CHESS· 39 9'
SHARK SHARK· 17 9'
SHARP SHOT· 159'

(IMAGIC)

NEW
TITLES
DAILY

RESCUEII
TERRA
3 SCREEN
SPACE GAME
-

-

- :::.:--

WE STOCK ATARI , MATTEL, IMAGIC, COL.ECO, APOLLO,
US GAMES, ACTIVISION, AND MORE . ATARI AUTHORIZED
SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
WE ALSO STOCK THE ATARI 5200 AND
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS COMPUTER WITH SOFTWAR~.

OR SEND MONEY DADER I CERTIFIED CHECK
Wlnt 2.50 FOR SHIPPING OF TOTAL ORDER
WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS
P.O. BOX 144C, HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423

SEND
STAMP
FOR HUGE
CATALOG

-

The Video Connection, the nation's leading chain
of video specialty stores, with dealers in towns and
cities coast to coast, brings to America
the biggest and most exciting event in video ...

tlii5 Viili50 COnni5CtiOnTM
CALIFORNIA

~HCAllOUNA

CIINI HeI9htl

OoIdoboro

6966 Sunrise Blvd

28U C• • n.ell Drive

O,..nada HIIiI
18121 Chalswon h

OHIO

LI Cenade Fllntrtdge

Slow
"072 Darro w Road
Wed,worth
217 Gr• • t Oak Trail

520 Foothill Blvd

uwnda"

15820 Hawthorne Blvd
Mill ValllY
312 Town & Country Village

Wlllowtck

2i102 l ....shor. Blvd.

San Joel
Capitol Square

OKUlHOMA

CONNECTICUT

518 W. Broadway
PENNSVl.VANlA
Chambersburg
23 Nor th Mai n SHeet
Dr..h.r
Dresher Town Plaza
Du Bois
Sandy Plaza. AI 255

~,g:r.~~ Sireet

Flo urlown
1862 Berhlehem Pike

Enid

~-----:;...,r:;j

DIInbury
Commerce Plaza
F,lrt"ld
Herit.oe Sq uare
Groton

176 aridge 51,"1
W.., Hartford
Corb lns Comer Shopping
Parkade

Monlgom. ryville
202 Markel Place
N. rber th

W•• tport

~~i,!":t~7;~f.me,y Avenue

44 Ch urch Lane

DElAWARE

$1,000,000 in Video Prizes

Gr..n"lII.
Gr.e nvllle Shopping Center
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
W•• hlngton. DC
5039 Connecticu t Ave., NW.

FLORIDA

CI..

rw.'.,

1907 Nort h Hercu les
ConI Sprlno.
2422 University Orlve
Royal Un iversit y Plaza

Video recorders, video disc players, video
games, giant screen TV's, personal computers,
VIDEO magazine subscriptions, etc.

~~ ~~Y.~eveland Ave.

Trex ltrtown
Trexler Mall

RHODEISUND
John.ton
,. 78 Alwood Ave.
Mlddle'own

5&7 East Main R<*I

=::'hR~~~=.n

TEXAS

So hurry to your Video Conn ec tion s to re and play to w in .
No purc hase necessary. Rules and prizes posted at store .

Largo
Village Vendor Shopping

Plaza
S. .,...eNn.

73 19 Casl or Avenue
Pitlsburgh
Green l ree & Cochran Aoad
Quakertown
Oua kerl O-N n ShOPPing Plaza
AI. 309 & At 663

Amettllo
well ington Square Shoppi ng
Cntr. A I1eo

~CC:! G

6800C Golfport Blvd Soulh

GEORGIA

~~~~l~ZtlOnal Highway

Gltth.,.burg
284 N. Frederick Ave.

~;:rJnc!~~~ect;cut Ave .

Merta'"

MIlIe,...,m.

Ro ...n
1540 E. Old Alabam. Ad

~~ Village Mart Or.

Sprayberry Crossing
Shopp ing Cenler

(LUNOIS

~'r8.°w.stern Ave.
~=".o53St.
De. Plaine.

821 W. Golf Rd.
INDIANA

&an ......
Lawndale Shoppi ng Cenler
Orwn_
11 40 N. Stale Rd. (Rt. 135)
Richmond
Gateway Shopping Center

326 Benlleld Blvd. Plaza
AI. 3 Benfield Blvd .

Rel.t.r.town
117080 Aeislers to wn Rd .
Roekyflle
807 8 Rockville Pike

NEBRASKA
Om...
Ot'c hard Plaza

~~~.~~~gS Highway

~~~I~:~oPPlng Center

~~~~Ave.

K.~:~~~~~t,~~ ~I;!~

NEWVORK
Alblny
1796A Weetorn Avenue

~~~~~adway

~~y~~~~~ Avenue
321 W. Esplande Ave.

MINNESOTA
Bloomington
loehmann 's Plaza Shopping
Center

Ea.t Northport
528 lar1dield Road
ElI.M ••dow
IS74 Front Sireet
F1,hklll
Dulc hess Mall , RI . 9
Fran'dln Squire
n7U Frank lin Avenue
F,..hMMdowI
las.22 Horaee Harding Exp.
O,...n.,al.
1 Glen Co ve Road

~~mn~!~b"dge

Street
Hy.nn is
t 42 Corporal Ion Road
Milford
t 74 Main Street
N, Dartmouth

Sal.m

K.n ....

=n~::dl~~~~ Ad .
~.::W' I~'lr:sRd.

-

MASSACHUSETTS
Boslon
230 Newbury Stree t
Brock lon
362 Belmont Slreet

North Rt. dlng
All an tlc Shop ping Center
North Sw.nst a
55 James Reynolds Ad . Rio 136
Pembroke
254 Chu rch Street
R.ndolph
RandOlph ShOPping Cenler

IOWA .

MICHIGAN

Sh aw's Plaza
Worc esl.r
124 I Main Stree t

V....

Sout h LIncoln Ave.

NEW.tFRSE\"

HIII,deIe
128 Broadway

~~n~oad Shoppers Park

Brooll".n
1924 Avenue U
Cedarhurst
n A Co lumbia Avenue
Clifton P,rie
Fire ROad Plaza

Crolon-on·Hudaon
Shoprite Plaza
DoIm..

125 Adam s Street

Lathan
883 New loudon Road
Mamaroneck
I H East BOlion Post Road
27 Merric k Avenue
.. kid .. VIlIooo
75-.8 Met ropolitan Avenue

_V....

209 Co lumbus Avenue

VERMONT
BraHleboro
Main Sireet Gall ery

VIRGINIA
AI••andria
8738 Cooper Ao6d

~l~t:lson Blvd.

PNIi AI••,

l00 'North Middletown Road

Falrfa.

PltlrlYiew
1129 Old Country Road
RockYlil. Centre
21 North Pa rk Ave.

YI:1IInIo-

~r~~·Monl.Uk Hwy.

11212 lee Hwy.

~:::c :::ctaSQuare
Tlmbertake Sho pp ing Center

~~c-:n~~.

Sunnrlkle
43"'. 48th Street

Ton ••and,
2788 Sheridan Dri ve

~j~t~~nlagh Avenue

WllII,ton Part!
310 HIIIs.lde Avenue

MAII~D

..It • .,m.
i::t::

-.

Shopping Cenler

Hec hlnger Plaza

New Franchises available
1-800-645-7439 (in N.Y. 516-364-9520)
offer by prospectus only.

Free State Mall

g~,I1~~I~acJ
Columbia
~:f:C~h Shoppi ng Center
Frederick Towne Mall

over 170 franchises nationwide
bringing you the products and knowledge of the 21st century.

-------------------------------,

"ARCADE ACTION"
For Your ATARI"" 2600

with

nology, with famous concert promoter
Bill Graham handling rock acts such as
Tom Petty and The Kinks, and whole
circus-sized tents filled with Apples,

THE GRABBER™

VIDEO GAME T-SHIRTS!

$3.75
A PAIR

ORDER NOW! Choose all)'Ollr favorite games!

GREATER JOYSTICK CONTROL

e
e
e

WUl lam s Elcctro n ic..'!i

&ga/Gre mln
e FrOAAt: r
_Tu rho

(PWS HDLG.)

Ot:(cndtOr

Jo ust
Rc )hulron

- Z:OOWIl

High Speed Maneuvering
Also Fits Commodore Vic and
Sears Joysticks

St;1 rgatl"

Ta llO

Nlnt~ndo

e Junr-tk Hunt

e Donkc.·r Kong

Alarl . In c.
e Batt h: Zone.:
.u:m ipc:dc.:
e~1 is.!oi k

PUSH.A.MAlIC™

Star

e Dan kc.:y Kong Jr .
MldW2Y
Ms. P;tc.:·Man
\ \·,/.Jhlof Wor

Comm:lnd

R.;lidc.: r~

.Tl' ll1fX·~ t

22458 VENTURA BLVD., m. " E"
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364

W a lt Disn ey Prod .
Tron

Ki ng Fe 31urt: S
. PuPr'),f:

eAvailabte In Base~1I J erseys &l ong Sleeve ra
Shl ,l deslinl are producO(l ul l.,... eil her a lull color scr. on prin l or heal
Ira"s' er a ppllcallo". Availabllit.,. 01 dos I9 " ' lu tllecllo change wit hOut nol lce

NAME

All b(~1J 'I,U/lily 50/ 50 '?/(' lId SlJirlS Ii / desi,!.!" (ITt' ptln!d (I I :

ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

I Handling
I $3.75 A Pair I $.95 A Pair

Qty.1 Model l

I

GR-2

T-Shirt $ 5.95 e R.... rba ll JC'r sC'y $6.95 .L on~ SIerve~r$7.95

ZIP

m l u/r( ,\M.L.XJ. )

Tolal

Price

~Y lfdet l lll"lh. llll ca hl . I I"yoIIf"'dlf'"

IIId SIDl poa ll9',nd llJ ndli "1l lik

-

TOTAL $
SORRY - NO C .O.D.'s

lb ll OrderOnly
CIII or wr il~ lor a lIte brochure

Enclosed Is my check or money order lor
$_ _ _. Make payable 10 Push-A·maltC.

Apple software and other computer
and videogame-oriented products.
Held amid the scenic mountains of
Southern California, only the oppressive temperatures - over 100 degrees
each day of the festival - kept the
crowds down.

tteat . hirt pnup!us 5", MOullllfJ '
• • ,...., ......qIflWJ

C~:~?~,~ine c~!!~ar'1~~~! ::=J

CA. DELIVERY ADD 6';''''' SALES TAX
U.S. DOLLARS ONLY

Juu/l) (b.X. J(J·I1. J·.,. JfI).

Wllrn miffing. l liltt l ll irl duJo,,- Sl,. and .... nlJIV. M.II (MfSONI dirt .... cllllit(s chKk. II

SllisllctiGII Guannlted

J01·992-01IS (9... -1pm)

NAM E

ADDRESS

D

Please send a Ir. . brochure on Push.li·maflC
video and audio accessory producls.

CITY

STA TE

z,p

I ______________
_ ________________
J
o S.nd Brochure Only
Allow 2·3 Wleks lor dellvelY

SAnSFACnON GUARANTEED OR FULL REFUND

~~~~ 1-800-446-8234
PLUG INTO YOUR
VIDEO GAME CONNECTION

PAC'S INCREDIBLE
Is it true that a national Ms. PacMan tournament was held recently on
TV? Any news on this event?
David Luchen
Knoxville, TN
Ed: The "EG Information Center"
strikes again! "That 's Incredible " did
indeed recently stage a Ms . P-M
tournament, as witnessed by the

APRil SPECIALS

~
IIiii.~~::~~~ 150
RIVER RAID
SPIDER FIGHTER

MEMOREX T-120
VIDEO TAPE
CASE LOTS OF 10

EA .

879
. EA

nAIAITEEII LOWEST PlltES ...

III 'IIEI wu: tAITIIKES Fal DlTELLIYISIO., ATAII UI
taLEtO VmEG WIES. m BEST swm•• OF 'IDEa TAPE
AID ACWSallES. tDlDLESS mEPlam. AUDlaTAPE. TIP
4D ,mEa MaVIES. VIDEa DlSt It.E.D. AD LASEI' AD .DIE...

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY
photo provided courtesy of Alan
Landsburg Productions. Names of
winners and scores, however, were
not enclosed.

Remember to send all reader mail
regarding this column to : Readers '
Replay, c/o Electronic Games, 460 W .
34th Street, New York, NY 10001.6

tOMfun: LIlES OF ...
ATAlI·DlTELLIIISIO.·tOLUO·SPEtruVISI••·.AIIEI BIOS.,
APIUnS WIE·TDI·JUmL·IEA·SONY·PAIASOIlt·J.V.t .·
DISCWASID-tlS CAMES·AlUllA AD .'IE...

SEND 52 FOR COMPLETE CATALOG
REFUNDABLE ON FIRST SALE ...

~ ~
IIIiiIij
: IQ>'" "'

18516 ADDISON
SOUTHFIELD . MICH . 48075 (313)-261-0615
.
I

:

:
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I

nteraction between the readers and editors of Electronic Games helps make this a
better magazine. The more we here at EG know about who you are and what you want
to read , the better we can satisfy your needs and desires. That's why we run a Reader Poll
in every single issue of this magazine. Rest assured that even though we protect the
anonymity of every respondent to our survey, the editor personally reads each and every
ballot received. And of course, this is also your ballot for casting your vote for the most
popular videogames, computer game programs and coin-op arcade machines.
Please return this poll sheet - or a photocopy, if you prefer to keep your Electronic
Games in perfect condition - to: Electronic Games, 460 West 34th Street, 20th Floor,
New York , NY 10001 .
SEX AND AGE:

o Male

0 Female

MARITAL STATUS:
Married
LJ Single

o

Age - - -

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
IN HOUSEHOLD:

HOUSEHOLD INCOME:

o Under $5000

0

$5000-9999

0$10,000- 14,999
0$15,000- 19,999
0$20,000- 24,999 0 $25 ,000 +

AGES:
Under 2 0 3-5
0 6-11 0 12-17

o

Please check off the equipment which you own
or plan to buy within the next 12 months:
Own

Plan to Buy

Atari VCS
Intellivision
ColecoVision
Odyssey'
Atari 5200
Other Videogame System
VIC-20
Atari 400/ 800
IBM Personal Computer
Apple II
Other Microcomputer
Video Cassette Recorder
Videodisc Player
Giant Screen Television
Stereo System

How many hours per week do you spend playing various electron ic games:

o

Less than 2 hours 0

2-5 hours 0

6-10 hours 0

More than 10 hours

How much do you spend per week on electronic games:

o Under $2

0 $2-5

0 $6-10

DOver $10

How many people, besides yourself will read this issue of Electron ic Games:

My favorite videogame cartri dges are:

1. ____________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________

My favorite microcomputer games are:

1. _________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________
3. ______----_______________________________________

My favorite coin -op games are:

1. _______________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________
122 Electronic Game,

GROW

WITH
US!

A special message
for electronic games retailers
Playing electroni c games is now
America's fastest-growing hobby .
Here are some fa cts:
M ore than 10 million quarters
are dropped into current coi n-op
champ "Pac- Man " every si ngle day.
Nearly 5 million programmable
videogame systems are hooked up
to U.S . TVs already. Four million
more are expected to be sold this
year alone, along with 30 m illion
game car tridges to play on them.
Sales of compu ter games are
expected to exceed 1 million units by
the end of the year
GAMES,
the
ELECTRONIC
first-and only-magazine devoted
to this booming field, is growing as
fast as the high-tech hobby it covers .
Our premier issu e was a newss tand
phen omenon, with many deal ers re porting sell-outs. Our second issue
promises more of the same.
So if you sell videogame systems,
hand-held games, or computer
games, you should also be sening
ELECTRONIC GAMES Magazi ne. As
an EG retailer, you'll earn a good profit on every copy you sell (of co urse,
all unsold copies are fully returnable) .
You'll also be providing your customers with that special "extra" that will
bring them back to your store again
and again.
To get all the inform ati on you need
to join the ELECTRONIC GAMES
retailer program, fill out and ma il the
coupon below. There's no obligation , so do it today. ELECTRONIC
GAMES Magazine is growing fast ..
and we cord ially invite you to grow
w ith us .

COMPLETE YOUR COLLECTION!
DON'T

*

iI MISS

AN
ISSUE

*

*

These back issues are available in limited quantity...to complete your
collection of ELECTRONIC GAMES, order today!

Ma,
Women Join Arcade Revolution •
1. .3 ELEaRONIC GAMES

Players
Guide to Electronic Wargames • Las Vegas '
Circus Circus Visited • Clubs for Gamers

.lune 1H:a ELECTRONIC GAMES

Electronic Baseball Games • Tips for PacManiacs. Players Guide to Electronic
Adventures • Wrist Watches You Play
.lui, 1. .3 ELECTRONIC GAMES

All About Tran! • Players Guide to Electronic
Summer Sports • Choosing Giant Screen
TV • History of Arcades

Football Games • Video Game Hall of
Fame. Inside Tron's Special Effects
Novem"'r 1.83 ELECTRONIC GAMES

Players Guide to Microcomputers • Goodies
for Garners. Dial-a-Game : ComputerTelephone link-up
Decem"'r 1.83 ELECTRONIC GAMES

Colecovision Review. Gift Guide for
Garners • How to Become a Game Designer
• Players Guide to Programmable Video
Systems
.Ian....., 1 ••1 ELECTRONIC GAMES

Au ..." 1.83 ELECTRONIC GAMES

1983 Arcade Awards. Atari 5200 :
Video game of the Future? • Players Guide to
Climbing Games

September 1H:a ELECTRONIC GAMES

The Selling of Pac-Man • Players Guide to
Computer Games • Navy's Flight Simulator
• Videogames and the Handicapped

Tron Computer Graphics • Arcade Myths:
fact and fancy • Players Guide to the New
Coin-Ops • Arcading Italian Style

Februarr 1HJ ELECTRONIC GAMES

Better Control For Your Games. Players
Guide to Electronic Maze Games. Illustrated History of Pinball

March 1. .1 ELECTRONIC GAMES
October 1 ••3 ELECTRONIC GAMES

Customizing Caleca's Pac-Man • Preview of
1983 Games • Players Guide to Electronic

Players Guide to Si-Fi Games • Chess Computers • G.A.M.E.S: Videogame Supermarket. Dozens of Joysticks!

Mail to : ELECTRONIC GAMES
Retailer Program
460 West 34 Street
New York, NY 10001

ns,

send me information on
the ELECTRONIC GAMES retailer program.
My Name
Store Name
Store Address
City
State _ _ _ _Lip
My PositionlTitle

lMa~-=::':----------------'

I
I

I
I
I
I

.L.CTRONIC GAAUI .......i_

--~~-~-~~

II

Name
(please print)

Address
City

State

Zip

Please send me the following back issues in the quantities indicated in the
blanks. For each back copy I have enclosed $3.95 ($2.95 plus $1 .00 for
postage and handling) .

I __
Ma,
__
I
II

I

1 •• 3 ELECTRONIC GAMES
June 1.83 ELECTRONIC GAMES
_ _ Jul, 1.83 ELECTRONIC GAMIiS

_ _ November 1H:a ELECTRONIC GAMES
- - Dec.......r 1.83 ELEaRONIC GAMES
_ _ .Ian..." 1981 ELEaRONIC GAMES

- - A u..... 1 ••3 ELECTRONIC GAMES
_ _ September 1.83 ELECTRONIC GAMES

--FeIwuarJ 1. .1 ELECTRONIC ~S
_ _ March 1. .1 ELECTRONIC GAMES

October 1.83 ELECTRONIC GAMES

I
II
I

I
I
I

------------------1

-(OM~N NEXT ~N ---
~B~EStlD@J8B8~

~~rnm~~
THE 198J STAND-ALONE
GAME PREVIEW
They come in all shapes and sizes from
units that majestically fill most of a tabletop to mini-games you can strap on your
wrist or slip into a shirt pocket. Read all
about the latest miniature marvels!

THE FLAT TOP ARCADE
Come with EG's editors on a visit to a
nuclear aircraft carrier that boasts its own
shipboard arcade,

cause you make all the "bets" with imaginary electronic money. Get in on the
thrills with this special guide to games of
chance for videogame and computer systems,

THE BIG CHARGE:
BATTERIES
If you enjoy stand-alone electronic
games, this is the article you've been
waiting for, Our top techie probes the
battery situation, offering advice on how
you can find the power source that will

provide the cheapest, most plentiful
power for your playing needs.

THE PLAYERS
GUIDE TO THE
COMBAT ARCADE
Grab your joystick, it's time to save your
nation or perhaps even the universe!
Whether your favorite type of action is
under or on the sea, in the air, on the
ground or out in space, this magazinewithin-a-magazine will tell you where to
find it.

HOW TO THROW
A VIDEOGAME PARTY
A little advance planning can help you
electrify what might otherwise be just
one more ho-hum party. Find out how to
become your neighborhood's Mr. (or
Ms.) Arcade.

THE VIDEO CASINO
vyith these gambling games,' you will
never lose the shirt off your back, be-

There'll be plenty of other exciting articles and features
of interest to arcaders , plus these regular columns :

* Passport to Adventure
* Inside Gaming
* Arcade America
* Computer Gaming
* Programmable Parade

* a6A

* Switch On!
* New Products
* Test Lab
* Readers Replay
* EG Hotline
* Games Library

* Stand-Alone Scene
* Mini-Arcade Gallery
* Coin-Op Classroom
* Strategy Session
* Insert Coin Here
* Pinball Palace

READ THE ARTICLE ON p.30 AND LEARN HOW THE
GAMELINETM MASTER MODULETM CAN BRING AN ENDLESS STREAM
OF VIDEO GAMES INTO YOUR HOME. THROUGH YOUR TELEPHONE!
Electronic Games covered It You can be t he first to discover It.
GameLine. The video game network of t he future. Insldethis Issue,
you'lI learn how GameLine can plug dozens of the hottest video
games-some so new you may not even have heard about them-into
your existing Atari Video Computer System '~ Colecovision '" (wit h
Module # 1) or Sears Video Arcade :" But don't take t heir word for it.
Challenge GameLine to whet your appetite for conflict , heighten your
thirst for combat, satisfy your craving for sound, color, competition or
just plain fun.
To or der GameLlne, or to receive more information, fill in the blanks
at the bottom of thi s page. Impatient? Thumbs too sore to pick up the

pencil? No problem. For orders only, call our to ll-free hot line:

1-800-CVC-2100

.........._-------_ ..._-------------SEE OTHER SIDE FOR SPECIAL OFFER,

TM

Check one:

C Stimulate my pleasure center Send me the GameLine '" Master Modul e and make me a Charter Member "
for $49.95 . (Plus $2 .50 for shipping and handling. Virginia residents add 4 0{0 tax.)

o Convince mel O verload 'my message terminal.
S end more information about GameLine .

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address____________________________________________________________________________________
City·___________________________________________ State _______________________ Zlp_____________
Phone ___________________________________________
Payment, circle one: Vi sa,' MasterCard :" Ame rican Express,' Diner's Club ." Carte Blanche "
Acc t# _____________________ Int erbank # ______--;;:-:--:--,,----;-;-_______ Card Expires,_______________________
[MasterCard)

S,gnature _________________________________________________________________________________

Caut ion: When sending credit card information, please pla ce inside an envelope for your own pr otection and privacy. Allow 4-6 we eks
for delivery.
"Membership limited to human Citizens of thiS galaxy
Acari' Video Computer Sy stem ' ~ and VCS '" are trademarks of A tarl , Inc. Coiecovision ,.. IS
a t rademark. of Cal ec a Industries. Inc . Sears Video Arcade '" IS a trademark of Sears Roebuckand Co .

6EG83

SPECIA

,H

IE

E BE SHIP

FER.

JOI
TM

51
'F
• 3D-day home trial of Master Module.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your 549.95 back.
Pay only for the games you play.
• Membership fee waived.
A 515 savings!
• 525 worth of free play time in first year.
• Free year's subscription to
GAMELINER Magazine. A 524 value.
See import ant information on p. 30 in this issue of Electronic Games
on t he revolutionary GameLine home video game system.
Be the first t o play t he best. Join GameLine today.
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CO NTRO L VIDEO COR PORATI ON
8 620 West wood Cen ter Dr ive
Vienna, VA 221 80
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